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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This study investigates the was-w construction in the German dialect Hessian (HE). It builds on previous 
research done on was-w constructions in High German by Kathol (1999) and Hinrichs and Nakazawa (2000) in the 
framework ofHead-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). 

Extractions out of embedded clauses occur frequently in High German (HG). The example in (1) shows the 
contrast between a declarative sentence and a sentence with the extraction of the object-PP (mit jemand - Eng!.: 
'with someone') of the embedded clause. The purpose of the extraction is to form a question asking for the object, 
as in (1 c). To ask for the object, the object-PP is substituted with the corresponding wh-expression (mit wem 
'with who'). (l b) shows the non-wh question with the statement of (1 a) as the embedded clause. (l c) is the 
extraction construction, i.e. the matrix question contains the wh-extraction from the embedded clause. 

(1)	 a. statement 
Jakob hat mit iemand geredet. 
Jakob has with someone talked 
"Jakob has talked to someone." 

b. question with embedded clause
 
Glaubst du [class Jakob mit iemand geredet hat]?
 
believe you that Jakob with someone talked has
 
"Do you believe that Jakob has talked to someone?"
 

c. matrix question which includes extraction out ofembedded clause
 
Mit wem glaubst du [class Jakob geredet hat]? (KatholI999: 357)
 
with who believe you that Jakob talked has
 
"Who do you believe Jakob talked to?"
 

However, German speakers give preference to (2) over (Ic). In (2) the wh-phrase mit wem is only fronted 
within the embedded clause, with the accompanying interrogative pronoun was ('what') in the immediately 
superordinate clause. Hence, (2) is an instance ofwas-w. 

(2)	 Was glaubst du [mit wem Jakob geredet hat]? OCathoI1999:358) 
what believe you with who Jakob talked has 
"Who do you think Jakob talked with?" 

The construction in (2) is often referred to as partial wh-movement as the mit wem is moved to the front in the 
form of was, while at the same time also remaining at its original position. The interrogative pronoun was 
functions like a "dummy" wh-word and in the partial extraction can stand for any other wh-expression, such as wem 
('whot-DAT), wen ('who(m)'-ACC), wer ('who'-NOM), wie ('how'), wo ('where'), wann ('when'), was ('what'), 
wiesolweshalblwarum ('why'). Hence, the term WS8-W refers to a question construction in which an embedded wh
expression OCathol 1999) or the whole interrogative phrase (Hinrichs and Nakazawa (H&N) 2000) is partially 
extracted to the front of the matrix question in the form of was. 

This study shows that HE allows was-w constructions to be licensed by the predicate wisse ('to know'), 
which, according to H&N, HG does not. Furthermore, it shows that it is not just the embedded wh-expression but 
the entire interrogative phrase that is partially extracted to the front, thus providing further evidence against a scope
marking approach and supporting H&N's indirect analysis. 
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In §2 the paper presents the HE data, which is discussed in §3 in light of Kathol's scope-marking analysis.
 
Evidence against a scope-marking approach leads to an H&N-based indirect analysis of the data in §4. In §5 I
 
summarize the main fmdings of this paper.
 

2.0 WAS-W IN HESSIAN 

Hessian is the name of a variety of the Franconian dialects spoken in the Gennan state of Hessen but also
 
in the area ofRheinhessen, which fonnerly belonged to Hessen but after 1945 was amalgamated with other lands 'to
 
fonn the new state ofRheinland Pfalz.
 

In HE, as in HG, wh-expressions (underlined) occur in non-embedded questions (3a), embedded questions
 
(3b), and embedded interrogative clauses (3c).
 

(3)	 a. non-embedded question 
Wo mache mer hie? (Uderzo 1999: 7) 
where make we to 
"Where do we go?" 

b. embedded question
 
Koennte Sie uns vielleicht sage, ~ mer was zum anziehe fuer den Klaane da
 
could you us maybe tell where we what to wear for the little-one there
 
fmne koenne? (Uderzo 1999: 22)
 
find can
 
"Could you maybe tell us where we can fmd something to wear for the little one?"
 

c. embedded interrogative clause
 
...un wisse gar net, wo es hingehe tut. (Uderzo 1999: 7)
 
and know totally not where it go-there does
 
"...and don't even know where we are heading to."
 

HE also allows was-w constructions, like the one in (4c) which is based on (4b). The question in (4b) is 
related to the corresponding statement in (4a), in which the becoming of the wine is indicated as guud ('good'). To 
form a question out of (4a), the adverb guud is replaced by the wh-word for manner, wie, which is fronted. To 
retain verb-second structure, the auxiliary verb duht ('does') is fronted to the position behind wie. 

(4)	 a. statement 
Der Wein, der neue, dubt sich guud arte. 
the wine the new-one does itself good grow 
"The new wine is coming along well." 

b. non-embedded question
 
Wie dubt sich der Wein, der neue, arte?
 
how does itself the wine the new-one grow
 
"How is the new wine coming?"
 

c. was-w
 
Was kammer wisse, wie der Wein, der neue, sich dubt arte? (Witte 1974: 119)
 
what can-we know how the wine the new-one itself does grow
 
"Can we know how the new wine will become?" (implying that we cannot)
 

It is difficult to translate the sentence in (4c) into English, because its meaning is not really a question but 
a statement: 'We cannot know how the new wine will become.' The surface structure of the sentence is a question, -but a question that implies that there is no answer, therefore expressing the impossibility of knowing the future. 

-
This sentence is grammatical in HE. However, a similar construction in HG is ungrammatical, as (5) 
shows. 
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(5)	 * Was hat Hans gewusst, wer kommen solI. (H&N 2000: 152)
 
what has Hans known who come should
 
"Could Hans have known who should come?"
 

Hence, the verb wisse(n) I ('to know') behaves differently in HE and HG with respect to licensing was-w. High 
German does not allow the interpretation of the sentence as a statement of impossibility. Rather, the mismatch 
between the predicate that requires something to be known and the fact that this something is asked for, and 
therefore not known, makes the sentence ungrammatical. 

How the grammaticality of the HE sentence in (4c) can be accounted for is shown in the remaining parts of 
this paper. The analysis of this HE was-w sentence as a scope-marking construction is problematic as the following 
section shows. However, HE was-w also challenges the indirect analysis, in which certain classes of predicates 
license was-w constructions, but wissen is not included in these classes. 

3.0 WAS-W AS SCOPE-MARKING 

According to Kathol (1999), it is only the wh-expression of the embedded interrogative clause that is 
partially extracted to the matrix question, such as wer ('who') in (6b). In comparison, (6a) shows a full extraction. 

(6)	 a. full extraction 
Wer denkst du hat das getrunken? 
who think you has that drunk 
"Who do you think drank that?" 

b. was-w 
Was denkst du wer das getrunken hat?
 
what think you who that drunk has
 
"Who do you think drank that?"
 

Kathol calls these constructions (wh) scope-marking constructions, since the was-element is viewed as a 
scope marker. The was indicates the syntactic domain that receives a question interpretation in the semantics, i.e. it 
flags everything that follows as part of the question. Hence, Kathol assumes that the semantic interpretations of 
both sentences in (6) are identical. However, the same is not true for the HE was-w data, which is listed again in 
(7b). In comparison, (7a) shows the corresponding full extraction of the wh-expression wie. 

(7)	 a. full extraction 
Wie kammer wisse, dass der Wein, der neue, sich dubt arte?
 
how can-we know that the wine the new-one itself does grow
 
"How can we know that the new wine will come along?"
 

b. was-w
 
Was kammer wisse, wie der Wein. der neue. sich dubt arte? (Witte 1974: 119)
 
what can-we know how the wine the new-one itself does grow
 
"Can we know how the new wine will become?" (implying that we cannot)
 

The meaning of the two sentences is quite different. In (7a), wie refers to the knowing but not the growing, 
i.e. asking 'how can you know this,' while in (7b) wie only has scope over the growing (scope is indicated by 
underlining). Therefore, unlike the sentences in (6), the sentences in (7) do not result in the same semantic 
interpretation. This provides evidence against a scope-marking analysis of was-w in HE, as was is not a copy of wie 
but rather stands for the answer of the embedded question. Was kammer wisse asks IF we know the answer to the 
embedded question that was stands for but does not ask for the answer itself. 

Similar evidence against the scope-marking idea comes from Dayal (1996) and (H&N 2000). Dayal also 
argues that the was of the was-w construction is associated not just with the embedded wh-word (wen) but with the 
embedded clause as a whole. The HG data in (8) illustrates this point. In (8a) to (8c) the underlined phrase is the 

1 In HE, many infmitive verb forms drop the verb-final "n" that is so characteristic for infmitive verb forms in HG. 
Thus, HG wissen becomes HE wisse. 
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object ofbehauptet ('claimed'), but in (8c) the underlined phrase is the object of wissenlgewusst ('to knowlknown') 
as well. 

(8)	 a. statement
 
Er hat es behauptet, ohne ~ wirklich zu wissen.
 
he has it claimed without it really to know
 
"He has claimed it without really knowing it."
 

b. was-w with 'behaupten'
 
Was hat er behauptet, wen sie liebt?
 
what has he claimed who she loves
 
"Who did he claim that she loves?"
 

c. WQS-W with 'behaupten' and 'wissen'
 
Was hat er,ohne wirklich zu wissen, behauptet, wen sie liebt? (Dayal1996)
 
what has he without really to know claimed who she loves
 
"Who did he claim that she loves without him really knowing it?"
 

The interesting thing about (8c) is that both behauptet and wissen take the same complement was. While 
it can be assumed that in (8b) was stands for the loved one, i.e. the person wen, the same cannot be said about (8c), 
since wissen cannot take a direct object that refers to a person. Hence, was stands not just for the wh-word wen but 
for the whole argument wen sie liebt. This speaks against the idea of was as partial extraction of wen with scope
marking function. H&N bring forth further evidence, which is provided in (9) (H&N 2000: 150). 

(9)	 a. Was Hans sagt, Wen er verdaechtigt, das habe ich ueberprueft. 
b. Was	 Hans sagt, lYen er verdaechtigt, *den habe ich ueberprueft. 

what Hans says who he suspects (a) that/(b) him have I evaluated
 
"I evaluated what Hans says about the person whom he suspects."
 

In (9a), was stands for das, which stands for the whole argument wen er verdaechtigt. In (9b), was stands for den, 
which refers to wen, i.e. the suspicious person. In the sentences, this difference has been indicated through 
underlining the argument that is referred to. 

Following from the grammaticality, in this sentence, again, was stands for the whole argument and not 
just for the wh-expression. This leads to the conclusion that the was-w construction is not a scope-marking 
construction as assumed by Kathol. 

The new HE evidence discussed in this paper and the evidence from Dayal (1996) and H&N (2000) seem 
to suggest an indirect dePendency (Dayal 1994) between was and the embedded wh-expression. This leads to an 
indirect, i.e. non-scope-marking, analysis of the was-w construction. 

4.0 INDIRECT ANALYSIS 

4.1 Verbs that license was..w constructions 

Turning away from the scope-marking focus of previous analyses, H&N (2000) investigate the predicates 
that license was-w constructions in HG and the type coercion necessary to account for the apparent mismatch 
between the syntactic form of the embedded question and its semantic function. 

Following Ginzburg and Sag (2001), H&N distinguish four classes of predicates that take either wh
sentential complements (+WH) or non-wh-sentential complements (-WH). The table in (10) is a modification of a 
table provided by H&N (2000: 154). It gives sample verbs of English for each, states whether the predicates take 
+WH or -WH complements, lists if they license was-w constructions in HG, and indicates examples. 
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(10) Predicate classification 

Resolutive Predicates (RP) Factive Predicates (FP) Question Predicates (QEP) True/False Predicates 
(TFP) 

believe 
deny 
Drove 

-WH 
, 

was-w 
example: (13) 

tell 
guess 
oredict 

reveal 
know 
discover 

ask 
wonder 
investie:ate 

+WH&-WH +WH&-WH +WH 
was-w do not license was-w do not license was-w 

example: (11) example: (12) example: (14) 

In HG, the set ofwas-w licensing predicates includes some (RP, see (11» but not all (FP, see (12» verbs 
that allow both +WH and -WH complements outside of this construction. 

(11) RP (H&N 2000: 151) 
a. + WH complements
 

Hans hat entschiedenlberichtetlsich vorgestellt, wer kommen solI.
 
Hans has decided/reported/imagined who come should
 

b. -WH complements
 
Hans hat entschiedenlberichtetlsich vorgestellt, dass Peter kommen soIl.
 
Hans has decided/reported/imagined that Peter come should
 

c. was-w
 
Was hat Hans entschiedenlberichtetlsich vorgestellt, wer kommen solI?
 
What has Hans decided/reported/imagined who come should
 

(12) FP (H&N 2000: 152) 
a. + WH complements
 

Hans hat gewusstlvergessen/sich erinnert/erraten, wer kommen solI.
 
Hans has known/forgotten/remembered/guessed who come should
 

b. -WH complements
 
Hans hat gewusstlvergessen/sich erinnertJerraten, dass Peter kommen soIl.
 
Hans has known/forgotten/remembered/guessed that Peter come should
 

c. was-w 
*Was hat	 Hans gewusstlvergessen/sich erinnert/erraten, wer kommen solI?
 

What has Hans known/forgotten/remembered/guessed who come should
 

TFP are the class of verbs that appear most frequently in' was-w constructions, but outside of these 
constructions they only allow -WH complements as shown in (13). 

(13) TFP (H&N 2000: 151) 
a. + WH complements 

*Hans hat gesagt/geglaubt, wer kommt.
 
Hans has saidlbelieved, who comes
 

b. -WH complements
 
Hans hat gesagt/geglaubt, class Peter kommt.
 
Hans has saidlbelieved that Peter comes
 

c. was-w
 
Was hat Hans gesagtigeglaubt, wer kommt?
 
What has Hans saidlbelieved who comes
 

In contrast, verbs that only license +WH complements but not -WH complements do not license was-w. 
These are QEP and they pattern as illustrated in (14). 

(14) QEP (H&N 2000: 151) 
a. + WH complements
 

Hans hat nachgeforschtlgefragt, wer kommt.
 
Hans has investigated/asked, who comes
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b. -WH complements 
*Hans hat nachgeforschtlgefragt, dass Peter kommt. 

Hans has investigated/asked that Peter comes 
c. was-w 

*Was hat Hans nachgeforscht/gefragt, wer kommt? 
What has Hans investigated/asked who comes 

H&N investigated the difference between these four classes to establish why RP and TFP allow was-w 
constructions, while FP and QEP do not. They point out that RP and FP have fact-denoting arguments that are 
taken to provide the answer to the question of the embedded +WH complement. The difference between (15) and 
(16) illustrates this. (15) shows that in conjunction with an FP, Jean only discovered the question, not the answer, 
while in (16), in conjunction with a QEP, Jean's action aims towards the content of the question, Le. the answer. 

(15) FP (H&N 2000: 153) 
Jean discovered an interesting question. 
The question was who left yesterday. 
It does not follow that: Jean discovered who left yesterday. 

(16) QEP (H&N 2000: 153) 
Jean asked an interesting question. 
The question was who left yesterday. 
Hence: Jean asked who left yesterday. 

Although the substitution test in (15) shows that FP and RP involve fact-denoting arguments, the 
grammaticality of (12 a) and (15) shows that they do allow +WH complements nonetheless. Thus, to link answer 
and question in (12 a), the question wer kommen soIl is forced into a fact that resolves the question. This allows the 
wh-interrogative wer to appear in the fact-denoting argument position of the FP. This forcing is called "type 
coercion" and its implementation in HPSG is discussed in section 4.2. 

What follows from this is that RP and FP behave differently from QEP. In their paper, H&N then go on 
to discuss what distinguishes RP from FP, to establish RP and TFP as a natural was-w licensing class. However, 
as the following discussion of the HE data shows, this is unnecessary for HE. In this dialect, RP, TFP and FP 
license was-w constructions. Hence, excluding QEP, as shown, is sufficient. 

(17)	 Was kammer wisse, wie der Wein. del neue, sich dubt arte? (Witte 1974:119) 
what can-we know how the wine the new-one itself does grow 
"Can we know how the new wine will become?" (implYing that we cannot) 

The grammaticality of was-w in (17) with the FP wisse ('to know') in HE indicates that there is evidence in this 
dialect that FP license was-w. As in (15), but unlike (16), it does not follow from the sentence in (17) that we 
know how the wine will become. 

The challenge that this data poses for H&N's indirect analysis is to include FP as was-w licensing for HE. 
However, that is not much of a challenge, since HE behaves more generally than HG by allowing all verbs that 
license declarative complements to also license was-w. Hence, there is evidence that in this dialect RP, TFP and FP 
form a natural was-w licensing class. 

For both RP and FP to take +WH coml'-lements it is necessary to apply type coercion of questions to 
facts, i.e. facts resolved (for FP) and unresolved2 (for RP). The implementation of type coercion in HPSG is 
discussed in the following section. 

-

2 H&N call these 'propositions.' 
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4.2 Type-coercing the denotation of the embedded interrogative 

The sentence in (17) contains the embedded interrogative wie der Wein, der neue, sich duht arte. The 
embedded interrogative can be derived syntactically as shown in (18). The semantic representation of the 
interrogative phrase is given in (19). . 

In (18), STORE serves as the scope indicator of the wh-index. It differs from SLASH in that SLASH 
allows the wh-expression to be extracted and bound off at a higher level, while STORE is only a placeholder for the 
index to indicate scope. 

In (19) it can be seen that "embedded interrogatives are assigned denotations of type question" (H&N 
2000: 157), containing the features INDICES and FACT. This is different from H&N as in their case the embedded 
interrogative is assumed to be a proposition. Hence, they use the feature PROP instead of FACT. Furthermore, in 
H&N the question was aiming at a person, while here it is aiming at an adverbial of manner. Accordingly, the 
semantic representation in (19) incorporates a restriction on the verb arte ('to grow') in the form of the adverbial of 
manner. Following Kasper (1994), rsoa stands for "restricted state of affairs" and has the features QFSOA, which 
stands for "quantifier-free state ofaffairs," and RESTR. 

(18) 

ONTS [~] 
~SH{} 

STORE{} ~ 
S 

ONT [8~
SLASH {[5]} 
WH <> 
STORE {[I]} ~ 

FACT [8] QFSOA [9] LgROWER wine 

SOA NUCL RESTR manner-rel J 
~ISSUE [9] 

MANNER [1] 

In the was-w constructions the embedded complement syntactically has all the properties of an embedded 
interrogative, while semantically it seems to have the properties of a fact, as discussed in section 4.1 above. This is 

r where type coercion comes into play. 

NP
 
STORE {[I]}r 

r 

r· LOC[5] CONT r=x [1] lI~ {manner-rel([1])} 

WH <[1]> 

wie 
'how' 

(19) question 
INDICES {[I]} 

fact 
CONT [2] SIT s 

rsoa 

der Wein, der neue, sich duht arte 
'the wine, the new one, itself does grow' 

rgrow-rel ] 
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(20) shows the lexical entry for a wisse ('to know') that licenses was-w. From H&N's discussion it follows 
that there are at least two lexical entries for these verbs, one for when they occur in non-was-w constructions and 
one for was-w. 

(20) PHON wisse 

NUCL 

CAT~UBJ <NP[3]> J 
[OMPS <S[CONT [2] question]> 

soa 

know-reI ]
KNOWER [3] 

KNOWLEDGE r~WER {[4~IQUESTION [2]] 
LOC CONT [6] 

STORE {[4]} 
SLASH {np_was[4]} 

SYNSEM 

This lexical entry for wisse shows that the KNOWLEDGE ofwisse in a was-w construction is of type qa
fact (short for question-answerfact) instead of question as in (20). This is a deviation from H&N's HG analysis, 
since in their analysis they introduced the type qa-proposition. However, as a distinction between resolved facts and 
unresolved facts, Le. propositions, proves to be unnecessary in HE, I introduce qa-fact as a subtyPe of a factive 
supertype. 

In (20), the qa-fact contains the link to the question wie der Wein, der neue, sich duht arte as well as to 
the answer was. Thus, QUESTION connects to the embedded interrogative (19), which is of type question. This is 
the type coercion, the question is resolved into a fact, because wisse takes the qa-fact that contains the question. 

The lexical entry for was of the was-w construction is given in (21/. According to H&N, the was of a 
was-w construction has a special type of local value np_was and its CaNT I INDEX value is restricted to being an 
answer (H&N 2000: 158). 

(21) PHON was 
np_was 
CAT np 

SYNSEM LaC CaNT 

How (20) and (21) combine for the question Was kammer wisse, wie der Wein, der neue, sich duht arte? 
is shown in (22). 

3 Taken from H&N (2000: 158), but replacing the tag [1] with the more appropriate tag [4]. 
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(22) s 

uestion ~ 
CONT INDICES {[4]} 

FACT [11]~ 
SLASH {} 
WH <> 
STORE{} 

NP s 
STORE {[4]} fact 

SIT s 
ao 

CONT [11] know-relLOC[5] CONTF [4~ 
SOA [6] KNOWER [3] 

NUCL ~1act 
KNOWL ANSW {[4]} 

QUE [2] 
SLASH {[5]} 

WH <[4]> 

WH <> 

what

was STORE {[4]} 

r 
r S 
r 

[CONT [2]] r 
r Ir 
r kam mer wisse wie der Wein, der neue, sich 
r duhtarte 
r can we know how the wine, the new one, 

r itself does grow 

This section shows that with a few adaptations, H&N's indirect analysis can properly account for the HE 
r was-w data. 
r 

5.0 CONCLUSIONr 
r This paper used data from the German dialect Hessian to the discussion ofwas-w constructions in Gennan. 
r Since the data could not be analyzed with a scope-marking approach, but were unproblematic for the indirect 
r analysis, this study provided further evidence for the indirect analysis of was-w constructions (H&N 2000), as 

r opposed to scope-marking (Kathol1999). 

,.. 
Additionally, this study discusses a difference between HG and HE in the classes of predicates that license 

r was-w. In HE, factive predicates, such as wisse, are also was-w licensing, while in HG they are not. 

f""" 

r 
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CHINESE BA CONSTRUCTION IN HPSG 

Man Gao 

Department ofLinguistics
 
University of Victoria
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The ba construction in Chinese is one of the most controversial issues in Chinese linguistics. 
Therefore, there is little agreement on a proper analysis of this construction. The most fundamental 
question regarding this construction is the status of ba, whether it is a verb, a preposition or merely a case 
marker. In this paper, I am not going to address this issue; rather my focus will be at the sentence structure 
level and specifically on the valency of the main verb in the ba construction under the framework ofHead
Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (hereafter HPSG). The aim of this analysis is to provide some insights 
into the complex syntactic situation and the open question on the status ofba. 

The discussion is composed of two parts: section 2 deals with the fundamental properties of the ba 
construction and some previous analyses that are relevant to my HPSG analysis, presented in section 3. 
This analysis proposes one principle and two lexical rules to account for the valency structure of both the 
word ba and the verb that follows it. In addition, this analysis accounts for the complicated syntactic 
structure ofthe ba construction by the combination between these three rules and the GAP principle and the 
Head-filler rule (Sag & Wasow 1999). I summarize the paper in section 4. 

2. DESCRIPTIONS AND ARGUMENTS 

2.1. The properties of ba-construction 

The Chinese ba construction has been labeled differently by various linguists. The first and most 
popular name, by L. Wang (1954), Chao (1968), Li and Thompson (1981) and Tiee (1986), is 'disposal 
structure'. What they mean by this term is that ba has a meaning close to 'disposal', if we assume that the 
ba construction has the form 'X ba Y Z', then it gives us the meaning of X 'disposes' of Y in the way 
described by Z (Tsao 1986), e.g. 

(1) Wo ba jangzi shao-le. 
I ba house burned-perf 
'I burned the house. ' 

(2) Zhangsan ba Lisi ganzou-le. 
Zhangsan ba Lisi drive away-perf 
'Zhangsan drove away Lisi.' 

To put this sentence into a closer translation to the intention behind sentence (1): 'I put/caused the 
house into a situation in which it was burned.' Other linguists refer to this construction as the 'executive 
construction' (Hashimoto 1971), 'accusative construction' (Teng 1975), 'ergative construction' (Frei 1956), 
or simply'ba construction'. But they all try to express the idea that the ba sentence "states how a person is 
handled, manipulated, or dealt with; how something is disposed of; or how an affair is conducted." (Y.-C. 
Li 1974) 

The reason we call this sentence structure in Chinese a ba sentence lies in the fact that ba is playing 
a significant role in the construction; it takes an NP after it and requires a following VP at the end of the 
sentence, otherwise it is ungrammatical. 
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(3) * Wo ba fangzi. / * Wo ba shao-Ie. / * Wo ba shao-Ie fangzi.
 
1st pers.sg. ba house/1 st pers.sg. ba burn-pert:1l st pers.sg. ba burn-perf house
 

So the representation ofthis structure is: 

(4) NPI baNP2 VP 

I am going to use NP1 to refer to the NP preceding ba, and NP2 to the NP following ba in the rest of
 
this paper.
 

There are some constraints at the end of the ba sentence. First, stative verbs cannot appear in the ba
 
construction, such as you 'have', xiang 'miss' and zhidao 'know', but they are not prohibited from the
 
corresponding non-ba sentences (Zou 1993):
 

(5) a. *Wo ba shu you-Ie.
 
1st pers.sg. ba book have-pert:
 

b.	 Wo you shu.
 
1st pers.sg. have book
 
'I have books. '
 

Secondly, some perception and psychological verbs cannot be used in the ba construction, such as ai 
'love', xihuan 'like', kanjian 'see ': 

(6)	 a * Ta ba Zhangsan ai-Ie. 
3Mpers.sg. ba Zhangsan love-perf: 

b.	 Ta ai Zhangsan 
3Mpers.sg. love Zhangsan
 

'He/she loves Zhangsan.'
 

Finally, a perfective aspect marker -Ie, a durative aspect marker -zhe, or a directional or resultative 
adverb such as wan 'end' is usually required to follow the verb, otherwise it may cause ungrammaticality, 
e.g.: 

(7) a. *Wo ba fangzi shao. 
1st pers.sg. ba house burn
 

'I burned the house. '
 
b. Wo ba fangzi shao-Ie. 

1st pers.sg. ba house .burn -pert:
 
'I burned the house. '
 

However, more concern is put on the relation between NP2 and the V (head of VP) in the ba 
construction. Although the NP2 can be the object of the verb, it is not necessarily so. In sentence (1 ),fangzi 
'house' is the object ofthe verb shao 'burn', but some relations are also possible in ba-construction, e.g.: 

(8)	 Wo ba juzi bo-Ie pi. 
1st pers.sg. ba orange peel-perf peel(n.)
 
, I peeled the skin off the orange. '
 

The NF2 in sentence (6) is not the object of the verb bo 'peel', rather it is the possessor ofthe actual 
object, pi 'peel (n.)'. We will come back to this in the next part, as this possessive relation is one focus of 
my analysis. 

Lastly, all sentences with ba have a counterpart without ba (Sybesma, 1999), e.g.: 

(9) a. Wangwu ba ta muqin ganzou-Ie. 
3rdWangwu ba pers.sg. mother drive-away-perf: 

.' -
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'Wangwu drove his mother away.' r 
r b. Wangwu ganzou-Ie ta 
r 3rdWangwu drive-away-perf pers.sg. 
r 'Wangwu drove his mother away.' 

r 

muqin. 
mother 

These two sentences share similar meanings, though some linguists argue that there is some 
"..... 

difference between them. However, this difference lies in the sense of 'disposal' in the ba construction. 

So far, we have examined the basic properties ofba construction, I am going to first present two 
relevant analyses on the projection that ba is heading and the syntactic structure of the ba sentence, and 
then make assumptions for the following HPSG analysis. 

2.2. Ba Phrase 

Zou (1993) develops his theory with the assumption that there is a deep structure (D-structure) for 
the ba construction. His deep structure is represented as: 

(10) [IP Wo [BaP [ba ha] [ASPP ...Ie] [VP qiang [NP tal]]]] 
I ba -perf rob him. 

He treats ba as a functional category heading its own Projection ba-phrase, and it selects an aspect 
phrase (ASPP) or a directionallresultative particle phrase (PARP) as its complement. Thus, the VP is the 
complement ofthe head of the ASPP phrase. In the D-structure, the verb qiang 'rob' assigns a a-role to the 
NP ta 'him' which then moves to the specifier position ofASPP to get case from ba. The verb qiang 'rob' 
is raised to the position of ASP, amalgamating with the aspect marker -Ie. Under this analysis, the surface 
structure of ba-sentence is derived from a D-structure by NP movement and verb-raising. The problem with 
this analysis is the treatment of VP and the ASP phrase. The head of the ASPP, according to Zou, is the 
perfective (aspect) marker -Ie, which is only a suffix indicating aspect. Its complement, the verb, plays a 
more important semantic role in this sentence. I do not see the necessity of treating the VP as the 
complement of ASPP and then raising it from the original position. Therefore, the D-structure that he 
proposes is also problematic. In my analysis, the ba construction does not have any D-structure, since every 
ba sentence has its non-ba counterpart, the non-ba sentence is an ideal reference to how the ba construction 
is formed. 

However, Zou's analysis provides me with a helpful clue in how to treat the projection headed by ba 
in my analysis. Zou treats ba as the head heading its own ba-phrase, 'Which is a neutral way of treating it 
Since I am not going to deal with the status ofba and will leave it an open question, I will treat ba as Zou 
does. 

Based on the above discussion, I propose that ba heads its own projection, the ba-phrase, and selects 
an NP and a VP as its complements. 

2.3. The syntactic structure 

r Based on the assumption that ba is heading a ba phrase, and making use of the NP movement and 
r verb-raising, Zou (1993) presents the syntactic s1nlcture ofba-sentence in this way: 
r 

(11) [IP Wo [BaPr 
Ir 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

[ba ha] [ASPP tai [ASP qiangj -Ie] [VP tj [NP ti ]]]]] 
ba 3~ers.sg. rob-perf. 
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(12)	 IP 
NP~BaP 
Wo	 _______________ 

ba	 ASPP 
~ 

NP2 ASP VP 
ta qiang-Ie ~ 

V NP 
tj ti 

The tree structure in (12) shows that ba only takes one complement ASPP, and NP2 is the specifier 
ofthe head ASP, 'While VP is the complement. This structure has two problems: 1). It does not capture the 
properties ofba 'Which requires a following NP and then a VP; 2). The combination ofNP, ASP and VP is 
not a constituent by standard constituency tests. 

(13) * Wo ba [ta qiang-Ie] you [ni qiang-Ie]. 
1st pers.sg. ba 3rd pers.sg. rob-perf and 2nd pers.sg. rob-perf 

(14) Wo [ba ta qiang-Ie] you [ba ni qiang-le]. 
1st pers.sg. ba 3rd pers.sg rob-perf and ba 2Dd pers.sg rob-perf
 

'I not only robbed him, but also robbed you.'
 

The coordination test in (14) shows that [ba ta qiang-le] is a constituent in the sentence, 'Whereas the 
ungrammaticality of (13) provides evidence that [ta qiang-Ie] is not a constituent, under the assumption 
that only like constituents can be coordinated. 

The question. test is another constituency test: 

(15) A: Ni zuo shen-me? 'What are you doing?' 
B: *Ta qiang-Ie. 

(16) A: Ni zuo shen-me? 'What are you doing?' 
B: Ba ta qiang-Ie. 'Robbed him.' 

The fact that (15) cannot pass the question test, while (16) can, again proves that [ta qiang-Ie] is not 
a constituent as it cannot stand alone. Therefore, the syntactic structure in (12) is not appropriate for the ba 
construction. 

Bender (2000) also has a brief discussion on the structure of ba sentences. She discusses two 
different structures and argues for (18). 

(17)	 s 
_VP 
Wo	 _________ 

PP-- ---vr(p) 

(P~ I 
ba ta qiang-Ie 

(18) -NP VP 
Wo ~ 

~. NP vP 
ba ta qiang-Ie 

....
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Although the structure in (17) also treats [ba ta qiang-Ie] as one constituent, which 1 have just 
proved with the constituency tests is a valid constituent, it treats [ba tal as a constituent as well. However, 
the fact that [ba tal cannot pass either ofthe constituency tests shows that it is not a constituent. Therefore, 
the structure in (17) is problematic. 

(19) a. * Wo [00 nfJ he [ba taJ qiang-Ie. 
I st 3M.pers.sg. ba 2 pers.sg. and ba pers.sg. rob-perf 

b. Wo ba [niJ he ItaJ qiang-Ie. 
1st.pers.sg. 00 2M pers.sg. and 3 pers.sg. rob-perf 

'1 robbed you and him.' 

(20) A: Ni qiang-Ie shei? 'Who did you rob?' 
B: *Ba tao / To. 'Him.. , 

In my analysis that follows, 1 use the structure in (18), but with modifications of the labels of the 
constituent in the tree. 

Based on the above discussion, 1 assume that in the ba sentence, ba, NP2 and VP form one 
projection, the ba-phrase, and NP2 and VP are complements of the head ba. This assumption leads to the 

r following structure: 
r ,.. (21) 

NPI BaP r 
r b 
r' 
r 3. HPSG ANALYSIS 

r 
The ba-consttuction in Chinese has been dealt with under a wide range of frameworks, such as GB r (He 1996) and LFO (Bender 2000). But how is it to be accounted in the framework ofHPSG? In this part, 

r 1am going apply the HPSO theory (Sag & Wasow 1999) by using the relevant features, rules and principles 
r to the Chinese ba construction. 
r 

3.1. Subject raising ,
r According to M.Q.Wang (1987), the ba construction is 'a highly transitive construction', where 
r 'transitivity' is defined as 'the carrying over of an activity from an agent to a patient.' This 'transitivity' 

aspect makes the ba sentence distinctive from its non-ba counterpart, thus the word ba bears the r 
'transitivity' character of carrying over an activity from NP1 to NP2. Being the specifier of the ba phrase,r 
NP1 is also the syntactic subject of the embedded VP ofthe ba phrase. 

r 
r (22) a Wo ba ta qiang-Ie. 
r 1stpers.sg. ba 3"1>ers.sg. rob-perf. 

'1 robbed him.' r 
b. Wo qiang-Ie tao 

r 1stpers.sg. rob-perf 3"l>ers.sg. 
r '1 robbed him. ' ,.... 
,.... Comparing the ba sentence and the non-ba counterpart (22a) and (22b), we will find that the NP I is 

acting both as the specifier of the matrix sentence and of the embedded VP of ba-construction, i.e. ba and 
r its VP complement share the same NP in their SPR list. In addition, ba cannot pose any restrictions on 
r NP1; it is the head ofthe embedded VP that selects the subject in both sentences. 
",.. 

Subject-raising and subject-control words are the two classes of words that share the property of 
subject sharing between the head of the matrix clause and its complement. The distinction between them is 
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whether the subject is playing a semantic role in the head of the matrix clause. As to the ba construction
 
under discussion, I argue that ba is the subject-control word with the passive test.
 

(23) a *Ta ba wo bei qiang-Ie. 
3rd 1stpers.sg. ba pers.sg. by(pass.) rob-perf
 

b Ta ba wo qiang-Ie.
 
3rd pers.sg. ba 1st pers.sg. rob-perf
 
'He robbed me.'
 

c. Ta qiang-Ie woo 
3rd	 1st pers.sg. rob-perf pers.sg.
 
'He robbed me. '
 

The fact that (23a) is ungrammatical and (22a) contrasts (23b) shows that ba is a subject-control 
word. In addition, ba is representing a relation of'disposal' as discussed in section 2. The subject, although 
selected by the embedded verb, is assigned to the DISPOSER role in the ba construction. I will not 
elaborate this topic further since the discussion of the semantic relations in ba construction is beyond the 
scope of this paper. 

We now tum to the question of how NPI is assigned the position of specifier of ba although it is 
actually selected by the embedded verb. 

The tree structure of the ba sentence in (21) shows that NP1 is raised to a higher level than VP in the 
ba construction but not in the non...ba counterpart. I propose a principle that accounts for the raising of the 
subject NF1 in the ba construction: 

(24) Subject Raising Principle: 

rPhraseba 
]l-HEAD [0] 

T 
Ba - Ord ]

,tmAD[O] ]	 HEAD verb[]
LSPR <[1] NFl>	 SPR <[1] NP1> -
The Subject Raising Principle in (24) shows the NP1 that is originally from the SPR list of the -embedded verb is raised to the SPR list ofba - the head ofthe matrix clause in a ba construction, thus both 

ba and its VP complement have NFl as the subject. The term subject refers to the single element in the 
SPR list. Tsao (1986) argues that NP1 in ba sentences is a topic but not a subject with some examples that 
may seem problematic at the first glance: 

(25) Na chang qiu ba women lean-de...lei-si Ie. 
That	 Qass. ball-game ba 1~.pL see-Part....tire-dead Part.
 
, That ball game, we watched it until we were tired to death.' (Tsao 1986)
 

The NP1 Na chang qiu The ball game' is not the subject of the verb lean 'watch', he argues, women 
'we' is selected as the subject by the verb instead I agree with him in the sense of semantics that 'the ball 
game' is actually the topic, and women 'we' should be subject, however, it is perfectly grammatical to say: 

(26) Na chang qiu kan-de women lei...si Ie. 
That Qass. ball-game see-Part. l 51per.pl. tire...dead Part.
 
, That ball game, we watched it until we were tired to death.'
 

Sentence (26) is the non-ba counterpart of (25), and the fact that Na chang qiu 'that ball game' is in 
the subject position of(26) indicates that syntactically it is the subject in the non-ba counterpart and also in 
the ba-sentence. 

..... 

..... 
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r 

r 
r 
r 

r 
r 

3.2. Extraction 

The relation between NP2 and the embedded verbal complex is more complicated than that between 
NP I and the embedded VP I have just discussed. We will start with sentences with a simple structure. 

(27)	 a. Gou ba ta yao-le. 
Dog	 ba 3~ers.sg. bite-perf.
 
'Dog bite him. '
 

b.	 Goo yao-le tao
 
Dog bite-perf 3~ers.sg.
 
'Dog bite him.'
 

We can tell from sentence (27b) that NP2 fa 'he', is the object of the verb yao 'bite'. Since ba 
cannot be stranded, it requires a following NP, ta to be extracted. from the COMPS list of the verb yao 
'bite' to a higher position - the COMPS list of ba. Therefore, we can form one lexical rule licensing the 
object extraction in this case. 

(28) Object Extraction Lexical Rule 

word	 ] o~ verbHEAD verb
 
SPR <NP1> SPR <NP1>
[ 
COMPS <[2]NP2> COMPS<>
 

AP <[2]>
U	 ] 
When the object is extracted from the COMPS list of the verb, the verb is missing a complement 

encoded by the feature GAP. According to the GAP principle: the GAP values of all the daughters in a 
headed stIUcture must add up to be the GAP value ofthe mother, unless the rule sanctioning the structure is 
the Head-Filler Rule (Sag & Wasow 1999). The GAP value [2] in 28 will be carried up by the GAP 
principle to the upper level until it gets terminated. by the Head-filler lUle when the GAP meets its filler. 

But what if the verb has more than one NP in its COMPS list? Which one gets extracted by the 
Object Extraction Lexical Rule in the ba construction? 

(29)	 a Ta ba na-xie shu song-ge WOo 

3rd pers.sg. ba those books give-to l~ers.sg. 
'He gives those books to me.' 

b.	 Ta song na-xie shu ge WOo
 

3rd
 pers.sg. gives those books to 1S;>ers.sg. 
'He gives those books to me.' 

(30)	 a. *Ta ba wo song-ge na-xie shu. 
3rd pers.sg. ba 1~ers.sg. give-to those books 

* 'He gives me to the books. 
b. Ta song-ge wo na-xie shu. 

3rd pers.sg. gives 1~ers.sg. those books 
'He gives me those books. ' 

It seems from the above example that the first NP in the COMPS list is the one that gets extracted, 
because the extraction ofthe second NP wo '1' would cause ungrammaticality. But which one is the non-ba 
counterpart of the grammatical ba sentence (29a), is it (29b) or (30b) as they share the similar meaning? It 
is widely agreed that ba-construction is one of the topica1ization structures, according to Tsao (1986) both 
NP1 and NP2 are topics. NP2 is topicalized in the preverbal position in (29a). Here, na-xie shu 'those 
books' is the topic that attracts more attention than the NP in the postverbal position wo '1'. Comparing 
sentence (29b) and (30b), na-xie shu 'those books' is more salient than wo 'I' in (29b) while vice versa in 
(30b). Thus, I assume (29b) is the non-ba counterpart of (29a) because they are more semantically similar 
than (29a) and (30b), although these three sentences mean the same thing. 
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(31) a. Wo ba shu fang-zai shu-jia shang. 
1~s.sg. ba book put-on book-shelf above
 

'I put the book on the bookshelf.'
 
b.	 Wo ba shu-jia fang-man-le shu. 

1~s.sg. ba book-shelf put-full-Perf. book
 
'I filled the book-shelfwith books.'
 

(32) a. Wo fang shu zai shu-jia shang. 
1~ers.sg. put book on book-shelf above
 

'I put the book on the bookshelf. '
 
b. Wo fang-man-le shu-jia shu. 
l~ers.sg.	 put-full-Perf. book-shelf book
 

'I filled the book-shelfwith books.'
 

The ba sentences and their counterparts in (31) and (32) provides further evidence that the first NP 
in the COMPS list of the verb is extracted. Sentences 32a is the non-ba counterpart of 31a, in which shu 
'book' is the first NP in the COMPS list of the verb fang 'put', it gets extracted in the NP2 position in 
(31a). Similarly in (32b), shu-jia 'bookshelf is the first NP and gets extracted to the NP2 position in (31b). 
The revised version of the extraction rule specifies that the first NP in the CO:MPS list of the verb is 
extracted in the ba construction: 

(33) Object Extraction Lexical Rule (Revised Version) 

a 
ord	 

]word	 ]HEAD verb	 HEAD verb 
SPR <NP1> ~ SPR <NP1>
 

[
 COMPS <[2]NP2, [3]NP,...>	 COMPS <[3]NP, ... >
 
GAP <[2]>
 

The COMPS list ofa verb can be more complicated than a list with more than one NPs; it can have 
an NP with some inner structure, e.g.: 

(34) Wo mai-le san-tou zhu. 
1~ers.sg. sell-Perl: three-Class pig
 

'I sold three pigs. '
 

The first and only NP in the COMPS list of the verb mai 'buy' is san-tou zhu 'three (Classifier) -
pigs', which is different from any NP in the COMPS list we have examined, e.g. shu 'book'. This NP is 
composed ofa quantifier (or Class. Phrase) san-tou 'three-Class.' and an NP zhu 'pigs'. There are two ba 
sentences corresponding to the same non-ba sentence of(34). 

(35) a. Wo ba san-tou zhu mai-le. 
1~ers.sg. ba three-Class pig sell-Perf.
 

'I sold three pigs. '
 
b.	 Wo ba zhu mai-le san-tou. 
1~s.sg. ba pig sell-Per£: three-Class
 

'I sold three pigs. '
 

The revised version of the Extraction Lexical Rule only licenses (35a), since the NP as a whole is 
removed from the COMPS list But the fact that (35b) is also grammatical shows that the extraction rule 
can look into the deeper structure than the valence list ofthe main verb-the valence structure of the verbal 
valent NP. If the valent NP of the main verb contains another NP, the embedded NP can be extracted 
instead of the superordinate one. With the Object Extraction Lexical Rule licensing the extraction of the 
first NP (completely) from the COMPS list ofthe verb, e.g. (35a), we need another extraction rule licensing 
the extraction ofthe valent NP ofthe first NP on the COMPS list ofthe main verb, e.g. (35b)., in which zhu 
'pig' is the head and the only NP of the phrase san-tou zhu 'three pigs'. But what if the first NP on the ...... 
COMPS list has more than one NP in its inner structure? Is it the head daughter that gets extracted? 
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Let us examine some other examples before coming to an answer to this question. The inner 
structure of the valent NP on the COMPS list analyzed above is the combination of the quantifier and the 
head noun. The examples we are going to examine involve valent NP with possessive relations. 

(36) a. Wo bo-Ie JUZl pi.
 
1~ers.sg. peel-Perf orange peel
 

'1 peeled the orangeCs) peel.' 
r b. Wo ba juzi pi bo-Ie. 
r I stpers.sg. ba orange peel peel-Perf 

'1 peeled the orange('s) peel.'r 
c. Wo ba juzi bo-Ie pi.r 

I stpers.sg. ba orange peel-Perf peel. 
r 'I peeled the orange. ' 
r d. *Wo ba pi bo-Ie JUZl. ,... I ~ers.sg. ba peel peel-Perf orange. 

r 
The ba sentence in (36b) is licensed by the rule stated in (33) as the first NP on the CO:MPS list of 

the verb bo-Ie 'peel' in (36a) is extracted. The NP is a possessive phrase, in which juzi 'orange' is the 
possessor and pi 'peel' is the possessed and also the head daughter of the larger NP. Ifwe assume that it is 
the head daughter that gets extracted, then this will result in ungrammaticality in (36d). Therefore, the 
status of the head daughter is not the key factor for the extraction, but the syntactically first available NP. In 
the NP juzi pi 'orange('s) peel', juzi is the specifier ofpi, thus is preceding the head daughter and therefore 
is the first NP available for extraction, whereas the phrase san-tou zhu 'three pigs' in (34), though san-tau 
is preceding the head daughter zhu, it is a ClP (classifier phrase) rather than an NP and thus the first 
available NP zhu is extracted. The specification of this extraction rule is: 

(37) Extraction Lexical Rule II. (Revised Version) 
word 
HEAD verb 
SPR <NPl> 
COMPS <[2]NP 

word 
HEAD verb 

uhrase ] ,([3] NP...» 
HEAD-DTR [[5] NP [SPR [4]NP] ] 
NON-HEAD-DTR <[4] > 

SPR <NPl>
 
COMPS <[2] NP uhrase ] ' ([3] NP...»
 

HEAD-DTR [[5] NP [SPR<>, GAP <[4]>]] 
NON-HEAD-DTR < > 

r 
The structure of Chinese NPs is regular in the sense that the head daughter is always right-sided. r 

Therefore, the extraction rule always checks the specifier (or modifier in other cases) of the head daughterr first to see if there is any available NP that can be extracted, and ifnot, then turns to the head daughter. One 
r of the most 'popular' sentences in various analyses ofthe ba construction also shows the validity of the rule 
r stated in (37). 
,... 

(38) a Wo ba fa sha-Ie juqin. (Li 1990)r 
1~ers.sg. ba 3~ers.sg. kill-Perf father 

r '1 killed his father(he was affected by the killing). ' 
r b. Wo sha-le ta juqin. 

1~ers.sg. kill-Perf 3~ers.sg. fatherr 
'1 killed his father.' r 

r 
r 

r 

r 
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The Extraction Rule in (37) results in the ba sentence (38a), since ta 'his' is the first available NP in
 
the bigger phrase tajUqin 'his father'. Ofcourse it is always grammatical to extract the higher level NP as a
 
whole: Wo ba tafuqin sha-Ie. ' 1killed his father.'
 

There are two different ways of expressing the possessive relation in Chinese NPs. One is what we 
have examined that consists oftwo NPs with which the possessor is the specifier ofthe head daughter-the 
possessed. The other more common way is with the particle -de, which is in this sense similar to genitive's 
in English. So the phrase 'my father', in Chinese is either 'WO fuqin 'I father'or wo-de jUqin (my father'. But 
if the latter appears in the non-ba sentence instead of the former in (38b), the ba sentence is different 
correspondingly. 

(39) a. Wo sha-Ie ta-de fuqin.
 
15tpers.sg. kill-Perf. 3rd pers.sg.Gen. father
 
'I killed his father.'
 

b.	 *Wo ba ta-de sha-Ie fuqin.
 
15tpers.sg. ba 3rd pers.sg.Gen. kill-Perf father
 

c. Wo ba ta-de fuqin sha-Ie. 
1Slpers.sg.	 ba 3rd pers.sg.Gen. father kill-Perf.
 
'I killed his father.'
 

The rule in (37) seems problematic since it cannot predict the ungrammatica1ity of(39b). However, 1 
am not going to elaborate this issue further in this paper, but my intuitive explanation is: the phrase wo-de 
'my' is not a noun phrase because of the particle -de which represents the possessive relationship. In 
addition, the classifier phrase (ClP hereafter) san-tou 'three' can be stranded, whereas wo-de 'my' is a 
phrase that cannot be stranded in Chinese, which rules out another possible ba sentence candidate: 'Wo ba 
jUqin sha-Ie ta-de. ' 

Going through the data in other analyses of the ba-sentence, 1 find that only lower level NPs can be 
extracted from the NPs with quantifier (classifier phrase) or possessive relation, as discussed above. 

3.3. The GAP and the whole picture of ba-eonstrucDon 

GAP is a feature used in HPSG to encode the fact that a phrase is missing a certain kind of element 
(Sag & Wasow 1999). 1have discussed the GAP feature briefly in the above section. Since an element, an 
NP in this case, is extracted from either the COMPS list of the main verb or a deeper level to a higher 
position, an NP is missing and we have to use the feature GAP indicating the missing NP. The GAP 
principle allows the GAP information to be propagated upward through the tree structure (Sag & Wasow 
1999), until the GAP value is charged offby the Head-filler rule when it meets its filler. 

In this part, 1 am going to apply the GAP principle and the Head-filler rule to the ba-construction 
and see if they match. 1will start with a ba sentence with simpler structure. 

(22)	 a Wo ba ta qiang-le. 
1~ers.sg. ba 3"»ers.sg. rob-perf. 
'I robbed him. ' 

(40) 
NP ~ BaP[GAP<>] 
Wo(1) ~ 

ba -------- [l]NP VP[GAP<[I]NP>] 
ta (him) I -V
 

qiang-Ie [GAP <[I]NP>]
 

The GAP principle and the Head-Filler Rule work well with the ba sentence in 22. The GAP 
originating from the verb qiang-Ie 'rob' is carried up by the GAP principle to the VP level, where it meets 
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r	 its filler ta 'him' and then gets emptied by the Head-Filler Rule. As a result, the GAP feature at the upper 
level BaP is empty. The same applies to ba sentences whose complement VP has the GAP feature with the 
first NP complement missing, and this GAP feature is charged offat the BaP level after it meets the filler. 

What is more interesting is the case when Extraction Rule II applies, i.e. the NP from the deeper 
level is extracted instead of the NP in the CONIPS list of the main verb. Consider the sentence we have 
discussed: 

(35) b. Wo ba zhu mai-Ie san-tou. 
1~ers.sg. ba pig sell-Perf. three-Class
 

'I sold three pigs.'
 

(41)	 S 
NP - BaP [GAP<>] 
Wo (1) --------r----.

ba -------- [I]NPi VP[OAP <[ I]NP>] 
zhu ~ 

V NP [GAP <[I]NP>] 
mai-le ~ 

r C1P ti 
r san-tou 

The interesting thing about this sentence is that the head daughter is missing rather than the r 
complement, which is what HPSG theory has not yet dealt with, according to my knowledge. Ifwe assumer 
that the GAP feature also accounts for the missing head daughter ofa phrase, then the GAP originates from 

r the bigger phrase whose head daughter is missing. It is then carried up by the GAP principle and charged 
,, offwhen it meets the filler. 
r 

The same applies to a sentence in which the specifier of the valent NP on the CO~S list of ther 
main verb is extracted. 

r 
r (36) c. Wo ba juzi bO-Ie pi. 
r 1~ers.sg. ba orange peel-Perf peel. 

r 'I peeled the orange. ' 

,,-. 
(42) S 

r NP ~aP[GAP<>] 
r Wo (I) --------r----.

ba -------- [I]NPi VP[OAP <[ I]NP>] r 
r juzi ~ 

V NP [GAP <[I]NP>] 
r bo-Ie ~ 
r ti NP 

pi [GAP <[I]NP>] r 
The only difference between (41) and (42) is that the head daughter is not missing in (42). Instead, it r 

is the specifier of the head daughter juzi 'orange' that is missing. The GAP feature then originates from the 
r head daughterpi 'peel' since its specifier is missing. The GAP gets charged offagain at the BaP level. 
r 

We are now able to see the whole picture ofhow the Subject Raising Principle, the Object Extraction 
Lexical Rule and the Extraction Rule II are applied in a ba sentence, and how the GAP Principle and the r 
Head-Filler Rule work in the ba sentence. It is also a good wrap-up of the discussion on the Chinese ba 

r construction presented in this paper. 
r 
r (36) a. Wo bo-Ie JUZl pi. 

Istpers.sg. peel-Perf: orange peel 
'I peeled the orange{'s) peel.' r 

r 
r 
r 
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(43) Non-ba counterpart 

[:: [:;[1]~~ pass	 ] ] ] 

CO:MPS <> 

word ]
[2] [HEAD noun]	 [~~ rHEAD ]SYN [1] ]
 

ARG-ST <> ~PR <[2]>
D I ARG-ST <[2]>
 
Wo
 

phrase
 
word ] [3] SYN [HEAD [4]noun]
 HEAD [1] ] ]a	 [
SYN SPR <[2]> ARG-ST <>
 

CO:MPS <[3]>
[
ARG-ST <[2], [3]> 

I	 [WOrd 
SYN HEAD [4] 

ARG-ST <> ] aPR <[5]>J 
ARG-ST <[5]> 

bo-1e	 [5] SYN [HEAD noun] ord ~ 

f ~ 
juzi I 

pi 

(36) c. Wo ba juzi ba-Ze pi. 
1~ers.sg. ba orange peel-Perf peel. 'I peeled the orange. ' 

(44)Ba construction 

,Phrase [HEAD [0] [ba] ] ] 
LSYN 

[2]	 SYN [HEAD noun] 
ARG-ST <> 
. I 

Wo 

word GHEAD [0] ] 
SYN SPR <[2]> 

CO:MPS <[5],[6]> 
ARG-ST <[2], [5], [6]> 

Ja 

SPR <> 

SYN ~AD [0]
 
SPR <[2]>
 
~ <>
 J]	 



ARG-ST <[2]> -:::;::::::==: 

[5]~ [HEAD [noun]0
~G-ST <> ~ 

I 
juzi 

Ord 

[1] ]
SYN SPR <[2]>
 

COMPS <[3]>
tARG_S~[3]> 

[6] 

phrase
 

SYN ~AD [1] Verb]
 -SPR <[2]>
 
GAP <[5]>
 

ARG-ST <[2]>
 

[3] ~hrase ~HEAD [4] noun J~SYN SPR <> 
GAP <[5]> 

ARG-S <[5]> 

I	 I 
bo-le	 pi 
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Chinese ba Construction in HPSG 

4. CONCLUSION 

This analysis of Chinese ba-sentences focuses on the NP movements in the ba constroction under 
the framework of HPSG. The Subject Raising Principle, the Object Extraction Lexical Rule and the 
Extraction Lexical Rule IT are the rules that were formed in this paper to account for the phenomena found 
in the Chinese ba sentence, and they work well with the GAP Principle and the Head-Filler Rule proposed 
by Sag and Wasow (1999). 

Although this is a preliminary study on the ba construction, it shows that the HPSG theory can 
account for the ba construction with the established features, lexical rules and AVM. This paper contributes 
to the study of the Chinese ba construction by introducing the HPSG theory to account for it 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The abbreviatory compound is a very common type of word formation in Chinese. Like abbreviations or 
acronyms in other languages, Chinese abbreviatory compounds are the abbreviations or shortened forms of long 
words or phrases; unlike those abbreviations and acronyms in languages like English, they are compounds in 
Chinese, and they are not formed in the way of first letter concatenation like UNfor United Nations, or the cropping 
of long words like Mass. for Massachusetts. Chinese abbreviations are composed of the individual morpheme from 
the original form, and have essentially the same meaning ofthe original form but with shorter form, e.g. 

(1)	 bian-fang jian-cha --> bian-jian 
frontier-protect inspect-examine frontier-inspect 
'frontier' 'inspect(ion)' 'frontier-inspect(ion), 

The chosen morphemes are in bold in the input (same for all the following examples). In this example, bian
jian is the abbreviatory compound. It is formed by two morphemes from the original form. It is claimed that the 
abbreviations are predominantly formed by taking the first morpheme of each word in the original form (packard, 
2000), like in (1). But it is common to form the abbreviatory compounds in Chinese like (2) and (3) too. 

(2)	 chang-tu dian-hua -> chang-hua 
long-path electricity-speech long-speech 
'long distance' 'telephone' 'long-distance call' 

(3)	 lao-shi xue-sheng --> shi-sheng 
old-teacher study-person teacher-person 

'teacher' 'student' 'teacher and student' 

The abbreviation in example (2) is formed by taking the ..first morpheme of the first compound chang of 
chang-tu, and the second morpheme of the second compound hua of dian-hua.; while in (3) it is formed by taking 
the second morpheme ofeach compound in the original form. All possible combinations are found, and there are six 
different ways of abbreviation according to Jin (1999), including truncating one of the compounds in the original 
form like Qing-hua for Qing-hua da-xue 'Qing-hua University'. 

However, there are few attempts to look for the rules ofhow these abbreviatory compounds are formed since 
it seems that there is no pattern at all. In this paper, I am going to explore the formation of the Chinese abbreviatory 
compounds in the framework ofOptimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, OT hereafter). 

The structure of the paper is as follows: part 2 talks about the assumptions and theoretical background on 
which the analysis is based; part 3 analyzes the data by introducing relevant constraints in OT and modifying them 
on the basis of some morphological principles for this analysis; part 4 summarizes this paper. 

2. THE ASSUMPTIONS AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND,
r Most phrases in Chinese can be abbreviated in some way, and so can some sentences. The length of these 
r abbreviations is from 2 to 7 or more morphemes. However, the focus ofthis paper is on the abbreviatory compounds 

with two morphemes which makes up 70.9% of the total 1066 abbreviatory compounds found in Chinese (Jin, r 
1999). In addition, most of the two-morpheme abbreviatory compounds are originating from four-morpheme r 
phrases (consisting of two compounds with two morphemes each). Considering that this is a small-scale study, myr data contains 169 abbreviatory compounds that all originate from four-morpheme phrases. 

r 
,
r 
r 
r 
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Ofall the compounds in the original forms in my corpus, there are three types ofcompounds: the endocentric, 
exocentric and co-ordinate compounds. The endocentric compounds are the compounds which have a head (Fabb 
1998). In Chinese, the head of a compound may be defined canonically, by its position within the compound. 
(packard 2000). The canonical head in Chinese is defined by Packard (2000) as follows: the function of the form 
class of the word, following the headedness Principle: verbs have their canonical head on the left and nouns have 
their canonical head on the right. For example, the head of xue-xiao study-school 'school' is xiao, which is on the 
right of the noun; while the head of the verb tiao-wu jump-dance 'dance' is tiao, on the left side. This is a 
straightforward way to determine the head ofnominal and verbal compounds in Chinese. ' 

There are also some compounds that do not have a head. The exocentric compounds in Chinese are composed 
of morphemes that cannot be the head of the compound. For example, with wei-sheng protect-live 'hygiene', both 
morphemes wei and sheng have their own meanings, but neither ofthem is directly related to the meaning 'hygiene' 
as a word. 

The co-ordinate compounds consist of components that both share head-like characteristics (Fabb 1998). For 
example,jian-cha, check-examine 'check up' is a word with both morphemes as the head, since both components 
have a similar meaning to the compound 

With all the above three types of compounds found in the original form, the puzzle we want to solve in this 
analysis is if there are any rules to determine which morpheme is preserved in the abbreviatory compounds, and 
whether they have any interactions ifthere are more than one rules. I am going to analyze it under the framework of 
OT, which I anticipate would provide a satisfying answer. 

Optimality Theory (prince & 8molensky 1993) proposes an input and an output and a formal relation 
between the two. OT's viewpoint of language, and in filct every grammar, is a system of conflicting forces (Kager 
1999). Markedness and Faithfulness are the two major forces engaged in a fundamental conflict in every grammar. 
These 'forces' are embodied by constraints (Kager 1999). Thus OT is a theory of constraint interaction. Constraints 
in OT are violable and they are ranked differently to form the conflict-regulating mechanism specific to every 
grammar. The formal model ofOT consists of three parts. Gen (the Generator) first creates a number of candidates; 
then Eval (the Evaluator) selects the optimal candidate from all these candidates by the ranking of constraints 
(Universal Con). The best candidate of a grammar is the least costly violation of the constraints (Kager 1999). A 
conflict shows in the formation ofChinese abbreviatory compounds since, for some compounds, the first morpheme 
is chosen in the abbreviation, while the last is chosen for other compounds. Thus OT holds the promise ofregulating 
this conflict with a ranking ofa set ofconstraints. 

3. MORPHOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS IN OT 

In analyzing the truncative plurals in Koasati, Horwood (2001) advocates another type of constraint other 
than Faith and Markedness we discussed above; the anti-:faithfulness constraints were added to the inventory of 
CON. An anti-faithfulness constraint proposed by Alderete (1999) is defined as the logical negation ofa :faithfulness 
constraint. Taking; for example, a constraint immediately applicable to the problem at hand, consider -,Max, 
negatively quantified from Max (McCarthy & Prince 1999): (Horwood 200 I) 

<D-,Max-Cat: ('Delete at least one Cat.') 
It is not the case that every element oftype Cat in 81 has a correspondent element oftype Cat in 82. 

(Horwood 2001) 

This anti-faithfulness constraint is also applicable to the Chinese abbreviatory compounds, with the more 
specific element type- morpheme in this case: 

<D' ....,Max-Morpheme: It is not the case that every morpheme in the input has a corresponding morpheme in the 
output. ('Delete at least one morpheme.') 

-

.... 

-.. 

.... 

.... 
-


....,Max-Morpheme captures the characteristics of Chinese abbreviatory compounds that they are shorter than ....... 
the original form. ..,Max will penalize any candidate whose output is identical to input; if a morpheme of the ..... 
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corresponding input (the original form) is not present in the output (the abbreviatory compound), the constraint will 
be satisfied. According to Horwood (2001), where -.Max dominates all related Max constraints in a grammar, 
subtraction will occur. Therefore, this constraint should outrank any Max constraints in this analysis ofabbreviation 
in Chinese. 

a. 

b. " 

. fi ChinT '11 the -,Max-MorpJheme constramt or esea reVlatory compoun , et's 1 k bl u 1:01 ustrate bb ds 1 00 atta ea 
bian-fang jian-cha -.Max-Morpheme 

*!*bian-fang jian-cha 

bian-jian 

Table 1. 

Candidate (a) is exactly the same as the input bian-fang jian-cha, thus it violates -.Max-Morpheme. Since 
there are two compounds in the input, and both of them remain unchanged in candidate (a), the -.Max-Morpheme 
constraint is violated twice, each by one compound. For candidate (b), on the other hand, the morphemes fang and 
cha are missing, it is the optimal candidate as it does not incur any violation of-.Max-Morpheme. 

However, in order to limit the distance between input and output, we need a firithfulness constraint to 'restrict 
the shape variability oflexical items' (Kager 1999). The second constraint is: 

Q) Max-IO: Every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output (McCarthy & Prince 1995, 1999) 

The segment in the Max-IO constraint proposed by McCarthy and Prince originally refers to the phonological 
segment. However, since this is an analysis of morphological phenomenon and, like the -,Max-Morpheme 
constraint, the segment in this analysis refers to the morphological segment, i.e. the morpheme. 

Q)' Max-IO: Every morpheme of the input has a correspondent in the output. 

This constraint keeps the abbreviation of the input to two morphemes in the output. Thus, input with only one 
morpJheme or none at a 11' ruled by tho .IS out IS constraint. 

chen-shijian-she 

a. chen-shijian-she 

b. " chen-jian 

c. chen 

-,Max-Morpheme Max-IO 

*!* ,~ . ~ 
j ..:~""~ '. 

~ '·4,i1.'· l!..!"'~,.~':'&;·<""i"~i 
• b" '. .~ 

** 

***! 

Table 2. 

The deletion of one morpheme in the output incurs one violation of Max-IO. Because the abbreviatory 
compounds under analysis are all composed of two morphemes, the optimal candidate should violate this constraint 
twice. Candidate (a) in the tableau above does not incur any violation of Max-IO at all, but it violates -,Max
Morpheme which is ranked higher than the Max constraint, so it is ruled out. Although candidate (c) does not incur 
any violation of-.Max-Morpheme, it violates Max three times by deleting three morphemes. Candidate chen-jian is 
then the optimal output with the fewest violations ofMax. 

According to the classifications of the compounds I discussed earlier, the two compounds in the input chen
ski jian-she are co-ordinate ones: 

(4) chen-shi iian-she --> chen-jian 
town-city build-establish 
'city' 'construction' 'city construction' 

The first morpheme in these two co-ordinate compounds is chosen for the abbreviated form in this example, 
and this is the case for most co-ordinate words in Chinese. Statistics based on my database show that 9O.()C'/O of the 
co-ordinate compounds are abbreviated in this way (103 out of 115). Thus we may come up with another constraint 
based on the fact that most co-ordinate compounds keep their left-most morpheme in the abbreviated form: 
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(3) Anchor-L: Any morpheme at the left periphery of the output has a correspondent at the left periphery of the 
input 

This constraint is similar to the L-Anchor proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1999), the only difference is the 
designation of the element as discussed before. The ranking between the -.Max-Morpheme constraint and the 
Anchor-L constraint is not crucial as can be proved in the following example: 

(5) lao-dong mo-fan --> lao-mo 
labor-move standard-example 
'working' 'model' 'model worker' 

lao-dong mo-fan 

a. 

b. c:r 

lao-dong 

lao-mo 

mo-fan 

c. lao-fan 

d. dong-fan 

e. dong-mo 

Table 3. 

,-.Max-Morpheme ·, Anchor-L 
".,,~, .' 1:' .. ".... ~',*!* t"~ -'Ai -~;.":' ..'>- . ,f 
, . 
·00 
0 *! 

L+ ~ 

· *!* f 
, *! , 

Max-IO 

':'*",
~ j"'K::... ., 

-# 

~:!*f'" " . 
1;,;"*" ' ::' . 
~ 'I 

'**"".'
• 

"'". 
f' . 

Note that each candidate incurs two violations ofeither -.Max-Morpheme or Max. Since the former is ranked 
higher than the latter, candidate (a) is ruled out As we predict that the optimal candidate incurs the least violation, 
here candidate (b) is optimal with no violation ofAnchor-L and two violations ofMax-IO. 

Only 5 exocentric compounds are found in my corpus except for the proper nouns. There is a clear pattern for 
all these 5 exocentric compounds: the leftmost morpheme of the original compound is chosen in the abbreviatory 
form. Therefore, the same set of constraints with the same ranking can be applied to the exocentric compounds: 
(exocentric compounds are underlined in (6) and (7)) 

(6) gan-bu 
work-department 
'cadre' 

(7) huan-jin 
surrounding-area 
'environment' 

gan-bu xun-litut 

a. gan-bu xun-Jian 
b. c:r gan-xun 

c. gan-lian 

d. bu-xun 

e. bu-Jian 

Table 4. 

xun-lian 
train-exercise 
'training' 

--> gan-xun 

'cadre training' --
wei-sheng 
protect-student 
'hygiene' 

-> huan-wei 

'environmental sanitation' 

-,Max-Morpheme : Anchor-L , 
0, 

Max-IO 
...

I';'" , /) 
t**",,~

.'~ 

**'•
' **,J, ",'

-** 

..:i"*!* .. !f', _ "~;~~ ~,. -'Il: 
, ". 

t 

.--
.,;

, *! 
· 
,, . 
, *!·, r , ,·, *!* 

.", 

In table 4, the optimal output is candidate (b) as it incurs the least costly violation of the constraints. -
The discussion of the constraints on the headed compound is the thorny part of this paper. As discussed -earlier, the canonical head is different for compound nouns and compound verbs in Chinese. It is on the right for 

nouns while on the left for verbs. Let's examine them respectively. -------
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(8) xue-yuan xue-xiao -> yuan-xiao 
study-college study-school 
'college' 'school' 'college and school' 

It seems that the head is the morpheme preserved in the abbreviatory compound. Therefore, there must be 
another faithfulness constraint based on the concept of the morphological head to single out the optimal candidate, 
the constraint is: 

® Faith-head: The input head is preserved in the output. 

This constraint is in conflict with Anchor-L when we apply it to the compound nouns since the head is on the 
Ii t side. In order to {edict the correct ou ut, the Faith-head constraint must outrank the Anchor-L constraint: 
xue-yuan xue-xi{l(} -,Max-Morpheme : Faith-head Anchor-L Max-IO 

a. xue-yuan xue-xiao *!* 
b. xue-xiao 

c. xue-xue 

d. eoyuan- xiao 

e. yuan-xue
 

Table 5.
 

, *'*: . 

: *! 

: . 

In this tableau, although candidate (d) yuan-xiao incurs the most violations ofAnchor-1, the fact that it incurs 
no violation of Faith-head (with both heads yuan and xiao kept in the output) makes it optimal. Candidates (b), (c), 
and (e) are ruled out because they violate the Faith-head constraint that is higher than Anchor-L. 

As for the compound verbs with a head, there is no conflict between the Faith-head and the Anchor-L 
constraint, because both are on the left, any candidate that obeys the former also obeys the latter, and vice versa. 

(9) ti{l(}-jie kong-zhi --> tiao-kong 
adjust-item control-restrict adjust-control 
'adjust' 'control' 'adjust and control' 

tiao-jie kong-zhi 

a. tiao-jie kong-zhi 

Max-IOAnchor-L: Faith-head -.Max-Morpheme 

*!* 

d. rr tiao-kong 

b. jie-kong 

c. jie-zhi 

e. tiao-zhi 

Table 6. 

In the example above, tiao-jie is the headed verb and kong-zhi is a co-ordinate compound. Candidate (a) is 
ruled out because it violates -.Max-Morpheme that ranks higher than the Max-IO constraint. Both candidate (b) and 
(c) violate Faith-head twice, making them the non-optimal candidates. Their first violation of the Faith-head is 
because the head of the verb tiao is not preserved in the output, while their second violation is because either of the 
morphemes in a co-ordinate word is considered the head, so the Faith-head constraint must be violated if either one 
is deleted. Candidate (d) violates Faith-head once but (e) violates both Faith-head and Anchor-L, so that candidate 
(d) is the optimal one. 

r However, for over half of the headed nouns (about 70%), the non-head is chosen in the abbreviatory 
compounds rather than the head Similarly, 6 out of 8 headed verbs in my corpus have their non-head morpheme 

r preserved in the abbreviation. Thus the constraints that we have discussed so far cannot predict the correct 
abbreviatory forms for over halfof the headed compounds. Let's examine some examples to see why the non-head 

r morpheme is chosen: 

r 
r 
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(10) nong-ye xue-xiao --> nong-xiao 
agriculture-industry science-study 
'agriculture' 'science' 'school ofagriculture' 

(11) shang-ye xue-xiao --> shang-xiao 
business-industry science-study 
'business' 'science' 'school ofbusiness, 

All the compounds in (10) and (11) are headed nouns. According to the definition of canonical head, ye and 
xiao are the head in the corresponding compounds since they are at the rightmost position of the nouns. The head 
xiao is chosen according to the Faith-head constraint, but the head ye in nong-ye and shang-ye is not chosen. There 
must be some other constraint on the selection for the headed compounds, and it must be ranked higher than the 
Faith-head constraint to override it. Let's first assume that the head ye is chosen in both examples. The result would 
be that the same abbreviation is derived from two different original forms, and of course with different meaning. If 
*ye-xiao is used for both phrases, ambiguity will arise as the reader or hearer would not know to which original 
form it corresponds. In another words, this does not provide any information about the specific industry that the 
school is involved in at all. 

Similarly for the headed verbs, the choice ofthe head (which is the leftmost morpheme for the verb) will also 
result in ambiguity. 

(12) jie-yue 
save-restrict 
'economize' 

vong-dian 
use-electricity 
,electricity' 

-> jie-dian 
save-electricity 
'economize on electricity' 

(13) jie-yue 
save-restrict 
'economize' 

vong-shui 
use-water 
'water' 

--> jie-dian 
save-water 
'economize on water' 

If the headyong ofboth verbs in (12) and (13) is chosen, we will not know what we are economizing on (jie
yue), so ambiguity arises. Therefore, we need another constraint to ban the outputs that will cause ambiguity. 

® *Ambiguity: Avoid ambiguity. 

This constraint is tricky in regard to how we determine which output violates *Ambiguity. If the output 
containing the head ofthe compound violates *Ambiguity as discussed in (10) to (13): 

(10) nong-ye 
agriculture-industry 
'agriculture' 

xue-xiao 
science-study 
'science' 

--> nong-xiao / *ye-xiao 

'school ofagriculture' 

What about those optimal output containing the head ofcompound discussed in (8) and (9)? 

(8) xue-man 
study-college 
'college' 

xue-xiao 
study-school 
'school' 

--> yuan-xiao / *xue-xue 

'college and school' 

The choice of the head ye in *ye-xiao violates *Ambiguity so it is not optimal, but the choice of the head 
yuan and xiao in yuan-xiao does not, so it is optimal. How can we know whether the choice of the head violates 
*Ambiguity? 

One way of doing this is to see whether the canonical head matches the semantic head. If yes, the choice of 
the head will cause ambiguity. According to Packard (2000), the semantic head is that part of the word which is a 
more general instance of what the entire word means, often defined in terms of the 'IS A' relation, e.g., ye is both 
the semantic head and the canonical head for nong-ye agriculture-industry 'agriculture', which is a kind of industry. 
In other words, if the canonical head is a more general term, it is also the semantic head, and the choice of the head 

.... 

.... -
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will result in ambiguity so it violates *Ambiguity; whereas if it is not, the choice ofcanonical head will not result in 
ambiguity thus preserved in the abbreviation. Therefore, any output with the head ye 'industry' will cause ambiguity 
as it is a more general term. 

(10) nong-ye xue-xiao 
agriculture-industry science-study 
'agriculture' 'science' 

Table 7. 

--> nong-xiao 

'school ofagriculture' 

nong-ye xue-xiao -.Max-Morpheme : *Ambiguity Max-IOAnchor-LFaith-head 

a.nong-ye xue-xiao *!* 

b. nong-xue 

c. S"nong-xiao 
d. ye-xue .: *! 

e. ye-xiao : *! 

Candidate (b) violates Faith-head twice and the second violation makes it fatal. In spite of the fact that 
candidate (c) violates Faith-head once, it is the optimal output given that the *Ambiguity constraint is ranked higher 
than the Faith-head constraint And the other two candidates incur violations of *Ambiguity with the head ye 
preserved. 

The fundamental difference between the canonical and semantic head of a headed compound is that the 
former has a stable position (right for nouns and left for verbs), while the latter does not have a fixed position. 
According to Packard (2000), the structural head (the canonical head) often matches with the semantic head, but 
there are cases in which they differ. One example is the word xue-xiao study-school 'school', in which the canonical 
head is on the right, but the semantic head is on the left (since a school is more generally understood as a kind of 
place to 'study' compared with xue-yuan study-college 'college'). This can be further proved by the statistics based 
on my data that 70010 of the headed nouns have a match between the canonical head and the semantic head as the 
non-head morpheme chosen in the abbreviation, e.g. (the morpheme in black is both the canonical and semantic 
head): 

(14)	 wen-xue / guang-xue / ke-xue 
writing-study light-study science-study 
'study ofliterature' 'optics' 'study of science' 

Furthermore, the reason that ambiguity will arise with the head preserved in the abbreviatory compound is 
because there is more than one word with the same head. 

(15) da-xue / zhong-xue / xiao-xue 
big-study middle-study small-study 
'university' 'middle school' 'elementary school' 

The three compounds in (15) have the same structure and have the same head xue, thus, the choice ofxue in 
abbreviation is very likely to cause ambiguity. It is also the case for headed verbs like in example (12) and (13), 
yong-dian use-electricity, yong-shui use-water, yong-you use-oil, etc. Because they are words with the same 
structure, the choice of the head yong that they all have will be ambiguous in abbreviations. 

(12) jie-yue 
save-restrict 
'economize' 

yong-dian --> jie-dian 
use-electricity save-electricity 
,electricity' 'economize on electricity 
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Faith-head Anchor-L Max-IOjie-yue yong-dian -.Max-Morpheme ·, *Ambiguity· 
... :- I,·,.. . '.." ..... l~·· ,~,

a.jie-yue yong-dian *!* ;... ~.' . . 
. .*, *!b. jie-yong 

" •.c, 0 .. • .......__ ••••
 · .,. 
.*~ 

. -... ..... '. .~t. ...~ , 
' *.* c. r:r jie-dian * *· · · *!d. yue-yong * ** .*", f ·, $iii, **!e. yue-dian * 

Table 8. 

Although yong is the canonical head on the left, dian is chosen in the abbreviation. Candidate (b) and (d) 
incur a violation of *Ambiguity since the head yong that will cause ambiguity is preserved. Candidate (c) and (e) 
incur one violation of the Faith-head constraint ranking lower than the *Ambiguity constraint. Since candidate (e) 
violates Anchor-L twice, while (c) only violates it once, (e) is not the optimal candidate. 

In summary, we have accounted for how the Chinese abbreviatory compounds are formed in the framework 
ofOT by using five constraints based on morphological principles. The ranking ofall these five constraints are: 

(16) .....,Max-Morpheme, *Ambiguity» Faith-head» Anchor-L , Max 

(17) ......Max-Morpheme *Ambiguity 

"/
Faith-head 

Anchor-L 

Jx 
Though there are some exceptions that our OT analysis is unable to account for, this analysis provides a 

straightforward explanation for the majority ofthe abbreviatory compounds in my corpus. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper is a study of the formation of Chinese abbreviatory compounds based on the framework of 
Optimality Theory. A number of constraints in morphology playa very important role in determining the choice of 
the morphemes kept in the abbreviation. The ranking of those constraints can explain the majority of the data from 
the database of 169 abbreviatory compounds, which is indeed a clear analysis for this morphological phenomenon in 
the Chinese language. 

This analysis successfully combines the framework of OT with morphological notions (e.g. morpheme and 
head), and principles like the Headedness Principle and Avoid ambiguity, together with a set of established 
constraints and the rankings among them, which provides evidence that OT can extend to areas other than 
phonology and syntax. 
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DIALECTS IN A DEAD PIDGIN: 
A PRELIMINARY EXPLORATION OF VARIATION IN CHINOOK JARGON1 

Barbara P. Harris 

Department ofLinguistics (Emerita) 
University ofVictoria 

Chinook Jargon (CJ) is not as dead as it is reputed to be. It still lives in the speech of many British 
Columbians (even though most speakers probably don't realize that the words they are using, like "skookum," 
"tyee," or "tillicum," are in fact of Jargon origin), and in place names, street names and business names in the 
Pacific Northwest as a whole. In the American parts of this area, a healthy interest in CJ is both maintained and 
evoked in various specific geographical areas, the upper part of Puget Sound for one, and in the place where the 
annual rendezvous of the "pioneer people" is held. Some adults are learning it for the first time as part of their 
cultural heritage; others who learned it as children still use it to some extent today, albeit for quite specific special 
purposes, and still others, like the "pioneers," are dabbling in it, apparently just because it's a "fun thing to do.,,2 

Nearly all these modem users of "Chinook Jargon as a Second Language" are doing so from dictionaries 
and textbooks without the benefit of pronunciation drills or native speaker example that the learning of a second 
language would normally provide. (A possible exception to this is the Grand Ronde programme.) Since the social 
context is also missing, there tends to be little variation of any kind, so that much ofwhat is found today is a kind of 
modem standardized variety or "book Chinook" based on the 19th century dictionaries. The Grand Ronde 
programme and its proponents are trying to insist that their form is the "proper" one and would like to make it the 

r standard for the whole Pacific Northwest area, refusing to take into account that the Grand Ronde form has always 
been considered by scholars as somewhat different, possibly closer to the Chinookan languages of the Columbia r 
River area, and ignoring the fact that there is always variation in a pidgin or trade language, not only from one r 
region to another, but even among speakers ofdifferent linguistic backgrounds living in the same region. 

r 
r But it is with the older, i.e. 19th century and early 20th century, forms of the language that this paper is 

concerned. Any language as widespread as was Chinook Jargon is bound to have variation. The use of the Jargon r 
r	 spanned several thousand miles (Northern California to Alaska and the Pacific Coast to the Rocky Mountains) and 

was based on variables such as ethnicity, location, and purpose, so it is not surprising to find that it was used not 
r only in a variety of linguistic registers but also in a variety of linguistic manifestations. The problem is how to get at 
r this variation. The few living people who remember CJ as a viable tongue will say things like, "Well, we say so
r and-so, but down [up, over] there, they said thus-and-such." Fine, but where does one go from there? 

r 
Travel books are a good place to start. I could fill up the rest of the space allotted for this paper citing 

r quotations that comment on the differences found in the Jargon from one area to another, but that would be 
r pointless. 
r 
r Dictionaries and glossaries? Yes, indeed, especially Shaw (1909), who not only has the most complete 

lexicon of all the dictionaries available, but who also quotes Eels (1893) and his other sources on the subject of 
r variation. The orthography varies considerably among and sometimes even within most of the lexicographical 
r documents that I have examined, and this mayor may not indicate phonological variation. Often these spelling 
r variations seem to have been just different representations of the same phonemes, but whether or not this is true is 
,..... almost possible to determine. However, my research has revealed both lexical and phonological differences from 

the two ends of the CJ areal spectrum, that is, from about mid-Oregon (the written material from southern Oregon r 
r 

1 This is a re-edited version ofa paper presented at the annual meeting ofthe Society for Pidgin and Creole 
r Linguistics in conjunction with the Linguistic Society ofAmerica in Chicago in January 1997. I should like to 
r thank the University ofVictoria for assistance in the form ofa Faculty Travel Grant. 
r Z Since this paper was first written, I have leamed that in Grand Ronde, OR, CJ is being taught as a second language 

in the reservation school, and indeed a whole programme has been instituted to encourage its use among all ther 
Native Americans who live there. r 

r 
".. 
r 
r 
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and northern California is scarce) to southern Alaska, and between coastal and inland varieties (the east-west 
dimension is particularly well-documented). Because various dictionaries were written for various purposes, they 
also reveal registral difference, especially in the lexicon. 

I have therefore chosen, in order to demonstrate some of the variation in Chinook Jargon, to use four 
dictionaries from four geographical areas, showing at least two different registers. 

The primary source is Shaw (1909), published in Seattle. Because this dictionary is based on a number, of 
preceding ones (Gibbs 1863, Eels 1893, etc.) and includes their commentaries on the Jargon and its structure, I have 
used it as the one against which the others are compared. It is certainly among the most exhaustive and 
comprehensive of all the available lexicons, glossaries, etc., and according to "El Comanchero" (W.S. Phillips), a 
turn-of-the-l9th-to-20th-century Northwest author who was a fluent speaker of CJ, "the most nearly correct [sic] 
treatise bearing on the Jargon that I have ever seen." 

The other three are perhaps more correctly termed "glossaries," although one, (Lejeune 1924) is part of a 
whole language manual for learning Chinook Jargon. Closest geographically to Shaw is Hibben (1908) from 
Victoria, but it is largely a version of Gibbs (1863) and therefore probably more typical of Oregon. Hibben 
published his dictionary every year from 1877 to 1931, and there are remarkably few differences among the 
different editions. Both Shaw and Hibben have English-Chinook sections as well as Chinook-English, though in 
Hibben's case, there is not a complete correspondence; that is to say, words that are in the Chinook-English section 
cannot always be found in the English-Chinook , which must have made life rather difficult for the users - it is 
certainly frustrating for the researcher! 

The two remaining glossaries are removed in register as well as in distance. From Grand Ronde, Oregon, 
in 1985 comes a book celebrating the 125th anniversary of the arrival from Belgium of later-tO-be Msgr. Adrien
Joseph Croquet, generally anglicized by his parishioners and everyone else who knew him as "Father Crockett." 
This book contains a catechism as well as a number of prayers in the Jargon, from which the author, Fr. Martinus 
Cawley, has extracted a "Vocabulary of the Chinook Jargon, Prayers, Hymns and Catechism." The vocabulary is 
based on the work of Demers, Blanchet and Saintonge, the last-named working from Yakima, WA, published in 
1871. (Eels, quoted in Shaw, p. xiv, makes the comment that this dictionary was "intended more for use by the 
Catholics than by the public"; one can only assume that he means "Catholic priests"!). While far from complete, 
this little glossary is quite adequate to show some of the differences we will be looking at. Fr. Cawley has also 
included some useful comments about registral differences. 

The fourth work used in this study is "Chinook Rudiments" (1924) by Fr. Jean-Marie Raphael Lejeune, 
published in Kamloops B.C. in 1924, apparently as a special edition of the Kamloops Wawa. a periodical usually 
thought to have ceased publication a year Previously. This is an eSPecially useful, although occasionally frustrating, 
work, as Lejeune not only lists all the common words, but divides them according to their most common SYntactic 
use, comments on their etymologies when he knows them, and gives tips as to their usage. The frustration comes in 
trying to frod exactly what one is looking for, as the glossary part is not set out in an ordinary alphabetical list, by 
rather by categories such as "The 163 original words" or "Chinook words more or less used but not included in the 
above list." There are also lists ofwhat he calls "Hudson's Bay French words" and "English words." The latter list 
is very long (over 200 words), and he comments on the former that the words are "hardly ever used now." One then 
discovers, in reading the practice exercises, that they are indeed used, but in their Jargon from, not in the original 
French listed by Lejeune. The same applies to some, though by no means all, ofthe English words. 

The time of these lexicons covers a span of about fifty years, from Crockett in the 1870s to Lejeune in the 
1920s. This brings to light another type of variation: there are noticeably many more English words in Lejeune's 
vocabulary than in the others. Chinook Jargon was, by this time, undergoing relexification, and by the 1940s, in the 
available records we have of actual spoken or written utterances, it looks more like a "pidgin English" than the 
Chinookan and Nootkan-based trade jargon it started out as. That this process began soon after the tum of the 
century is evidenced by Shaw, who quotes Eels as saying that in 1904 there were 570 words ofEnglish origin in the 
Jargon (this seems somewhat excessive to me; even in 1924, Lejeune lists only 233) and that "many words of 
French and Indian origin have been dropped. The English words are used both by Indians and whites when they talk 
Chinook, and so have become part ofthe language" (Shaw, xii). 

-
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Let us now look more closely at the several types of variation. I should like to begin by noting some of the 
comments contained within those references I have used -- except Hibben, who makes no comments at all. His is 
definitely a "do-it-yourself' work, probably because, having copied it from Gibbs, he had no original comments to 
make. 

First of all, variation in register. In chronological order, we must begin with Fr. Crockett in the middle of 
Oregon (though the voice is actually Fr. Cawley's, talking about Fr. Crockett and his work). Enlarging on the fact 
that he has reduced to 180 words Saintonge's list (the edition from which Crockett was working, and which Boas 
(1933) considered "the most scientific in the spelling," also remarking that it was "entirely independent or'all the 
others"), Cawley says: 

In the full list, one sees immediately that the Jargon, made for use among frontier men, did not shrink from 
"street-language" terms for such basics as animal excrement. In the council hall, one could speak elegantly in 
Jargon, and there is always dignity in the translations provided in government documents, but Jargon was not "high
brow" in everyday usage. This fact needs to be borne in mind if the reader is not to be misled by the special diction 
used in our own translation. 

Shaw does not make many comments himself, but quotes others such as Eels and Gibbs at length. None of 
these others, however, pays much, if any, attention to differences of register. Shaw himself does note, apropos of 
words of Canadian French origin in the lexicon, "When the Hudson's Bay Company removed from Oregon and 
Washington these Canadians also largely left, so a large share of these words of French origin have been dropped" 
(xii). He goes on to say of French lexical items (which he distinguishes from Canadian French), "About thirty 
words are now in use [down from 153 in 1894], and these will soon be dropped, as they are seldom used, except by 
the old folks." So we have evidence of an age register, as well as of the contextual registers referred to by Cawley. 
Shaw (xvi) does quote Eels as saYing, "The environment always affects the language," although it is probably not 
quite fair to cite this as evidence of register, as Eels was discussing the number of unusual words in Judge Swan's 
(1857) word list, and so probably intended the remark to refer to local lexical variation. 

The most obvious example of registral variation to be found in these four sources is between the two 
priestly glossaries on the one hand, and the two general-use dictionaries on the other. Although Fr. Lejeune's 
vocabulary is general on the whole, it does include many religious terms that are found neither in Shaw nor in 
Hibben. Cawley, in his adaptation of Fr. Saintonge's dictionary, has eliminated all of the common words except 
those found in the prayers and the catechism, but has also included all the religious terms that would have been used 
by the missionaries and their flocks. While these differ in some minor details from those of Lejeune, they are in 
most respects the same. 

As in most dialect work, it is the regional differences in lexicon and phonology that are the most eye- and 
ear-catching. Fr. Cawley, whose comments on the whole tend to the sociolinguistic, remarks, "Pronunciation seems 
to have differed a good deal from place to place." Fr. Lejeune was interested in teaching his parishioners to read 
and write the Jargon through the use of Duployan shorthand and thence to pronounce it to some sort of standard. 
(He used Duployan as a sort of phonemic system, which he interpreted through English - by 1924 there were 
probably not too many French speakers in the Kamloops area.) He does remark, however, in his 'Preface,' "...such 
modifications were made in pronunciation as suited tongues accustomed to different sounds." This of course refers 
to a type of variation in the Jargon that is already well-known, that native French speakers probably kept their 
nasalized vowels, non-rhotic English speakers still left out the Iris, and speakers of the various indigenous languages 
kept their glottalized obstruents and lateral fricatives. And yet we also know that there was a good deal of 
compromise in the interests of comprehension, the modifications of which Lejeune speaks. Thus in any given area, 
some pronunciations would depend upon what were the native languages spoken there and who were the European 
settlers. 

Because, except for the odd comment provided by Shaw from his authorities, we have to rely on the 
spelling for the pronunciation, dealing with "regional accents" in CJ presents problems. In the first place, one has to 
assume that the author was consistent in his orthography (most of them give pronunciation keys, although these are 
not always complete). Secondly, spelling is often influenced by the native language of the author. For example, 
words that seem to begin with [h] in the English dictionaries are spelled without <h> by Fathers Crockett 
(remember, he was really "Croquet") and Lejeune. Thus where the others have hyak 'fast, quick,' hyas 'large, 
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great,' and hyiu 'much, many,' the two French-speaking priests have [ajak], rajas] and [aju], with slight differences 
in spelling such as <i> - <y>. But even they are not totally consistent, either within themselves or taken together. 
Fr. Crockett (or was it really Saintonge?) gives the negative halo as <helo>, indicating that [h] was present, while 
Fr. Lejeune has <elo>. Thus: [h]/#_ vs. [0]/#_ 

Shaw Crockett & Lejeune 
hyak 'fast, quick' aiak ayak 
hyas 'large, great' aias ayaz 
hyiu 'much, many' aiu ayoo 
halo NEG helo elo 

Lejeune also apparently follows the French rule (though not consistently) of unstressed vowel deletion, as 
in muckamuck 'food' and huloima 'different,' which he perceives as <makmak> and <h'loima>. Crockett, on the 
other hand, has <mokamok> and <holoima>: 

Shaw	 Crockett & Lejeune 
(spelling same as transcription) 

muckamuck [DlAbIIlAk] [mokamok] [makmak] 
huloima [huloiIm] [holoima] [hloma] 
sapolil [saepolI1] 'wheat, flour' [sapolil] [saplel] 
tenas [ten~s] 'small, child' [tanas] [tanaz] 
snass [snaes] 'rain' no entry [snaz] 

Fr. Cawley states, "The vowels, of course, [as in Saintonge's spelling] are pronounced as in Italian," thus 
giving quite different pronunciations from Shaw's as can be seen from the transcriptions above, especially in the 
first three words. 

There is some evidence also from Lejeune's orthography that he sometimes has [z] in fmal position where 
the others have [s], as in the examples above tanaz for tenas and snaz for snass, and in gliz for gleas 'fat, grease.' 
But sometimes final [s] becomes [sh], as in kaltash for cultus 'bad, useless,' while at other times the reverse is true, 
as when Shaw's and Hibben's kloshe 'good, beautiful, etc. ' is Lejeune's tloos (and note the orthographical 
representation of the lateral fricative which in the "English" renditions becomes [kl]). Cawley's final sibilants are 
"standard," if one may use that term here, as seen in tenas in the chart above, as well as by his spellings kaltas 
(cultus) and tlush (kloshe) (though note the initial lateral fricative here as in Lejeune). It is also quite possible that 
the pronunciations given by Lejeune simply follow local pronunciation (Dale Kincaid, p.c.). This is just one of 
many things that need further investigation. 

Yet another notable feature that occurs, mainly in Crockett's list but occasionally also in LeJeune's, is the 
rendering of barred lambda as [tI] versus the [kl] of the dictionaries written by native speakers of English. I have 
commented briefly on this above, but further examples are: 

Shaw Crockett & Lejeune 
klahowya [all purpose salutation] tlaHowiam klahoyiam 
klaska III PL tlaska klaska 
kliminawhit 'to tell a lie' tleminwhit tlemeno 

Thomason (1983) has remarked that Bishop Demers' orthography indicates that the French heard 
allophonic differences that seem to have escaped the English (this agrees with Boas' comment on Saintonge cited 
earlier, and is certainly true of Saintonge as represented by Cawley). The English have never been noted for their 
ability to cope with foreign languages! 

It seems that stress, as well, varied from place to place. Lejeune makes no overt comment about stress in 
general, but he does mark it on words of more than one syllable. Shaw treats stress the same way. Cawley, on the 
other hand, does not mark stress, but states, "Most words of two syllables have accent on the second," which leaves 
one wondering about polysyllabic words like konamokst 'both' and nawitka 'yes, indeed, to be sure,' which are, 

-

.-. 

-
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according to Shaw, stressed on the fIrst and second syllables respectively; Lejeune stresses them the other way 
around. Lejeune also stresses his ayak, ayaz and ayoo on the first syllable, while Shaw stresses the corresponding 
hyak, hyas and hyiu on the second. (Interestingly, normal English stress patterns seem to have taken over where 
hyak is used in the name of the "Hyak Anvil Battery" of New Westminster, B.C. and the New Westminster girls' 
basketball team, where as far as I have ever heard, the stress is on the first syllable. 

As one last piece of evidence for the great variation of pronunciations possible for one item over the area of 
CJ, let us consider the Jargon words for "devil," where the variations in spelling as given by Shaw certainly indicate, 
for the most part, variation in the phonetic realization of two French etymons, diable without the article, imd Ie 
diable with. From the first, we find dahblo (or is it somehow < Sp. diablo?), diaub/dieaub/deob and derb, as well 
as yaub with deletion of the initial consonant and from the second, lejaub (Shaw's headword for the entry), 
leiomllejaum and leiop. 

The last major type of variation that I wish to discuss is lexical. Neither Hibben nor Cawley makes much 
mention of regional variation in lexicon, but Shaw has many such notes, and Fr. Lejeune has a complete section of 
vocabulary headed "Words used in other districts." He says that his first knowledge of Chinook Jargon came to him 
from "flying sheets" given to him by Bishop Durien so that he could study the Jargon on his journey from LeHavre 
to New York, across the continent to San Francisco and thence to Kamloops in 1879. It is likely from the date that 
these lists were based on Demers, and.would therefore contain many items peculiar to the Oregon Territory and 
possibly the coastal area. Further on, Lejeune comments of this list, "Some of these words are not used up the 
country [where he was], while the [sic] are in the lower and coast districts." He has included most of these words in 
the second part of his vocabulary, "Chinook words more or less used, not included in the above list." When 
comparing Lejeune's list of words used outside the interior of B.C. with Shaw (who has included etymologies), it 
becomes apparent that many of the words are borrowed from Chinook and neighbouring languages. It is therefore 
hardly surprising that they either had not made their way up into the Interior, or had been replaced with local words. 
That Lejeune quickly adapted to the variety of the Jargon used where he was now living is evidenced by the fact 
that in his word lists he includes several lexical items not to be found in the other dictionaries. For examples of 
these categories, see Appendix A. 

As a final demonstration of the several kinds of variation, I would draw your attention to Appendix B, 
which contains two versions of the Lord's Prayer in CJ, one the usual one (at least in my part of the world, Le., B.C. 
and the state of Washington), the other, the one given in the Father Crockett memorial. The interlinear translations 
here are mine, though both sources do give their own more or less literal translations. I have also given the King 
James BiblelBook of Common Prayer version and a French version, the one I learned many years ago, as these were 
probably the main sources for the Jargon translations by Protestant, Anglican, or Roman Catholic missionaries. 

One last comment as to the present use of Chinook Jargon. Apart from the New Westminster organizations 
mentioned above, the canoe used by the RCMP in 1997's "vision quest" was called "Skookum. Kalitan" or 
'brave/strong arrow'; the former Vancouver basketball team, the Grizzlies, had as part of their logo the phrase Hyas 
chetwoot, which really means 'great black bear.' (Shaw's word for grizzly is .§.i§m, but that might have caused 
confusion.) And just look around you for street names, business names, topographical names. Chinook Jargon is 
alive and surviving in British Columbia! 
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APPENDIX A. LEXICAL VARIATION 

I. Some ofLeJeune's "words used in other districts" with Shaw's etymologies and comments:
 
amo't 'strawberry' [amota (Chinookan family) - in list ofwords "ofonly local use"]
 
cheet-woot 'black bear' [chetwoot (Salish) - same list]
 
kwana'is 'whale' [Hibben gives ehkoli; Shaw has no words for whale in the main vocabulary, just in the English

Chinook list, where he gives variations on both these words with no comment.
 

II. Some words in LeJeune not found elsewhere (with the "common" word):
 

ayaz 'all' [this seems to be the equivalent ofhyas 'large, great' in Shaw; the "common" word is konaway.]
 

bear 'bear' [the common word is chetwoot 'black bear' the most numerous variety in the Pacific Northwest area]
 

Canada man 'Canadian' [nobody else bothers to distinguish us from "Boston men"]
 

haha 'awful, divine, perfect, glory, etc.' [Shaw gives kahkwa saghalie tyee 'like God']
 

spa'kram 'flower' [the common expression is kloshe tupso 'beautiful plant']
 

APPENDIX B. THE LORD'S PRAYER 

["H" = Hibben, "c" = Crockett/Cawley, KJV = King James Version, F= French] 

H Nesika papa klaksta mitlite kopa saghalie 
I pI. father who stays PREP above 

C Nsaika Papa, SeHali mika mitlite 
I pI. father above IT sg stay 

KJV "Our Father, who art in Heaven, 
F -Notre Pere, qui etes aux cieux 

-
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,... 
"... 
"... Dialects in a Dead Pidgin 
r 
r 
r H kloshe kopa nesika tumtum mika nem 

r good PREP I pI. heart II sg name 
C tlush pus kanewa telikom komtoks maika nem r good if all people know II sg name 

r KJV hallowed be Thy name, 
r F que Votre nom soit sanctifie, 

r 
H kloshe mika tyee kopa konaway tillicum ,... 

good II sg chief PREP all people 
r C tlush pus aiak nsaika nanich kopa Maika 
r good if forthwith I pI. look PREP II sg 

KJV Thy kingdom come r 
F que Votre regne arrive, r 

r H kloshe mika tumtum kopa illahie kahkwa kopa saghalie 
r good II sg will PREP earth as PREP above 

C Okuk tlaska kopa saDali, tlaska komtoks Maika wawa pi tlush kakwa nsaika kopa r 
those III pI. PREP above III pI. know II sg word and good as I pI. PREPr 
elehi 

r earth 
r KJV Thy will be done on earth as it is in Heaven. 
r F que Votre volonte soit faite sur la terre comme aux cieux. 

r 
H Potlatch konaway sun nesaika muckamuck 

r give every day I pI food 
r C Okuk san, pi kanewe san potlach nsaika mokamok 
r This day and every day give I pI food 

KJV Give us this day our daily bread r 
F Donnez-nous aujourd'hui notre pain quotidien r 

r H Spose nesika mamook masachie wake mika hyas solleks 
r If I pI do evil NEG II sg very angry 

C Pi tlush Maika kopet komtoks nsaika mesache r 
And good IIsg stop know I pi evil 

r KJV And forgive us our trespasses 
r F Et pardonnez-nous nos offenses 
r 

H pe spose klaska masacwe kopa nesaika, wake nesaika solleks kopa klaska r 
and if III pI evil PREP I pI NEG I pI angry PREP IIIpl r 

C spos tlaksta mamook kata nsaika 
r if someone do something I pi 
r KJV as we forgive those who trespass against us. 

F comme nous pardonnons ceux qui nous ont offenses. r 
r H [line not there] 
r C pi mamuk skukom nsaika tomtom pus wek nsaika mamuk mesache ,... and make great I pi heart, will for NEG I pi do evil 
r KJV And lead us not into temptation, ,.. F Et ne nous induisez point en tentation, 

r 
",.... 

,.... 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

r 
r 
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H Mahsh siah kopa nesaika konaway masachie. Kloshe kahkwe. 
move far PREP I pI all evil. Good so. 

C Pe mamuk tlak nsaika kopa masache. Tlk3 [tlusk kakwa). 
And make broken I pI PREP evil. Good so. 

KJV but deliver us from evil. Amen.',4 
F mail delivrez nous du mal. Ainsi soit-il.

-
-
-


3 All the prayers in Cawley end with this abbreviation.
 
4 The doxology, "For thine is the kingdom...," is not used in the Roman Catholic church; both versions occur in the
 
Anglican services; none of the CJ versions have it - many ofthe early missionaries were either RC or C ofE.
 

-
-
-
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DOGRIB CO-OCURRENCE RESTRICTIONS:r 
THE DISAPPEARANCE OF [u]r 

r 
r	 AIiki Marinakis 

r 
Department ofLinguisticsr 

University ofVictoria 
r 
r INTRODUCTION 
r 
r Of the four Northeastern Athapaskan languages, Slave, Hare, Chipewyan, and Dogrib, Dogrib is the most 

innovative in its phonology (Saxon, personal communications, 2001). Although it maintains a large consonant r 
inventory like the other languages, Dogrib has eliminated all codas, except [h]. It has also eliminated the round r 

r	 back vowel [u] from its vowel inventory. It is the disappearance of this particular segment, and the contexts in 
which the reflex sounds occur in Dogrib syllables that is the focus of this paper. These co-occurrence restrictions r 
will be examined through a comparison ofderived forms ofDognb stems with Chipewyan and Slave cognates1. 

r 
r Using a general framework of Optimality Theory, this paper proposes the existence of a high-ranking 

constraint that prevents the realization of the historically high dorsal vowel in Dogrib. This high-ranking constraint r 
r motivates a series of identity and markedness constraints which ensure the underlying vowel as either [i] or [0], 

r depending on the features of the preceding consonants. This paper also makes the suggestion that a general 
constraint against high, dorsal, continuant segments may extend to the consonant inventory of the language as well, r 
since there is a tendency for a stem initial high dorsal consonant, [y]to be realized as [y] in a coronal environment 

r 
and as a [w] preceding [0].

r 
r The first section of this paper outlines the assumptions I will make in my analysis and provides some 
r phonological background concerning Dognb. The second section will introduce the high-ranking constraint that 
r prevents the realization of [u] in Dogrib. The realization of [*u] as [i] in the environment of a preceding coronal 

r consonant will be discussed in section three, and section four will discuss the realization of [*u] as [0] in a dorsal 
r context. I will consolidate the constraints into three main constraints in the fifth section of this paper, and finally, 
r the other co-occurrence restrictions discussed in this paper, concerning the voiced velar fricative [y], will be briefly 

r explored in section six. 

r 
1. ASSUMPTIONS AND BACKGROUND r 

This discussion of the historical change in the co-occurrence restrictions of Dognb syllables follows from 
r Lynda Ackroyd's work on Proto-Northeastern Athapaskan (PNEA). According to her 1976 paper, Dogrib merged 
('" [*8] with [*0] from the PNEA period, and shifted [*u] to [i] (29). Dogrib's sound inventory therefore includes the 

following vowels: ..r 
r 
r 
,r 

r 
r 
r 

1 The fonns used in this paper will be cited as follows:The source of the Dogrib fonns come from Saxon, & Siemens (eds), 1996, r 
r T+Jchq Vatu EnJht+~e: A Dogrib Dictionary, and will have a page reference for that text cited. The only exceptions come 

from field notes compiled by Dr. Leslie Saxon 1979-1984, and will be cited (Saxon, Ln.).The Chipewyan fonns, unless otherwise 
r specified, come from the Elford & Elford, 1998, Chipewyan Dictionary and will be cited with a page reference. The source of 
r the Slave fonns are taken from Howard, 1990, South Slave Topical Dictionary and, again, will be cited with a page number 

r unless otherwise specified. 

r 
r 
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e 0 

a 

Dogrib shares many of its phonological rules and historical changes with the dialects of Slave, such as the historical 

neutralizing of coda consonants to [h], and a tendency to avoid high velar consonants preceding the high coronal 

vowel [i]. The sequence [gi], for example, is not found in stems in either language (Saxon, personal 
communications, 2001). If Dogrib is the most innovative of the Northeastern Athapaskan languages, then 
Chipewyan is the most conservative. Chipewyan separated from the Northeastern language group before Dogrib 
and Slave separated from each other, and so Dogrib is more closely related to the dialects of Slave than to the 
language of Chipewayn (ibid). Chipewyan retains the greatest contrast of coda consonants as well as the full six 
vowel inventory of PNEA (Ackroyd, 53). When possible, I will use intemally reconstructed forms based on the 
proto-PNEA segments Ackroyd has established. But for the most part, I assume for the sake of this paper that the 
cognate Chipewyan forms are the closest to the historical forms, and will use those forms as representations of the 
underlying vowels. 

I also assume, following Clements and Hume 1995, that the feature, [coronal], applies to front vowels as 
well as coronal consonants, and the feature, [dorsal], characterizes back vowels as well as dorsal consonants such as 

velars. I assume all velar consonants in the Dogrib inventory have a dorsal feature, and the palatal sound [y] is both 

coronal and dorsal, as will be developed in section five. The alveo-palatals, unlike the palatal sonorant [Y], pattern 
more closely with their alveolar counterparts, and so I assume they do not have a dorsal feature. I base this 
assumption on a widespread variation between alveo-palatal and alveolar articulations in Dogrib in the historically 
identifiable alveo-palatal segment (Saxon, personal communications, 2001). Many contemporary Dogrib speakers 
are replacing the alveo-palatal series with alveolar, which are less particularly complex (ibid). For example, the 

following alternations appear frequently in the Dogrib dictionary: j-dz, zh-z, sh-z, ch-ts, ch"-ts". The words 
below are examples ofthe variation: 

jihcho (55) - dzitso (23) 'big mitts' 

gozhii (47) - gozii (47) 'breathing, breath' 

shaa (90) - saa (92) 'knot' 

gocho (39) - gotso (46) 'ancestors ' 

ch·o (8) - ts·o (106) 'porcupine' 

This shift indicates a merging of the two series and this merging supports the way they pattern together in respect to 
the data in this paper. 2 

Consonants aside, this paper will make use ofjust three distinctive features to distinguish the four Dogrib 

vowels from each other and from the forbidden [*u]: 

-

-
-


High Coronal Dorsal 

i ~ ..J 

e ..J 

a 

0 '" 
*u 

'" '" 

2 I therefore only include the older, alyea-palatal sound in my data lists within this paper. 
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r 
r 

The feature [labial] is not included in the distinctive features chart since it is redundant, and will be treated as anr 
enhancing feature only. The feature dorsal suffices to distinguish the round vowels from the non-round vowels. r 
Note too, that the vowel [a] does not share any of the features [high], [coronal], and [dorsal]. This paper follows r 
the assumption that central vocoids are phonetically placeless (Clements & Hume, 1995). r
 

r 2. THE DISAPPEARANCE OF [u]
 
r 
r The phonology of Dogrib does not include a high dorsal vowel, despite the historical existence of'such a 

form. As mentioned above, Ackroyd documented a shift in Dogrib from this older vowel, found in the closely r 
related languages, to its coronal counterpart [i]. But Ackroyd does not mention the other less common reflex ofr 

r	 [*u], which is [0]. This reflex is also regular and will be discussed further in Section IV. For the sake of this 
section, however, I argue that both these reflexes are the result of a high-ranking constraint that does not allow the r 

,- realization of [*u] in all of its features. This repression of [*u] in all of its features may be formalized as a 
constraint such as that below in (1).r 

r	 
(1) No dorsal, high vowels: *u 

r 
r This historical constraint is context free and successfully prevents [u] from occurring in the Dogrib 
r language. An unrelated language of the Salish family, Saanich, can be provided as cross-linguistic evidence for 
r such a specific constraint as *u , since it too has a historical constraint against such a high, dorsal segment (MontIer, 
r 18). 
I"'" 

r Below in (2) are some examples of forms3 which historically would have contained an [u] in Dogrib, but no 
longer realize this vowel in all of its features4

: 
r 
r	 (2) 
r Dogrib Chipewyan 

r 
deghq 'snore' (15) ts-edeghlf 'snore' -YU 

c 
'growl' *-YU 

cr 
(Howard, 250) (Li, 135) 

naeko 'vomit' (226) nats-edekuh 'vomit' naku 'he vomited' (336) *_ku7 

r 
(Howard, 285) 

ts-eht-lh 'scale (fish)' ts-eht-u 'scale (a fish)' *-t-u r 
(Saxon, Ln.) (Howard, 443) 

r +ie ,.." +iwe 'fish' (165) +ue 'fish' (152) +U& 'fish' (24) *-Iua 
r 
r	 Again, this data indicates that although [u] has been retained in Slave and Chipewyan, this vowel has changed into 
r 

two different vowels, [i] and [0]. The constraint introduced in (1) accounts for why [*u] is not realized, but it does 
r not answer the other question raised by the data in (2), which is the question this paper will explore: Why are there 
r two possible realizations for the historical vowel? The following two sections provide a possible explanation. 

r 
r 
r 
r	 3 This paper examines only the stems, so they are bolded when necessary to distinguish them. 

r 4 The Dogrib and Salve spelling conventions are consistently based on the Roman alphabet. For the most part, the Chipewyan 

,,- script is as well, although there is a distinction made between [e] from [*e] and [&] from [*8]. Please note, however, that stems 
from Li's stem list, 1932, are based on the phonetic pronunciation. r 
S All of the Slave fonns provided are of the dialect of South Slavey, which is the dialect most distinct from Dogirb. r 
6 These fonns are based in Ackroyd's analysis and reconstruction ofPNEA (53).

r 
7 This fOnD, as well as [*twu] 'scale (a fish)' mayor may not contain a coda. r 

r 
r 
r 
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3. THE CORONAL INFLUENCE 

The context free constraint introduced above interacts with several context sensitive constraints in order to 

select the correct vowel to replace the forbidden [*u]. The first constraint generated by the grammar is awareness 
constraint that discourages dorsal vowels in the environment of coronal consonants. Such a context sensitive 

markedness constraint may account for the data in (3), which demonstrates how a historical [u] is realized as an [i] 
when preceded by a consonant with the place feature coronal. 

(3) 
Dogrib Slave Chipewyan 

ti 'lake, water' (228) tu 'water' (9) tu 'lake, water' (37)
 

deji 'mosquito' (198) dejuli8 'mosquito' (43)
 

sldii 'funny' (168) sudi 'funny' (27)
 

gots·qqhjii 'spruce cones' (214) &1 najul& 'spruce cones' (63)
 

t+·i 'string' (216) t+·uh 'string' (10) t+·ulaz£ 'string' (65)
 

nayeeht·i 'punch' (200) nats·enet·uh 'hit with fist' nan£st·us 'I punched him' (250)
 
(Howard, 443) 

nayeeli 'sew' (207) e+etahn~~dluh 'be sewn together' 
(Howard, 334) 

naich·ih 'ripped' edech·uh 'be tom, tear' 
(Saxon, f.n.) (Howard, 85) 

gozhii 'clothes' (153) zhu 'clothes' (59) yu 'clothes' (13) 

The above data shows how coronal, non-dorsal consonants influence the realization of the underlying vowel. As 
mentioned in the first section of this paper, alveo-palatals behave like alveolars in that their influence blocks the 

dorsal feature of [u] from being realized. This shared behaviour is evident in the data in (3). 1offer a more formal 
representation of this influence by formulating the context sensitive markedness constraint*[coronal] [dorsal] in (4): 

(4) A coronal consonant cannot be followed by a dorsal vowel: *[coronal] [dorsal] 

This constraint encourages the least marked situation to occur. The elimination of the [u] forces a change of 
features in the vowel, and the language selects a realization of the vowel which is as unmarked as possible, since a 
sequence of two coronal segments is less marked than a sequence ofa coronal followed by a dorsal segment. 

This markedness constraint, therefore, works together with the markedness constraint in (I), and helps 

explain the realization of the [u] input as an output of [i]. But the constraint in (4) is not prominent enough in the 
phonology of the language to prevent all occurrences of a coronal consonant followed by a dorsal vowel. There are 
words that occur in Dogrib that violate the constraint in (4), such as the forms 
below in (5). 

8 Dogrib has lost many final syllables in stems, as well as codas, where Chipewyan has retained them. 
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(5)r 
Dogrib Slave Chipewyan

r 
r a. gocho 'ancestors' (140) secho 'my parents' (21) 
r 

b. chq 'rain' (202) chq 'rain' (108) cha!! 'rain'(53)9 
r 

c. tf·o 'grass' (172) tf"o 'grass' (100) tf"ogh 'grass' (29)10 
r 

d. t"oo 'paddle' (195) t·oh - tohe 'paddle' (75) t"oth 'paddle' (47) ;

r e. na?edlo 'laugh' (183) naets"edlo 'laugh' (40) nasdlogh 'I laugh' (208)
 

r The vowels of these words maintain their dorsal feature because they remain faithful to the features of the 
r underlying vowel, which the cognate forms indicated to be [0] in the examples in (5). This realization of the dorsal 
r vowels following the coronal consonants in the above examples indicated that the faithfulness constraints which 
r protect the place of articulation of input vowels may be more highly ranked than the markedness constraint in (4). 

The Dogrib cognates in (5) do not violate the faithfulness constraint in (6) because their vocalic input identity r 
corresponds with the output identity. r 

r (6) Ifan input segment is [donal] then its output segment correspondent is [dorsal]:
 
r Ident 10 [donal]
 
r
 

This constraint conflicts with the markedness constraint in (4) and so it is violated by the forms in (3) but satisfied r 
by all the forms in the data in (5). In less formal terms, the forms in (5) are not motivated to change by the r 
constraint against [u], so they are satisfied to remain in their somewhat marked sequences. 

r 
r As a continuation of the data presented in (5), the data below in (7) present more coronal consonants 
r followed by dorsal vowels. 

r 
(7)r 
Dogrib Save Chipewyan *PNEA 

r 
r done - dq 'person' (196) dene 'person' (18) dene 'person' (49) *dana 
r' too 'night, darkness' (192) tedhe 'night' (112) tedhe 'night' (45) *ta8a 
r 

These dorsal realizations would violate both constraints introduced in this section so far, but, like the data in (5), the 
r constraint against the dorsal high vowel is not relevant to these forms. Therefore the vowels of these forms are not 
r motivated to change further. 

r 
Historically, these two examples in (7) differ from the previous examples in (5) because the output dorsal r 

vowel is derived from a [*a], not [*u]. The constraint in (6) would be irrelevant to this data because there is no r 
dorsal quality in the input vowel to license the dorsal feature of the output vowel. The output vowel in the forms in 

r 
(7), then suggests that the historical process which changed [*a] to [*0] in Dogrib stems (Ackroyd, 29) must have 

r taken place before these two conflicting markedness and faithfulness constraints became highly ranked. This 
r historical change is not under examination in this paper, but its occurrence and effects indicate how much of the 

irregularity of modern forms may be explained through a diachronic rather than synchronic examination of ther 
r phonology of a language such as Dogrib. 

",... 
The interaction of the two constraints introduced in this section thus far do account for the data in (3) as 

r well as that in (5). The identity constraint ensures as many features of the input vowel are retained as possible, 
r 
r 9 The nasalization of the low vowel [a] often raises the quality slightly and results in [q] in Dogrib, and a similar process may 

r explain this vowel difference in the Chipewyan cognate. 

10 The dorsal coda fonns in (Sc) and (Se) may have historically exerted influence over the quality of the stem vowels, but fonnsr 
such as that in d with a coronal coda undennines this possibility. r 

r 
r 
r 

r 
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while the markedness constraint ensures that the realization is as unmarked as possible within the environment in 
which it occurs. For a formal tableau of the interactions of these constraints with examples from the data in (3) see 
ApPendix I A. 11 

Having established an interacting faithfulness and markedness constraint regarding the interaction of 
coronal consonants and dorsal vowels, the data in (5) and that in (3) where their respective input remains or becomes 
[i] can be accounted for. The next section will introduce parallel constraints in order to explain in which 
environments the historically high dorsal vowel retains its dorsal place rather than its height 

4. THE DORSAL INFLUENCE 

The data presented in this section exemplify how the corresponding output of [u] is not always [i]. The 

words below in (8) have stems which suggest that if the stem initial segment is dorsal, the dorsality of the vowel will 

be maintained, and the [*u] will be realized as [0] .12 

(8) Dogrib Slave Chipeywan 

yegho 'scrape hide' (206) ts-eghuh 'scrape, scratch' -Tul 'to scrape' 
(Howard, 250) (Li, 135) 

naeko 'vomit' (226) nats-edekuh 'vomit' naku 'he vomited' (336) 
(Howard, 285) 

deghq 'snore' (212) ts-edegh4 'snore' (39) -T~ 'growl' (Li, 135) 

goo 'worm' (231) gu 'earthworm' (98) gu 'worm (76) 

gogoh 'pig' (197) guguh 'pig' (86) guhgus 'pig' (49) 

eghoo, goghoo 'tooth' (223) goghu 'tooth' (38) &ghu 'tooth' (67) 

tsa ekoo '2 year old beaver' (102) &kui 'younger beaver' 

(5) 

The forms above in (8), wherein the underlying vowel is realized as [0], are far less common then those in (3) 

wherein the vowel is realized as [i]. Despite their relative infrequency, they must be accounted for with a context 

sensitive constraint which discourages the sequence of a high, dorsal consonant followed by a coronal vowel. A 
formalization of this constraint, such as the one above in (9) cannot be ranked more highly than a faithfulness 
constraint, such as that in (10). 

(10)	 Ifan input segment is [coronal] then its output segment correspondent is [coronal]: 
Ident 10 [coronal] 

If these markedness constraints were given precedence in the language over the identity constraints like that in (10) 
coronal vowels would never occur in dorsal environments. But as the data below in (11) indicates, coronal vowels 
do sometimes follow dorsal consonants. 

11 The tableaux included in the appendices are not included in the body ofthe paper because the complications and technicalities 
of detennining the rankings obscure the main argument of the paper. Optimality Theory is therefore only used as a general 
framework ofthe paper.
 

12 There is an exception to this pattern for which I have no explanation. The stems for 'fish eggs': Slave [k-lf;] (102) and
 ,-Chipewyan [k-une] (58) contain [u], yet the cognate stem in Dogrib is realized as [k-jj] (165) 
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(11) Dogrib Slave	 Chipewyanr 
r 

a. k-i 'birch' (145) k-i 'birch' (97)	 k-i 'birch' (57) 
r 

b. k-iajie -kweeJie	 k-1Jie 'saskatoon berry' (l00) k-lhijie - k-jhjier
 ( ( ( (
 

'saskatoon berry' (206) 'saskatoon berry' (57)
r 

c. tsakee - tsakii 'beaver lodge' (144) tsakin£ 'beaver lodge'
( ( ((r (5) 

r d. goke 'foot' (166) goke 'foot' (35) ke 'foot' (26) 
r 
r	 Thedata in (11) are evidence for the constraining force which ensures the features of the input vowel will be 

maintained wherever possible. If a vowel with the input ofa coronal place feature follows a dorsal consonant, it willr 
retain its coronality in the output, despite the constraint against the opposing place features of consecutiver 
consonants and vowel sequences. The input quality is maintained because without the motivation of the 

r 
markedness constraint against [u] pushing the vowel to change, the markedness constraints are less relevant than the,,
faithfulness constraints. 

r 
,. The faithfulness constraint in (10) can therefore explain why coronal vowels maintain their place features 

when preceded by a dorsal consonant. But no constraint so far has addressed the feature [high]. Like the r 
faithfulness constraints surrounding the place features [coronal] and [dorsal], an identity constraint is needed to r 
retain a connection between the input [u] and the output [i] in forms such as those above in (11) as well as those inr 
(3), in Section ll.	 In order for the constraints in (9) and (10) to remain relevant to the problem of the realization of r 
[u] in the most harmonic, yet faithful, way possible, they must interact with one more faithfulness constraint which r has the function of maintaining the place feature [high]. Such a constraint as that in (12) ensures the place feature 

r [high] is maintained whenever possible when [u], or any high vowel is the input vowel. 
r 
r (12) H an input segment is [high] then its output segment correspondent is [high]: 
r Ident 10 [high] 

r 
As an individual constraint, Ident 10 [high] will promote the realization of [u] as [i] and therefore helps to account r 
for the earlier data presented in Section IT, as well as that in (11).r 

r This constraint also acts in co-operation with the oth~r identity constraints introduced so far. Together, all 
r three conflict with the markedness constraints against coronal-dorsal, or dorsal-coronal sequences. Please see 

Appendix I B for a formal tableau demonstrating the ranking ofthe constraints introduced thus far.r 
, s. COM:BINING CONSTRAINTS 
r 
r A reassessment of the constraints proposed thus far may simplify my present analysis. Rather than 

presenting six different constraints to account for the data presented so far, I suggest there are just three prominentr 
tendencies in the language acting together that effect these various co-occurrence restrictions relevant to the r 
disappearance of [u].r 

r The first tendency, of course, is that which avoids realizing high dorsal vowels, the original constraint 
r introduced in Section II, restated below: 
r-
r (1) No dorsal, high vowels: *u 

r 
The second tendency is one which preserves the place features of the segment undergoing change. If allr 

three faithfulness constraints protecting the dorsal, coronal, high features of this input vowel could be combined into ,... 
one faithfulness constraint it would be formalized into a cover constraint like that in (14) which would represent this 

r second tendency. 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
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(14)	 Correspondents in input and output must have identical place features:
 
Ident 10 (place) (Kager, 132)
 

This constraint covers all three place features under examination in this paper and is far less redundant. It represents 
a general faithfulness tendency. 

The third tendency is to prevent marked sequences such as dorsal consonants preceding coronal vowels, 
and promote unmarked sequences in which the onset and rhyme of a stem share at least one place feature. In or4er 
to represent such a general anti-markedness tendency, the context sensitive markedness constraints can be 
consolidated, and therefore simplified, in a similar manner. I therefore propose the formalized cover constraint in 
(15), which eliminates the redundancy of the two markedness constraints *[coronal][dorsal] and *[dorsal][coronal]. 

(IS)	 A vocalic segment must share a place of articulation with its preceding segment: 
Same Place 

As previously stated, these two cover constraints in (14) and (15), representing two general tendencies, are 
motivated by the first tendency--an overriding intolerance of the high, dorsal vowel, [*u]. Once motivated, they 
interact to ensure the output vowel is as close to its former realizations as possible, in the most harmonic way 
possible. For a formal representation of how the three consolidated constraints are sufficient in accounting for the 
correct forms in the data sets provided so far and how they are ranked in relation to each other, see Appendix II. 

The next section provides a briefdiscussion ofhow these tendencies extend to consonants as well. 

6. CORONAL AND DORSAL INFLUENCE ON [y] 

The three general tendencies established in the previous section are not necessarily limited to the realization 
of the vowel with the features high and dorsal. They also extend to the consonantal countelpart of [u]. The velar 

fricative [y] shares the features high, dorsal, continuant and voice with the vowel [u]. The constraints established to 

account for the behaviour of the vowel, may therefore also be able to account for the behaviour of [y]. 

This velar fricative [y] does still appear in the Dogrib language, but its distribution and the variation in its 
pronunciation suggests it may be disappearing under the pressure of a similar constraining tendency. The highly
ranked constraint [*u] may therefore be undergoing a change: it is beginning to extend to all high, dorsal continuant, 

voiced segments. Like [u], [y] is often realized as a high, vocalic segment in a coronal environment and a dorsal 
vocalic segment in a dorsal environment. But rather than being triggered by the consonant, like the processes 
discussed in the previous sections, this change to the consonant is triggered by the features of the following vowel. 

The data below in (16) demonstrates how a stem initial [y], represented in the orthography as [gh], 

becomes a palatal glide £1] before a coronal vowel. 

(16)	 Dogrib Slave Chipewyann 

naeghj ..... naey! 'melt' naaghj 'melt' nelghj 'it's being melted' (225)
 
(Saxon, Ln.) (Howard, 243)
 
eghe ..... eye 'drum' (160) eyeli 'drum' (69) h£lghsli 'drum' (20)
 

eye 'itchy' (180) egheh 'itch' (Howard, 242) ts"sghethi 'itch' (35)
 

eghe ..... eye 'eggs' (161) eyehtthllee 'eggs' (71) sghez£ 'eggs, testicles' (21)
 c c 

deeyeh 'calm down' (149)	 digheh 'calm down' d£ghsl 'it became calm' (102) 
(Howard,242) 
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A segment such as [y] is like other palatal sounds in that it has both coronal and dorsal features (Gussenhoven &r 
Jacobs,1998). According to the markedness constraint, Same Place, in (IS), the place feature [coronal] is what r 
makes [y] a less marked candidate to precede a coronal vowel than a non-coronal segment like the velar fricative r 

r [y].13 Since [y] has all three high, coronal and dorsal features the constraint in (14) is satisfied. The only place 

r feature the high glide does not share with the input segment [y] is the feature coronal, but since this feature belongs 

r to the output segment and not the input segment, it does not violate identity. 

( 

r If the realization of [y] as [y] can be considered parallel to the realization of [u] as [i], the variation14 of [y] 

r to the dorsal, round approximate [w] might also be considered parallel to the realization of [u] as [0]. The next 

r data, below in (17), are spelt with a [gh], but the pronunciation of this segment in these words resembles that of the 

approximant [w] (Saxon, 1990). r 
,

(17) Dogrib
r 
r a. goghoo 'teeth' (41) 
r 

b. goghoo 'age' (139) 
r 

c. goghoh 'thigh' (41)
r 

d. ewohkwq -., eghohkwq 'meat from the thigh and buttocks ofa caribou' (37) r 
r 

As would be expected, it is the dorsal vowel [0] which triggers the change to the dorsal approximant The labial 
r 

feature may be relevant in this sequence as well, since both [0] and [w] share the feature [labial] as well as the 
r 

feature [dorsal]. Another aspect of the environment that may affect this lenition of [y] to [w] is stress. Forr 
example, the form in (17d) is a compound wherein the second element -kwt} is the head. The stem that changes to r 
-who, then, is the unstressed element, less likely to retain a marked articulation such as [y]. This phenomenon, andr 
the behaviour of [y] calls for further study and analysis, but for the purpose of this paper the ways this segment r 
alternates offers support to the analysis of the reflexes of [u], and the three general tendencies at work whichr 
determine how the vowel is realized. r 

r CONCLUSION 
r 

r What marks the greatest difference between the variations of [y] and of [u] is that the constraint against [u] 
r is active and highly ranked, and so always motivates the other two cover constraints. The segment [y], however, is 
r often still realized in Dogrib, despite the alternations that do occur, which suggests the constraint is still in flux. The 
r phonology of the language is still undergoing a process based in historical change. Formal tableaux are not offered 

to support the last section of this paper due to the difficulty of ranking constraints within Optimality Theory when r 
the constraining tendencies in question have not yet stabilized. Two appendices do, however, provide tableaux for r the analysis ofthe vowel. 

r 
r The main discussion of this paper centred on the three major constraining tendencies, the first of which 

motivates the other two. Because the language has a constraint against high dorsal elements identity constraints andr 
markedness constraints must act on the input in order to ensure the output is as faithful and as unmarked as r 
possible. One result of this interaction is the realization of this historical vowel [u] as [i] when following a coronal 

r 
r 
r 13 It may be possible that the approximate nature of [y] would allow its articulation to be somewhat less fixed, and therefore 
r more able to favour the coronal element over the dorsal element of articulation when in a coronal environment such as that in 

(16).r 
14 I use the tenn 'variation' to describe [V] to [w] rather than 'alternation' because the change has not yet become stabilized, r 
although it does not occur in the specific environment ofa following coronal vowel. r 

r 
r 
r 
r 
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consonant and [0] when following a dorsal consonant. The other result is the maintenance of the input features of 

all vowels that do not have an input of [u]. 
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APPENDIX I 

As previously stated in a footnote, the tableaux included in the appendices are not included in the body of 
the paper because ofthe complications and technicalities ofdetermining rankings obscure the main argument of the 
paper. However, the following tableaux attempt to represent a more formal account of the constraint interaction 
discussed in the body of the paper. 
A) 

The tableaux below used the form H"o 'grass' from the data set in (5) to demonstrate that the identity 
constraint must be ranked more highly than the markedness constraint in order to produces the correct output: 

"""
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Dogrib co-occurrence restrictions: The disappearance oflu] 

t+"o Ident 10 dorsal *[coronal] [dorsal] 

=:> a. t+"o * 

b. 

c. 

d. 

t+"i . 

t+"e 

t+"8 

*! 

*! 

*! 

In i) above, the optimal candidate was the only one that satisfied the identity constraint. 
r 
r For the purpose ofthe next tableau, the cmcial ranking of faithfulness constraints over markedness 

r constraints extends to the forms in the data in (3), like the word 'H'j 'string', with one major difference. The 
constraint *u motivates the other constraints and therefore outranks them. This tableau makes use ofall the identity r 
constraints introduced in the second, third and fourth sections of the paper and the markedness constraint which r 
militates against the dorsal vowel following a coronal consonant, which is acting as a tie breaker between candidates 

r a. and b. below: 
r 
r ii.) 

r 
t+"u *u 

=:>a. t+"i 

b. t+"o 

c. t+"u *! 

d. t+"e 

e. t+"8 

IdentIO I IdentIO I IdentIO 
r [coronal] 

I
I [dorsal] • [high]• r *I I 

r I I 
I 

*r I I 
I I r I I 
I Ir I I 

* I *! Ir I I 

r 
I * I *! 
I Ir 

*[coronal][dorsal] 

*! 

* 

r 
r 

B)r 
r The two elements in this section act in support of the argument made in the fourth section of this paper. 
r They indicate how data from (8), like the form for 'worm', goo, as well as data from (11) like the form 
r k"i 'birch' can be formally accounted for with the constraints introduced so far. These forms indicate the crucial 
r ranking between the following: 
r Context Free Markedness Constraint »Faithfulness Constraint >>Context Sensitive Constraint 

r 
r 
,
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
,.
r 
r 
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L) 

gu+V 

goo:::::> a. 

*u 

geeb. 

giiC. 

d. gaa 

guue. *! 

IdentIO 
[coronal] 

I 
I 

IdentIO 
[dorsal] 

I 
I 

IdentIO 
[high] 

I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

*! 

*! 

*1 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

* 

* 

* 
I 
I 

* I 
I 

*[dorsal][coronal] 

* 

* 

*uk·i 

:::::> a. k·i 

b. k·o 

c. k·e 

*!d. k·u 

e. k·a 

Note: this V added to the stem gl1 is a nominalizing suffix common in Dogrib. 

ii.) 

IdentIO I IdentIO I IdentIO *[dorsal][coronal] 
[coronal] I [dorsal] I [high] 

I I * 
I I 

•* I
I *! * * I 
I I
 
I * I *!
 '*I I 

I I* * * 
I I .

* *! II 
I I --
Appendix II 

The following tableaux demonstrate the interactions of the three cover constraints with a form from each 
data set presented in the body of the pap~r. The three constraints are re-identified below: 

1.) The constraint against a high, dorsal, vocalic segment *u. 

2.) The cover constraint Ident 10 (place), which militates against a change in the place features dorsal, high 
and coronal. 

3.) The cover constraint Same Place militates against a sequence ofa consonant and vowel that do not share a 
place ofarticulation. 

The tableau in (i) demonstrates how these constraints interact to produce forms like ti 'lake, water' from data set (3). 

-
....
 
-
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r 

r 

r 
r 

r 
r 

tu *u Ident 10 (place) Same Place 

=:::> 8. ti * 

b. to * *! 

c.. te **1 

d. ta **1 * 

e. tu *! * 

Although the tableau in (ii) does not prove a crucial ranking between Ident 10 Place and Same Place, the following 
tableau in (iii) indicates that the ranking must indeed be crucial in order for the optimal candidate, na?dlo 'laugh' 
to surface. 

ii.) 

-dlo *u Ident 10 (place) Same Place 

=:::> 8 .. -dlo * 

b. -dfi *! 

c. -diu *! * 

d. -die *! 

e. -dla *! 

r 
Candidates b-e. only violate Ident 10 (Place) once each because an [0] is only defined with its dorsal feature in this 

r paper. 
r 
r The following tableau is an example of the ofhow the constraints account for data from (8), like 

r natseeko 'vomit': 

r 
iii.)r 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 

r 
r 
r 
r 

-ku *u Ident 10 (place) Same Place 

8. -ki *! • 
b.. -ku *! 

c. -ke **1 * 

=:::> d. -ko * 

e. -ka **1 

r 
r 
r 

r 
r 

r 
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This final tableau demonstrates the same three cover constraints in the last environment that (*u] fails to surface in 
which is under examination in this paper. A term from the data set, (11) like tsakee - tsakii 'beaver lodge', 

c c cc 

where there is more variation in the vowel quality would not be easy to account for with this ordering ofconstraints. 
However, the following term from data set (11), k"; 'birch', whose input vowel has the same features as its output 
vowel can be accounted for as the tableau in (iv) shows, despite its marked sequence ofa dorsal consonant and 
coronal vowel. 

iv.) 

-k"i *u Ident 10 (place) Same Place 

=> 8. -k"i * 

b. -k"u *! * 

c. -k"o **! 

d. -k·e *! '. 
e. -k"8 **! 

...... 

.

.

..

.

-
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r THE ROLE OF NARRATIVE IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
r 
r 

Heather Steel r 
I" Department ofLinguistics 
r University ofVictoria 

r 
r During a 1975 land claim hearing, a Native trapperfrom Northern Canada was asked to raise his 
r right hand and to swear to tltell the whole truth and nothing but the truth." He replied, tI] cannot 

do that but]will tell you what I know." r 
(Duryea and Potts, 1993) r 

r 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

r-
r Narrative is both a mode ofreasoning and a mode of representation. People can perceive the world narratively 

and people can describe the world narratively. According to Jerome Bruner (1996), narrative reasoning is one of ther 
two basic and universal human cognition modes. The other mode is the logico-scientific. The 10gicO-scientific mode r looks for universal truth conditions, whereas the narrative mode looks for particular connections between events. 

r Explanation in the narrative mode is contextually embedded, whereas the logico-scientific explanation is extracted 
r from spatial and temporal events. Litigation is grounded in logico-scientific reasoning and uses narrative primarily 

as a means of reaching a logico-scientific conclusion. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), on the other hand, r 
may use logico-scientific reasoning in its exploration of events, but it relies primarily on narrative reasoning to 

r arrive at a resolution to which all parties can agree. 
r' 

This paper will look at the narrative mode and the way in which it is employed as a discourse style in dispute r 
resolution settings (specifically mediation settings) as a way of conveying Personal experience. Based on previous

r research in the area of narrative and on three case studies, the paper will analyze the components of narrative and 
r how these components fit together to create an overall structure. The analysis, therefore, will be both formal and 

functional in that it will examine the potential patterns of narrative, isolating some of the structural units, and will r 
also explore why narratives are such a common and natural form of expression and the value that they hold in r dispute resolution. 

r 
r 2. 0 NARRATIVE 

r There are many different approaches to resolving conflict, and each employs language differently. The style 
r of discourse permitted or encouraged by a particular approach reflects the underlying beliefs and goals of those who 
r use it. Methods like avoidance, violence or non-violent direct action make little to no use of language. On the other 

hand, litigation uses language to a great degree as both tool and weapon. It does not, however, value the narrative r 
aspect of language to the same extent that dispute resolution methods like mediation, arbitration and negotiation do. r Because there are varying defInitions ofwhat makes a narrative a narrative, we will first look at how I am defining 

r 'narrative' here before moving on to look at how it is used. 
r 

2.1 What is narrative?r 
"... A narrative, in its most restrictive sense, refers only to verbally narrated texts. In its widest possible sense 
r and the sense I am using here - it is anything that tells or presents a story (e.g., ballads, poetry, fables, drawing, 

written text or oral discourse). In a mediation session a narrative will most likely take the form of an oral account ofr 
events. However, it could conceivably occur in other forms, such as a pictorial narrative if, for example, the 

r mediator asks the disputants to draw their perspective of the events, or a disputant might choose to tell an analogous 
r story or a cultural folktale. The frequency with which narrative occurs and the variety of forms it takes will be 
r influenced by several factors including: the disputant's personal discourse style; the disputants' relationship; the 

particular conflict situation; the mediator; and the approach slhe follows. r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
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2.2 The history of narrative research 

Narrative has been approached from many angles. The term grew out of literary discussion and was first 
made into a formal study by Tzvetan Todorov in 1969. Narratology was defined as, tithe theory of the structures of 
narrative. To investigate a structure, one dissects (segments, factors) an object into its component parts, and then 
goes on to describe the various relations that exist between these parts" (Todorov, 1969). Narratology examines 
recurrent elements, themes, and patterns to try to establish a set of universals that determine the makeup of a story. 
The ultimate goal of such analysis is to move from a taxonomy of elements to an understanding of how these 
elements are arranged in actual narratives. 

More recently, it has received academic recognition as a crucial element of many other disciplines besides 
English literature. Clinical and counselling psychology research has looked at the role that narrative plays in client
therapist interaction (see for example, Dreier, 2000). Educators are interested in children's and adolescents' 
development and use of narrative (see for example, Denhiere, 1978). Narrative policy analysis has emerged in the 
field of political science (see for example, Roe, 1989). Sociologists and anthropologists have examined narrative 
use across classes and cultures (see for example, Hymes, 1981; Briggs, 1996). Of course, many of these disciplines 
overlap with the branch of linguistics known as discourse analysis, where narrative has been examined from 
psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic, anthropological and other perspectives. Linguistic investigation has ventured into 
a variety of situations including doctor-patient interactions (e.g., Eisenberg, 1981) and courtroom procedure (e.g., 
O'Barr & Conley, 1996; Loftus & Palmer, 1974). This foundation of narrative research provides a useful parallel 
for the present paper. 

Unlike other areas of linguistics (e.g., phonology, syntax, semantics), there are no unified theories of 
narrative. Each researcher seems to conceptualize narrative in her/his own unique framework, using her/his own 
unique terms. Perhaps this is because this area does not lend itself well to scientific, structured accounts. Being so 
dynamic and malleable, it is hard to pin the narrative act down to any strict rules or patterns. Yet it is possible to 
document reoccurring patterns in a qualitative fashion in order to describe what a narrative could look like - as 
opposed to how it should look. This is precisely what this paper aims to do. 

3.0 BOW NARRATIVE IS USED IN MEDIATION 

Mediation has only become a formally accepted practice in North America over the last several decades; 
however, similar practices have been an integral part of other cultures for much longer. Research in the area is still 
in its formative stages. Narrative use in mediation has recently become a hot topic in the mediation literature (e.g., 
Duryea and Potts: 1993, Hale: 1998, Cobb: 1993) but, with notable exceptions, mediation discourse is a relatively 
neglected area in the field of linguistics. Because conflict and narrative have been treated in isolation by linguists, 
the knowledge on which I draw is a combined product of narrative research from the field of mediation and 
narrative studies done in linguistics and literature. This is then applied to my own observations of the recorded data. 

3.1 Types of Mediation 

Narrative is used in different ways depending on the type of mediation. Mediation which falls under the 
shadow of the law and is performed by lawyers tends not to focus so much on the narrative aspect of a disputant's 
discourse as on the facts the disputant conveys through discourse. Negotiation methods such as Fisher and Ury's 
(1981) principled negotiation are somewhat less restrictive regarding narrative freedom. As one moves towards 
more therapeutic mediation styles, such as transformative mediation (Bush and Folger:1994) and restorative justice, 
the constraints on narrative expression decrease. The mediation sessions from which I collected my data involve a 
mediation style closest to the transformative approach. Here the goal is to have disputants better understand each 
other's perspective so that they may rebuild, or at least restructure, damaged relationships. Often what happens is that underlying stories which harbour deep-rooted conflicts emerge out of the initiating conflict story. 

3.2 Characteristics of Mediation Discourse (Compared with Adjudication) 

In order to describe the discourse style of mediation it is helpful to situate it in a comparative context with 
litigation, or courtroom, discourse style with which most people are familiar. By comparing it with what it is not we 
can have a clearer idea ofwhat it is. 

-

-
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r 
r Mediation 
r	 » equality 

» mediator facilitated discourse r » parties encouraged to express them
r selves naturally 
r » a naturally evolving discourse directed 

at establishing a mutually constructed r 
truth,

» creative ritual 
r 
r	 3.3 Narrative theory 

r 

Litigation 
» hierarchy 
» lawyer controlled discourse 
» parties directed to follow 

specific discourse rules 
» a calculated discourse aimed at 

uncovering a factual truth 

» established ritual 

The mediation process itself has been described as essentially a storYtelling process consisting of Plot, 
r Character, and Theme (Cobb: 1993). What links these components together is the dynamic of the narrative. Stories 
r best reflect reality when they are linked to other participants' stories and so the role of the mediator in such a model 

r is to help the disputants to link their stories. This may require re-framing the story by identifying a common 'theme' 
for a new narrative that both parties can agree on. The critical factor is not the content of the story, but rather the r process that the story ignites in both the teller and the listener. Rather than conceptualizing the story as a rational, 

r- linear progression, narrative approaches consider its multi-dimensional aspects. Characters in the story each possess 
an interior, a history, a unique perception of the chronology, and even a unique sense of the injury. Therefore, no r 
two parties will possess identical stories. r 

r To make sense out of sometimes conflicting and contradictory social experiences, narrative theory presents a 
r two-level model: story and discourse. Story refers to content, discourse to the means by which that content is 

communicated. The surface story may be surprisingly similar for all parties: a house burglarized, property r 
destroyed, items taken, anger felt. The deeper story, the discourse, will be unique to each person telling the story, 

r depending upon the meaning of "house," "property," "anger," for each teller. Allowing the full story to be told, and 
r engaging it fully by listening to each person's version, acknowledges that qualitative difference. Much of how 

people think about themselves is contained in their stories. r 
r The creation of such accounts is motivated by people's needs for meaning. Baumeister and Newman (1994) 
r have outlined the following needs which motivate people's stories: 
r 

1) the need to see events as causally linked r 
2) the need to affirm one's sense ofmoral right and wrong 

r 3) the need for a belief in personal efficacy 
r 4) the need to defuse potential threats to self-worth 
r 

Procedures that dictate our stories to us may not be as successful as those that allow us to write our own r endings and, especially, to add our unique, personal contributions along the way. For example, in the aftermath ofa 
r home invasion, telling the story of the senseless destruction of a family heirloom may not "fit" a narrative dictated 
r by the needs of a prosecutor or the rules of criminal procedure when presented in open court, but it may become 

vitally important as a means of reconstructing events on the victim's own terms. r 
r 3.3.1 Narrative as Discourse 
r 

Although narrative, as a source of entertainment or moral education, has an honourable history, it has r 
depreciated as a form of knowledge in Western society, in contrast to other forms of discourse regarded as r scholarly, scientific or technical. Bernstein (1971) presented the dichotomy of elaborated and restricted codes. 

r The elaborated orientation is connected with such things as independence of context, objectification of experience, 
r explicitness, and analysis of experience. Restricted orientation, on the other hand, is more implicit, context

dependent, and takes pre-established meaning for granted. According to Bernstein, coding orientation differences r emphasize a distinction between middle-class (elaborated) and working class (restricted) speech, giving the former a 
r clear social advantage. Following this reasoning, it is easy to see why certain forms of narrative would not be 
r valued as an appropriate discourse style in objective, fact-driven situations such as legal disputes. However, 

r narrative discourse allows for certain information to be conveyed or understood in a way which may not occur in 
legal discourse. r 

r 
r 
r 
r
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3.3.2 Attribution Bias Theory 

Social conflicts always involve some misunderstanding. Disputants communicate by what they say (or do not 
say) and by how they behave toward one another. Most communicative interaction involves 'faulty' communication 
but conflict seems to increase it even more because the disputants are so focused on their own needs that they often 
will fail to read or will misread the other's cues. 

As humans we have a natural instinct to impose order and control on our environment. Since people do pot 
walk: around with labels describing what they are doing and why, we must attribute meaning to others' actions in 
order to determine how those actions fit into our world. For example, if we come across someone who does not 
make eye contact when speaking, we may refer to our personal organization system of the world and assume that it 
means that this person is shifty and untrustworthy, however, this may not be the case at all. The sharing of 
narratives in the mediation session makes it more likely that biases will be detected and discussed. 

4.0 THE CASE STUDIES 

My data involves three mock mediation sessions that were taped in 1991 as part of a local television programl 

designed to educate the public about the mediation process. Because of confidentiality agreements between 
mediators and clients, observing or recording real mediation sessions is difficult. These mock sessions used real 
mediators and were based on real conflicts. The sessions were not scripted and so allow for a natural discourse 
development reflective ofwhat one would find in an authentic mediation session. 

The sessions were all co-mediated by one male and one female mediator. The program does not show all 
three sessions in their entirety because it is only a one-hour broadcast. Instead, it shows a lengthy excerpt (10 - 20 
minutes) from each session which is sufficient to establish the context for the narratives. Each excerpt captures a 
different stage in the process, allowing for a variety of narrative goals (e.g., narratives that describe the conflict, 
narratives that describe underlYing issues, and narratives aimed at resolution). Mediation sessions generally go 
through the following broad phases: (l) describing the conflict from both sides; (2) discussing the underlying issues 
and associated feelings of each party. At this point the parties are encouraged to develop an understanding of the 
other's perspective; and (3) problem solving. Although it would be ideal to be able to track the progress of the -overall narrative construction, this provides enough detail to glean patterns in narrative formation. Session A 
provides by far the most interesting study of narrative as it captures the exchanging and understanding phase as well 
as the description phase ofmediation. This is where narrative plays its most crucial role. -The following tables give a brief overview of each of the three sessions in order to provide a context and 
speaker profile. -
Session A 

Disputants Relationship Initiating Conflict Underlying 
Issues 

Stage of the Process 

John 
- middle aged, 
Caucasian male 

Bob 
- middle aged, 
Caucasian male 

neighbours A tree planted by 
Bob on his property 
has grown to the 
point that it hangs 
over into John's 
property. It is 
shading John's 
garden and 
attracting wasps. 

Bob had a close friendship 
with the previous 
neighbour and is 
disappointed that he doesn't 
have a similar relationship 
with John. John has the 
impression that Bob doesn't 
like him. 

Mediators have already 
laid down the ground 
rules. The excerpt 
begins with disputants 
describing the conflict 
from each side. It ends 
just as they are about to 
begin problem solving. 

-
-

-


lperspectives (1991), Roger's Cablevision. 
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Disputants Relationship Initiating Conflict Underlying 
Issues 

Stage of the Process 

Marty 
- teenaged, 
Caucasian male 

Ingrid 
- middle aged, 
Caucasian female 

son 

mother 

Marty took the car without 
asking permission, causing 
Ingrid to miss an 
appointment. He has 
shown previous instances 
of lack ofresponsibility. 

Marty wants more 
freedom but Ingrid 
feels he does not 
show enough 
responsibility for this. 
Ingrid feels taken for 
granted. 

The issues have been 
laid out already and 
the disputants are 
now discussing ltow 
they feel about them. 
It ends just as they 
are about to begin 
problem solving. 

Disputants Relationship Initiating Conflict Underlying 
Issues 

Stage of the Process 

Helen 
- middle aged 
Caucasian female 

Mark 
-middle aged 
Caucasian male 

client 

contractor 

Helen hired Mark to replace her 
kitchen. Because ofdelays in 
the sIDppingofmmerial, the 
tiling will not be completed on 
time. Helen thought the 
agreement was a contract but it 
was only an estimate. 

Helen suspects 
that Mark is not 
an honest 
person. 

The disputants have 
already discussed the 
issues and the 
connected feelings. 
Now they are 
working on creating 
a new agreement. 

r 
r 5.0 INTERTEXTUAL PATTERNS OF NARRATIVE 
r 

Using these case studies as illustrations, we will go on to look at some aspects ofnarrative structure. Romanr 
Jakobson (1971 [1957]) pointed out the interesting fact that narrative discourse simultaneously represents narrative r event (i.e., the actual storytelling situation) and narrated event (Le., the actions being described). In terms of 

r mediation, these two events would correspond to the session and the conflict respectively. In order to connect these 
",... events that are separated in time and/or space, one has to extract discourse from one setting and insert it into 

another. One way in wIDch this is accomplished is through syntactic restructuring. r 
r 5.1 Syntactic aspects 
r 

Direct and indirect speech are an obvious way of bringing past events into present discourse. This occurs r 
frequently in the case studies. When, for example, John says: 

r 
r (1) Then he says he's gonna sue me... 
r 

IDS use of indirect speech allows mm to convey information as though it were fact and, furthermore, to bring this r fact into the present situation by using the historical present. Direct quotations are also effective here. Narrators 
r often change their voice characteristics when reporting emotionally charged speech, allowing the words to convey 
r greater meaning; for example, by increasing volume and/or pitch. When John says the above quote, IDS pitch rises 

to reflect IDS shock at Bob's reaction. r 
r Another way of linking narrative and narrated event is through tense/aspect categories. There is a large 
r linguistic literature on the topic of the representation of time in language (e.g., Dowty, 1986; Ter Meulen, 1995; 

Croft, 1998; and Goldberg, 1999). Temporal representation involves a translation of words and sentences into a r 
flow of events which parallels real life events. Listeners make use of what Dowty (1986) refers to as the iconicityr assumption. That is, they assume that the order in wIDch events are reported in language matches the chronological 

r order in wIDch they occurred. However, narrators often deviate from the chronological order of events for stylistic 
r purposes. In these instances, the iconicity assumption is no longer valid and listeners must instead rely on language 

cues such as verb tense, time adverbs (e.g., soon) and time adverbials (e.g., an hour later) to determine the order ofr 
events. 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
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Verb aspect is the language cue used to classify events with respect to duration and completion status. An 
event may convey a perfective aspect, meaning that it started and fInished within the narrative timeline (e.g., He ate 
the peas after much prodding.); or it may convey an imperfective aspect if the event was not completed within the 
narrative timeline (e.g., He was still eating the peas when we went to bed.). Usually the perfective is used to denote 
telic situations (i.e., situations which have some natural endpoint), whereas the imperfective denotes 
atelic situations (Le., situations with no certain endpoint). The narrator's choice of aspect can create the effect of 
either placing the listener(s) outside the situation (perfective) or placing them inside the situation (imperfective). It 
can also give the listener a sense for the time it takes to perceive the described event (Dowty, 1986), thereby 
creating a more vicarious experience for the listener. For example, (a) he jumped on the bed and (b) he was jumping 
on the bed illustrate two quite different experiences of duration. With (a) the narrator is able to convey the 
instantaneousness ofwhat was perceived. 

Tense and aspect also playa role in foregrounding and backgrounding particular items within events. One of 
the ways in which the narrator lets the listener know which information is most relevant in his/her story is through 
the choice of tense and aspect. Present-tense perfective verbs generally indicate foregrounded information while 
non-present-tense imperfective verbs indicate backgrounded information, though there are exceptions (see 
Fleischman, 1990). Briggs (1996) discusses how, in Warao disputes, the imperfective places actions in the 
background, while the perfective foregrounds actions. This allows for cause-and-effect explanations to be presented 
to the listeners. In Bobts statement: 

(2)	 He was out there chopping the tree to death and so I came out. 

the frrst statement is in the imperfective, thus setting the scene which caused Bob to come out. Bobts perfective 
phrase is then foregrounded and thus appears more salient. 

Textual cohesion is created by linking indexical signs to temporal phrases. Bobts use of so in (2) conveys that 
the tree was chopped before he came out. It also reinforces the cause-and-effect perspective revealed through 
imperfective and perfective aspectual markers. Because the narrator provides temporal deictics (e.g., when, next, 
later etc.), he has more flexibility with the narrative tense. In an isolated utterance we require a direct relationship 
between tense and temporal reference in order to know where on the temporal axis to place the event. However, 
when the utterance is found within a discursive context we understand the time sequence relative to previous 
utterances. 

The disputants frequently use a present tense (mostly simple, but sometimes continuous) in their narratives 
even though they are describing a past situation. For example, in Johnts opening narrative he uses present tenses to relate the events leading up to the conflict: -

(3)	 The/ruit drops on the ground and, and it attracts the wasps a ...and I, I got kids and they're playing out
 
there all the time.
 

He could have said: 

(4) The fruit was dropping on the ground and it was attracting the wasps and
 
I've got kids and they play out there all the time.
 

This aspectually motivated choice of tenses incorporates the listeners into the story, thereby linking narrative and 
narrated event. It creates a sense of habitualness in the actions. Hypothetical sentence (4) would be used if John 
wished to explain the circumstances as a cause-and-effect situation. It would need to be followed by a perfective 
statement indicating the effect it had on John. Instead, the present tense is used here in a series of parallel 
constructions intended to give a description of the state ofevents which, from context, the listeners understand to be 
temporally bound to a situation arising in the past. 

Past tenses are often used in the sessions to emphasize critical actions. Set apart by a contrastive present tense 
background, John's tense shift to the past in (5) highlights what he sees as a salient event. 

(5) He jus' started laying into me cause I was cutting back the tree. 

Because they are used most often for effect, past tenses occur less frequently than the present. 

-
-'
 
.
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5.1.1 Personr 
r 

As one might expect in the telling of a personal narrative, narration occurs most naturally in the 1st person., For example, 
r 

(6a) I think the bottom line is communication. y'know, ever since he's moved in there we've never had, y'know, r 
much... well, I don't know, maybe I'm just too used to Frank livin' next door. 

r 
r The account, then, comes across as a subjective, uni-dimensional one. The teller is focusing on the events 

purely as he sees them, ignoring other possible perspectives. This is a necessary part of sharing stories as it allows r 
disputants to get their story out and at least feel listened to. Sometimes mediators will encourage the disputants to ,
play with the person narration in order to help them see other perspectives. In Session A and B (and possibly in C, 

r although it is not contained in the excerpt) the mediator asks the disputants to retell the most important parts of the 
r other disputant's story. This pushes the teller to use a 3rd person narration: 

r 
(6b) He's sayin', I guess, that uuhh, that he wants to at least be asked, or, or, let know about what's 

r happening, y'know, in terms ofifI'm gonna cut the tree or ifI'm gonna do something with something 
r"' that also affects him, then he wants to know about it and so... 

r 
In doing so, the account takes on a more objective appearance, thereby impelling the teller to focus on other r perspectives besides his own. The mediator may take this one step further by requesting that the teller relate this 

r account directly to the other disputant, causing the focus to be on the 2nd person: 
r 

(6c) ... maybe I do stuffon my side ofthe line that, that afficts you. AndI know that you'd like to know r 
about that. 

r 
r This is not so natural for the disputants and, particularly in Session B, they have to be reminded to speak 

directly to the other person rather than to the mediator. It is a useful technique in that it combines the emotional and r 
subjective view with the impersonalized and objective one, resulting in a more empathetic and personal r understanding. However, it is effective only when a disputant is retelling the other's story; focusing on the 2nd 

r person when telling a story from one's own perspective results in a blaming account and often spurs on an angry 
reaction.r 

r 
We see, then, that the person in which narration is expressed strongly influences how the disputants think 

r about and understand the stories. A particular person-narration, taken at the appropriate time can have very positive 
r effects in building a mutual story. Taken at the wrong time, however, it can be a setback. 

r 
6.0 THE ARCIDTECTURE OF A NARRATIVE r 

r Although it may at fll'St appear as simple and straightforward, a narrative is actually a very complex structure. 
r Labov and Waletzky (1967) gave the following basic paradigm ofa fully formed oral narrative: 

r (7) 1. Abstract: What, in a nutshell, is this story about? 
r 2. Orientation: Who, when, where, what? 
r 3. Complicating action: Then what happened? 

4. Evaluation: So what? How is this interesting? r 
5. Result or resolution: What finally happened? r 6. Coda: That's it. I've finished and am bringing us back to our present situation. 

r 
While this provides a neat framework for an 'ideal' oral narrative, most narratives occurring in daily speech r 

are somewhat messier. Speakers are not always given uninterrupted storytelling status and so narratives tend to be r fragmented with many digressions. In oral discourse like the kind found in mediation sessions, this kind of self
r contained narrative is rare. In the case studies, only the opening narratives tend to resemble the model in (7) and 
r even they have interruptions and digressions. In these narratives, the teller is given 'official' storytelling rights by 

the mediator, who asks herlhim to describe the conflict. Although important points get raised in initial narrative and r 
they are given in a sequential order, they do not tell the 'whole' story. These initial stories get built upon and r expanded by both disputants throughout the session. 

r 
r ,... 
,
,
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So, instead ofneat, freestanding structures, what we fmd are smaller narratives serving as the building blocks 
for larger narrative structures. We can talk about narrative structure as being parallel in some ways to that of 
English syllabic structure2

• This notion allows for more structural freedom than Labov and Waletzky's early model 
because we are dealing with a very basic structure whose precise content and shape can be determined by context. 
At its most basic then, a narrative will consist ofan obligatory nucleus with an optional onset and coda: 

(8)	 n 

(O~Coda) 
The onset and coda margins may be dropped either intentionally, to allow the interlocutor to continue the 

dialogue, or unintentionally by interrupting or being interrupted. This is common in the mini-narratives (n) that are 
used to build the meta-narrative (N). The only time an onset seems to be required is when it heads the initial 
narrative, as it provides an introduction to what will eventually become a meta-narrative. We see this in John's 
opening narrative: 

(9)	 I guess••• it all started•••a few days back when, uh, y'know, there's this tree that overhangs our
 
property.
 

In bold we see the onset. This is followed by y'know which serves to draw the listeners into the story making 
them almost part of the events. From here, the narrative flows into the orientation stage where the setting is 
described. We will simply call this the nucleus, as not every narrative will have this orientation stage. John finishes 
his narrative off with: 

(10)	 So that's I guess why I'm here. 

Bob is then given a turn to relate his story which, in addition to describing his version of the events, tends to 
focus on 'correcting' aspects of John's story. This is also the case in the other two sessions. The disputant who is 
given the second tum does not simply tell hislher own story, but rather tries to link the story to the previous one. 

Disputants take turns contributing to the meta-narrative. These contributions will not necessarily occur 
sequentially. As the session progresses, the disputants may be working on several meta-narratives at once. 
Although there is always some sort of logical link between the mini-narratives, the speakers may move back and 
forth between topics, working on alternate meta-narratives. BecauS'e of 'this multi-tasking, it may take the di§j)utants .. 
the entire session to complete a narrative. ---- e 

When mapped out, this results in a pyramid structure which could look like the following:	 e 
11 e 

NN 

N 

NN 

The session e
 
e 
e 

•
e
e
e 

Organizational levels 

Surface level e
e
 
e
 
e
e
e
 


 2Toolan (1988) proposes this idea and I have expanded on it here. e

e
e 
•
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The Role ofNarrative in Dispute Resolution 

On the surface level of the discourse (i.e., what we actually hear), we have an exchange ofmini-narratives 
contributed by each of the disputants. Each of these mini-narratives consists of a structure as illustrated in (8). 
Aspects of the microstructure, as discussed in section 4, will vary depending on the speaker's goal within the mini
narrative. There will also be interruptions by the mediator throughout the surface level (not depicted in 11). At a· 
deeper level of processing, the surface level constituents will be organized into meta-narratives, each with a 
particular theme. The mediation session itself consists of a uniting of these meta-narratives. In this dialogue in 
Session C we can see how the participants work together to organize the mini-narratives they brought up earlier on 
in the session: 

12) 

Ml: Well, I'm just wondering which issue that you people would like to see, um, we take a look at first.
 
Helen: For me, timing.
 
Mark: Yeah, and price.
 
Ml: How's that... Yeah? 'kay.
 
Mark: That's O.K. 'cause it all comes in, y'know, the same heading, y'know, the timing and the price.
 
Ml: 'Kay.
 
Mark: Pretty well.
 
M2: So they're tied together in your - both- in your, your mind. The timing and the price
 
Mark: Well
 
M2: They ... they're tied together.
 
Mark: Yeah. As far as I'm concerned 'cause, y'know, I'm I'm... a certain type of
 

construction takes a certain amount oftime. aaah. And a certain price. Same thing with 
materials. Uegh. You've gotta have, y'know, if you know what you're, what you're getting. Aaah. 
There's a certain shipping time involved. And, and there's a certain price involved 

M2: Okay
 
Mark: So, yeah, as far as I'm concerned the two are tied together.
 

r 

r The issues of 'timing' and 'price' which were previously raised as isolated issues are linked by Mark into one 
meta-narrative. This is an example of overt organization. Much of the meta-narrative organization is done at a r subliminal level rather than through co-constructed discourse. 

r 
r Van Dijk (1980) uses this kind of hierarchical model to conceptualize various forms of discourse. In his 

model, microstructures create macropropositions which are part of macrostructures. These macrostructures are r 
organized by - and at the same time build - a superstructure. This superstructure is governed by function. 

r Depending on the particular function of the discourse, certain constraints will be placed on the macrostructures. 

Following Van Dijk's argument, the function of a mediation session, namely to resolve a problem, will r 
determine the content of the meta-narratives. In the following dialogue from Session A, the disputants are trying to 
build a mutual story which will allow them to agree on what action to take in order to solve the problem. Bob 

r insists on including the fact that it is the shadow from the tree, and not the tree itself, which hangs over John's 
garden as this will have consequences in the actual solving ofthe problem: r 

r 

r 

r 
r 
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"The tree and the garden" 

John: The tree overhangs our yard and it's shading my Igarden.
 
Bob: There's no garden there at all. There's just a lawn.
 

,-------mediator interrupts ---.. ----,
 

John: Like I was saying. It overhangs our property, shades my garden. 

--------- time elapsed, other topics discussed ---- .._----.. -~....

Bob: The tree, for one thing, it doesn't overhang into his garden ... 

------...--.. time elapsed, other topics discussed -----

John: The garden is not right under the tree. okay.1 But
 
Bob: . Oh, good.1
 
John: ~ut the shade that that tree causes by those
 

branches sticking overhead - it catches the garden. The garden is off to the back ofthat tree. The sun 
comes in - best sun of the day - comes through there. And those branches that were overhanging my 
property - they're the ones that were cutting the sun offl 

Bob: Did you not see me out there trimming it? 
M2: Hold on. Hold on. At the moment we're trying to make sure that you've heard the original points that 

John brou~t up. And, uh, the @estionofthe garden was the one that really stuck in 
your min~ II would now I 

Bob: IOkay Alright Oh, I remember another one that he brought up that I did 
clarify earlier on about the wasps. 

By the end, Bob is satisfied with the revision and proposes another story on which he would like them to work. 

7.0 WHY IS NARRATIVE EXPRESSION SO IMPORTANT? 

As humans it is important for us to be able to tell our stories in order to make sense of the world around us 
and also so that others can better understand us. After traumatic events, retelling the story becomes part of the 
healing process. Research into victim-offender mediation programs consistently finds a generalized reduction in 
fear and anxiety among participating victims, both fear of being revictimized by the particular offender as well as 
more free floating anxiety (Umbreit, 1995). Victim-impact panel participants showed improved psychological 
functioning as a result of submitting impact statements to court (Davis and Smith, 1994). 

The mediation sessions used for these case studies did not involve traumatic events; however, in these 
situations narrative played a crucial role in the problem~solving process. It allowed for an integration of an inner 
world ofthought and feeling with an outer world of observable actions and states ofaffairs. 

7.1 The next step 

---
What is interesting in mediation is that when the participants in the session collaborate in building their 

stories, they are at the same time co-creating a memory which will serve for future stories of the same events in 
different settings. This can be studied in greater depth by looking at other types of dispute resolution discourse and 
comparing their effectiveness with narrative discourse approaches. According to van Dijk (1980), recall of 
discourse information di.minishes after long periods. Information that has the highest structural value will be less 
likely to be forgotten because of its high position in the structure and its links to other knowledge. This information -

--
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will be stored in the long-term memory, either as episodic or semantic data. Although it is primarily meta-narratives r 
that are recalled, surface structures and semantic details may sometimes also be recalled if they are salient to the r listener. For example, one may remember that a speaker used a particularly striking word or phrase in a narrative in 

r addition to recalling the gist of the meta-narrative. The actual process of creating narrative is, therefore, crucial in 
r determining what information about an event gets recalled. 

r 
As mentioned in the introduction, narrative is used both for reasoning and for representation. What happens, 

r then, when someone other than the narrator has control over shaping the narrative? This is often the case in 
r courtrooms, where strict rules of relevancy and procedure dictate what gets said and how. People in marginalized 

groups are often prohibited from sharing their stories in the way that they want simply because these stories do not r 
fit into the framework of the court's predetermined idea of relevancy. Research into the comparison ofnarrative use r in courtroom and mediation settings is a future step which should be taken in looking at applications of narrative in 

r dispute resolution. 
r 

8.0 CONCLUSIONr 
r Because stories do not just describe reality, but also create a social reality, it is important to look at more than 
r just the formal features of narrative. We have seen that, in mediation settings, narratives do not follow predictable, 

unbroken patterns. Instead, they tend to consist of many small pieces which disputants and mediators piece together r 
to form meta-narratives. These greater structures will serve as an important tool in finding a solution that both 

r parties can agree on. 
r 
r 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
r 
r 

Japanese is frequently cited as an example of a language with voiceless vowels (Jaeger, 1978; Vdnce, 1987).r 
First, let us look at examples ofvowel devoicing in Japanese, which represent a range ofissues addressed in this paper:r 

r 
(1) a. /sika/ 'deer'  [ika]r 

b. /hukahuka/ 'soft'  [,yka,yka]r 
c. /kasi/ 'lyrics' [kaSj]r 
d.1k1ka/ 'vaporization' [k}ka] or [kjka]r  

r e. /{IhaiJ 'domination' [jihai] or [SjMi]  

r 
r  As a first approximation, we can say that in Japanese the high vowels fl, u/ devoice when they occur between two 

voiceless consonants ([la] and [Ibn. In addition, high vowels devoice word-finally as in (1c), and we can observe r 
free variation in certain contexts ([ld] and [leD where accent (indicated by an acute accent) and vowel devoicing r 

r  interact. The examples (la) to (Ie) are all from Standard Japanese (henceforth Tokyo Japanese). In this paper, I 

will attempt to provide a unified phonological analysis of these data.r 
r 

As a starting point, let us look at how Japanese vowel devoicing has been represented in previous phonological r 
r studies. Some early studies (e.g., McCawley, 1968: 127) represented Japanese vowel devoicing by using [-voice] 

r approximately as in (2), and considered it as an assimilation process in the feature [voice]: 

r 
(2) V [+high] ---+[-voice] / [-voice] _ [-voice]r 

r 
There were also some researchers who considered that high vowels to be deleted rather than devoiced (e.g., Ohso, r 
1973: 13). To my knowledge, no study has investigated phonetic motivations for vowel devoicing. r 

r 
Recently two major studies were published on Japanese vowel devoicing. Tsuchida (1997) and varden (1998) r 

investigated vowel devoicing in Tokyo Japanese in depth, using Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993) andr 
r Feature Geometry, respectively. What is shared by these two studies is that both Tsuchida (1997) and \arden (1998) 

r assume that Japanese voiceless vowels are specified as [spread glottis]l (henceforth [s.g.D instead of [-voice], based 

r on previous researchers' (e.g., Hirose, 1971) and Tsuchida's observations with a fiberscope and electromyography (see 

r Tsuchida [1997] for previous literature using a fiberscope and electromyography). Although these two studies differ 

r in details, generally speaking, we can approximately say that vowel devoicing process is represented as either the 

r 
r 1 Since Tsuchida (1997) assumes that laryngeal features are privative, her specification ofvoiceless vowels is [spread 

glottis], as opposed to Varden's (1998) [+spread glottis]. r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
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surfacing of the feature [s.g.] (Tsuchida, 1997) or the spreading of [s.g.] to the voiceless vowel (Varden, 1998).2 
Henceforth, let us call this approach the "spread-glottis approach", in reference to its specification of high vowels for 
[s.g.]. However, since Japanese lacks a phonological conttastbetween aspirated and unaspirated consonants, it seems 
arbitrary to specify voiceless vowels as [s.g.]. Aside from the observation ofglottal openings, no phonetic grounding 
is provided to motivate the [s.g.] specification for voiceless vowels in either Tsuchida (1997) or \mden (1998). In 
addition, the specification ofvoiceless vowels as [s.g.] rather than as [-voice] may make it more difficult to generalize 
the vowel devoicing phenomenon as one of phonological assimilations for pronunciation ease such as sequential' 
voicing and accent shift in compounds. As shown in Teshigawara (200 I), there is little motivation for the 
spread-glottis approach to explaining vowel devoicing. (See Teshigawara [2001] for a detailed discussion of 
problems with the spread-glottis approach.) 

In this paper, an alternative analysis for vowel devoicing in Tokyo Japanese will be proposed by using the 
feature [-voice] in the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993). I will draw on Jaeger's 
(1978) aerodynamic account for high vowel devoicing and other aerodynamic accounts dIawn from other researchers' 
phonetic studies in proposing markedness constraints used in the analysis. In the next section, the basic facts about 
vowel devoicing in Tokyo Japanese will be introduced. In Section 3, I will propose an alternative phonological 
analysis for vowel devoicing in Tokyo Japanese, using Optimality Theory (henceforth OT). It will be shown that the 
aerodynamically motivated constIaints can successfully predict correct outputs not only in the canonical devoicing 
context, but also in word-final position and in the case ofaccented vowels. Conclusions follow in Section 4. 

2. BASIC FACTS ABOUT VOWEL DEVOICING IN TOKYO JAPANESE 

Japanese has five vowels, Ii, e, a, 0, uI, and each of the five vowels has two distinctive lengths, i.e., short and 
long. No long vowel devoices under any circumstances in any Japanese dialect, which is consistent with Greenberg's 
(1969) observation that voiceless long vowels are more marked than voiceless short vowels. Among the short 
vowels, two high vowels Ii, uI are devoiced when preceded and followed by voiceless obstruents, as can be seen in the 
following examples from Tokyo Japanese.3 

(3) a./sika/ 'deer' [Jka] ct: Isiikal 'poetry' [Jiika] *lfjj.ka] 
b./kikonl 'married' [kj.kON] 
c. Ihukahukal 'soft' [,yka'l} ka] 

d.lsukiiI 'ski' [S1Jkii] 

In each ofthe four examples (3a) to (3d), the high vowel between two voiceless consonants is devoiced. 

In addition to high vowels, K Sakuma mentions that the non-high vowels, i.e., Ie, a, 01 also devoice 
occasionally, as shown in italics in such words as lhabal 'mother', Ikakarn/ 'to bang' and Ikokol 'here' (Sakuma, 1929: 
231-232, cited in Vdnce, 1987: 48-49). However, it is also noted that non-high vowel devoicing occurs far less often 

2 In Tsuchida's (1997) analysis, all high vowels are specified for [s.g.], and only those that are flanked by two 
voiceless consonants devoice except for those in some "inhibitory" contexts. In \moon (1998), high vowels flanked 
by two voiceless consonants receive [+spread glottis] from the preceding consonant. 
3 Throughout this paper, [u] is used for phonetic transcription of lui instead of [m]. [J,3] are used to indicate 
allophones of Is, zj preceding Iii, and [~, 'l are used for allophones of/hi preceding fl, uI respectively. It, dI become 
affricates preceding Ii, uI, thus [tS, d3] appear before an Iii and [ts, dz] appear before an lui. 

- 

- - 
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r 
r than high vowel devoicing. (See e.g., Venditti and van Santen [1998] for actual devoicing rates of non-high vowels.) 

r Thus, it seems reasonable to say that high vowels devoice in Tokyo Japanese. 

r 

r Although it has been noted that a high vowel preceded by a voiceless consonant and followed by a voiced 

r consonant can devoice in fast speech (e.g., Beckman, 1994), the devoicing rate in such non--canonical environments is 
r not comparable to that in a canonical environment, i.e., between voiceless consonants. N. Yoshida and y. Sagisaka 

r (1990, cited in Yoshida, 1998 and 1999) point out that devoiced high vowels preceded by a voiceless consonan~and 

r followed by a voiced consonant made up only 4% of devoiced vowels in their data. 

r claim that in Japanese, high vowels devoice between voiceless consonants. 

r 
r 3. ANALYSIS 

r 
r 3.1 Analysis of Basic Facts 
r 
r Let us analyze the basic facts about vowel devoicing in Tokyo Japanese using QT. 

Thus, it seems legitimate to 

To begin with, the fact that 
r high vowels devoice between voiceless consonants is captured by the following context-sensitive markedness 
r constraint: 
r 
r (4) HVD (HIGH VOWEL DEVOICING) (preliminary version) 
r *c; V [+high] c; 
r No voiced high vowel between voiceless consonants. 
r 
r This constraint is phonetically grounded. Jaeger (1978) examined the Stanford Phonology Archive, which consists of 
r information on the phonological systems of 221 languages, and found 44 languages with voiceless vowels. Of these 
I'" 44 languages, 24 devoice only part of their vowel system: of these 24, 20 either devoice only high vowels or 
r preferentially high vowels. Japanese is cited as an example ofthe latter group. Jaeger observed that the tendency to 
r devoice high vowels is aerodynamically grounded. The relatively narrow oral cavity necessary to produce high 
r vowels (compared. to non-high vowels) produces a high supraglottal air pressure. When the supraglottal air pressure 
r becomes too high, the vocal fold closure, which is essential for vocal fold vibration (i.e., voicing), cannot be sustained; 
I'" therefore, the vocal folds open up, and voicing stops. In addition, the following cross-linguistic perceptual evidence 
r may suggest that acoustic evidence of the influence of vowels on preceding consonants is greater when the vowel is 
r high rather than non-high, thus making voiceless high vowels auditorily less marlced than voiceless non-high vowels. 
r In Woleaian, a language where five short vowels (except for the low vowel [a.]) devoice before pauses, it is noted that 
r voiceless high vowels, ie., (~ y, \I] are easier to auditorily differentiate than voiceless non-high vowels (Sohn, 1975: 
r 20). Thus, we may assume that it is easier for listeners to retrieve acoustic cues for high devoiced vowels from 
r preceding consonants than for non-high devoiced vowels. 
r 
,.... 

However, although high vowels may devoice in Tokyo Japanese, voiceless vowels are universally more marked 
r than voiced vowels. It has been revealed that cross-linguistically, there is no language with a phonemic contrast 
r between voiced and voiceless vowels (Greenberg, 1969). The marked status ofvoiceless vowels is captured with the 
r context-free markedness constraint in (5): 
r 
r (5) No VOICELESS VOWEL 
r *V o 

Vowels must not be voiceless. 
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In addition, in order to prevent mmecessary vowel devoicing, a faithfulness constraint concerning the 
specification ofvoice is also required, as in (6): 

(6) IDENT-IO (voice) 
Correspondent segments in input and output have identical values for [voice]. 

For allophonic variation, the ranking of the constraints is as follows: the context-sensitive marlcedness constrnint, i.e.,' 
(4) HVD dominates the context-free constraint, (5) *y, followed by the faithfulness constraint, (6) IDENT-IO (voice), 
as shown in (7). 

(7) HVD » *y» IDENT-IO (voice) 

The coIreCtness of this constraint ranking is illustrated in tableaux (8) to (12). First, let us consider the case where a 
voiced vowel is in the input, but a voiceless vowel appears in the output as in (12). 

(8) IsilW 'deer' 

Input: IsilW HVD 

a. r;r ika 

b. Jika *! 

The candidate (8b), which does not have devoicing on the high vowel Iii, loses to the actual output (Sa), since it 
violates the highest-rnnked context-sensitive mmkedness constraint, HVD. The selected candidate, (Sa), violates two 
lower-ranked constraints, i.e., *y (context-free markedness consttaint) and IDENT-IO (voice) (faithfulness constraint). 
However, this does not affect the outcome since this candidate satisfies HVD, the most highly rcmked consttaint of the 
three. 

This result should be obtained regardless of different assumptions about the voicing of vowels in the input in 
order to maintain Richness of the Base, a concept that guarantees that evaluation is performed on a set of candidate 
outputs, not on the input level, and that no constraints can be stated at the level of input (Prince and Smolensky, 1993). 
Indeed, the same candidate [ika] is selected when the input contains a voiceless vowel, i.e., IsjkaI as in (9). Again it 
is HVD that determines the outcome, without interference of the lower-ranked constraint, *y. 

(9) IsilW 'deer' 

Input: 1s}kaJ HVD 

a. r;;r ika 

b. Jika *! 

In order to account for the complementary distribution of voiced and voiceless vowels, we should also be able 
to prove that voicing of the vowels in the inputs does not affect the outcome when there is no devoicing environment 
Let us look at two tableaux for the word, I-Dkan/ 'time,' one with a voiced vowel as its input (10), and the other with a 
voiceless vowel (11). 

--
-
--



In both cases, because the context is not relevant to HVD, that is, the high vowel is between a voiced consonant and

voiceless consonant, the decision :falls to the lower-ranked context-free markedness constraint. As shown in both

(10) and (11), the context-free maIkedness constraint *y is the sole determinant ofthe output regardless ofthe voicing
of rJl in the input. Thus, we can conclude that the present ranking is consistent with the concept of Richness of the

Base. (Henceforth, only inputs with voiced vowels will be given since Richness of the Base is guaranteed.)
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*!

*y

*y

*!

*y.

HVD

HVD

HVD

Input: lzikanI

a. Gi" .3ikan

Input: lsaka/

Input: IzjkanI

a. Gi" saka

a. Gi"

h *!

b.

b. saka

(10) Izikanl 'time,' --,- ---. --. ---,

(11) lzikanI 'time....' -r-- -.- --r ----.

As is the case with (10) and (11), the context for the application ofHVD does not obtain here, therefore the decision
falls to the lower-ranked context-free markedness constraint. The candidate (l2b), which has a voiceless non-high

vowel, is eliminated because of the violation of *y. Gratuitous voiceless vowels are not permitted...

In the next three subsections (3.2.1 to 3.2.3), we will see that the present aerodynamic approach to vowel

devoicing allows us to provide a coherent approach to some other issues. First, another context for vowel devoicing,
where silence follows a devoiceable vowel, i.e., so-called ''word-final devoicing", will be analyzed. Then, the

relationship between accent and vowel devoicing will be analyzed by using aerodynamically motivated constraints.

Lastly, an aerodynamic explanation for the fact that long vowels do not devoice in Japanese will be proposed (3.2.3).

This constraint ranking also predicts correct outputs when a non-high vowel appears between two voiceless

consonants as in (12).

(12) lsaka/ 'slope',...--------,.------,-------,---------,

3.2 Detailed Facts about High Vowel Devoicing in Tokyo Japanese

3.2.1 Word-Final Devoicing

In addition to the canonical devoicing context discussed above, there is another context where high vowels

devoice. It is generally mentioned that a high vowel preceded by a voiceless consonant and followed by a pause

devoices when it has a low tone (e.g., Nihon Hoso Kyokai [henceforth NHK], 1966). For example, /kasi/ 'lyrics' is

pronounced as [ka.0-l when followed by a pause. However, when followed by another word such as a particle, the

voicing of the word-final high vowel depends on the initial consonant of the following word; the Iii in /kasi/ is

devoiced if it is followed by a word starting with a voiceless consonant, e.g., /kara/ 'from', i.e., [lea» kara], while it is
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voiced when followed by a word starting with a voiced consonant, e.g., ldemol 'even', ie., [kaJi demo] (Maekawa,
1989). Thus, in reference to these situations, we can say that a word-final devoiceable vowel (i.e., a high vowel
preceded by a voiceless consonant) devoices only utterance-finally; not every word-final devoiceable vowel devoices.

This fact can also be captured by the aerodynamic accoWlt ofvowel devoicing mentioned earlier. A pause,
which is a period of silence, ie., lack ofvocal fold vibration ([-voice]), can be considered as the same as a voiceless

consonant. Therefore, we can say that the enviromnent of a preceding voiceless consonant and following pause'
provides high vowels with the same environment for devoicing as that between two voiceless consonants. In order to
allow for the devoicing of a high vowel preceded by a voiceless consonant and followed by a pause, the HVD
constraint proposed in (4) is modified as follows.

(13) HVD (HIGH VOWEL DEvOICING) (final version)

*<; V [+~ pa~ }

No voiced high vowel between voiceless consonants or when preceded by a voiceless consonant and followed by
a pause, i.e., between a preceding voiceless consonant and a following voiceless period.

The:final version (13) takes the place of the preliminary version (4) in the ranking proposed in (7). Now let us look at
an example with a final syllable consisting of a voiceless consonant and high vowel.

(14) /kasiI 'lyrics'r--------r-----r-----......--------,
Input: lkasil HVD

a. r:;;r ka i

b. kaJi *!

Candidate (14b) is ruled out because of the violation of HVD, which now also prohIbits a high vowel preceded by a
voiceless consonant and followed by a pause, and the correct candidate (14a) with a voiceless final vowel is selected.

3.2.2 Accent and Vowel Devoicing

Maekawa (1989) mentions both synchronic and diachronic connections between vowel devoicing and accent,
which have been obseIved by previous researchers: the synchronic connection is that accented vowels do not devoice
as often as UDaCCented vowels; and the diachronic connection is that the existence of vowel devoicing caused accent
shift in some dialects in Japanese (e.g., Nitta, 1985). Since the diachronic relationship between vowel devoicing and

accent is beyond the scope of this paper, it will not be discussed any further in this paper, however, it would be a very
interesting topic to pursue in a future study.

First, some basic facts about accent in Tokyo Japanese are introduced. (See e.g., Uwano [1989] and 'Vcmce
[1987] for more information on accent in the Japanese language.) In Tokyo Japanese, a word can be either accented
or unaa:ented. Each accented word has accent, which is characterized by a pitch fall from high to low. In the
following discussion, the last high-pitched mora in an accented word is called the accented mora, indicated by an acute
accent marie over the vowel. In Tokyo Japanese, specifying the accented mora in a word is enough to predict the

tonal pattern ofthe rest ofthe word; ifthe initial mora is not accented, it receives a low tone, and the succeeding moI3S
up to the accented mora receive a high tone. In the case ofunaccented words, there is no such fall in pitch, and the
melody starts with a low tone and the remaining moI3S receive a high tone. The difference between a word with final

-

--------



4 NHK (1966) is highly prescriptive; for example, almost no voiceless vowels between two fricatives are described,
which does not correspond to the situations observed in previous studies such as Hirose (1971) where 7()o~ of high
vowels between two fricatives were devoiced.

In all the examples in (15), the only devoiceable voweL which is also in the initial syllable of each word, devoices

whether it is accented or not In the first variant, the high vowel is devoiced and accented at the same time. In the
second variant, the accent shifts to the following mora as in (15a) and (15b); in (15c) and (15d) deaccentuation occurs

and the second variants become unaccented. In either case, however, the voiceless vowel of the second variant is no
longer accented and has a low tone.

accent and an Wlaccented word is not clear when pronounced in isolation, but it becomes clear when followed by

another word such as a postposition. For example, a final-accented word lotok61 'man' and unaccented word
lsakanal 'fish' have the same pitch Pattern LHH when pronounced in isolation, but the difference emerges when

followed by a postposition, e.g., lwaf (topic marker), ie., 10tok6-waJ LHHL vs. lsakana...wa/ LHHH. For n-mora
words there are n+1 accent Patterns in Tokyo Japanese. (Ibis number can be correctly predicted by the Prosodic
Faithfulness constraints introduced in [16]; see Footnote 5.)

TIlls is the case of free variation where a single input is mapped onto two grannnatical outputs. In order to
predict both correct outputs in an OT analysis, we will draw on a concept called "free mnking" (Anttila, 1995; Kager,
1999: 404 - 407), instead of a single deterministic mnking, in which each input is mapped to only one output. Free

ranking assumes that two constmints C1 and C2 are freely ranked where the evaluation procedure branches: in one
brnnch, C1 is ranked above C2; in the other branch the ranking is reversed. In addition to free ranking, we need to
propose a set of faithfulness constmints to prolnbit accent shift and deaccentuation, which are adopted from Alderete
(1999) as in (16), and a context-free markedness constraint to prohibit having voiceless accented vowels as in (17).
First, the three Prosodic Faithfulness constraints proposed by Alderete (1999) are introduced.
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(15) a. Ik1.kaI 'vaporization' [k}ka] ~) or [kjka] (LH)

b. ltikettol 'ticket' [t!tketto] ~LL) or [tjJketto] (LHLL)

c./s1sjaJ 'branch office' [jj.Sa] ~) or [SiSa] (LH)

d./sisekil 'historical site' [jj.sekj.] (HLL) or f.fi.seki] (LHH)

Previous researchers have noted that devoicing ofaccented vowels tends to be avoided (e.g., Han, 1962; \ance,

1987). However, devoicing of accented vowels has recently become more acceptable in Tokyo Japanese, especially
among younger speakers (Tsuchida, 1997). When a word has initial accent and the initial vowel is devoiceable, i.e., a
high vowel between two voiceless consonants, there are often two possible pronlIDciations given to the word, as seen
in both NHK (1966) and Hirayama (1960): in one pronunciation the initial vowel is devoiced and accented; in the
other pronunciation the initial vowel is devoiced and accent shift or deaccentuation occurs in order to avoid a voiceless
accented vowel. Of the two possible data sources I am able to consult, Hirayama's (1960) data 'Will be used in the

following analysis, since the pronunciations in Hirayama seem to be closer to the pronunciation of average speakers,
although there seem to be some irregularities as well.4 The following are examples ofwords that have more than one
entry in Hirayama's (1960) dictionary. (The actual pitch patterns for the two promJDciations in each word in [15] are
given in parentheses following each pronunciation.)
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(16) Prosodic Faithfulness (PRos-FATIH) (Alderete, 1999: 18-19)

a. MAx-PROM: For x a prominence, '\Ix :3 x' [x E S1 -+ x' E S2 & xRx']

'Every prominence in S1 must have a correspondent in S2. '

b. DEP-PROM: For x a prominence, '\Ix :3 x' [x E S2 -+ x' E S1 & xRx']

'Every prominence in S2 must have a correspondent in S1.'

c. No-FLOP-PROM:
For x a prominence, y a sponsor, and z an autosegmentallink,
'\I x '\Iy '\I z [x and y are associated via z in S1 -+

:3 x' :3 y' :3 z' such that (x, y, z)R(x', y', z') and x' and y' are associated via z' in S2.

'Corresponding prominences must have corresponding sponsors and links.'

MAx-PROM and OEP-PROM maintain the contrast between accented and unaccented words by prohibiting the deletion

of an accent in the input (MAx-PROM), and the insertion of an accent that has no correspondent in the input
(DEP-PROM). No-FLop-PROM requires that the position of the prominence stay the same in the mapping from one
structure to another. Alderete (1999) assumes that in the Japanese grammar, these three faithfulness constraints are
ranked in the same position with respect to each other, together constituting the constraint PRos-FAlTH, and are ranked
higher than alignment constraints that assert a fixed position for prominence structures (e.g., the right edge of the
word).5 However, in the following analysis, we will see that the three constraints are not always ranked in the same
position with respect to each other.

Next, let us turn to the context-free markedness constraint that prohibits voiceless accented vowels:

(17) No VOICELESS ACCENrED VOWEL

*vo

Accented vowels must not be voiceless.

This constraint is motivated by various factors. High-pitched vowels are produced with greater subglottal pressure
than low-Pitched vowels (Ti1Ze, 1992, cited in Shadle, 1997: 51); thus, from an aerodynamic point of view, we can
assume that the greater subglottal pressure of high-Pitched vowels prevents them from devoicing. Accented vowels
are high-pitched, therefore, they are less likely to devoice than low-pitched vowels. From the viewpoint of laryngeal

articulation, Sugito (1998) observed that the glottis adductor muscle was activated during accented syllables, which

conflicts with what is necessary for vowel devoicing, i.e., glottal abduction According to Sugito (1997, 1998),

voiceless accented vowels have no pitch, thus no tone realization is possible on the voiceless vowels themselves, and it

is the following vowels that realize a steep falling tone, which serves to show that the immediately preceding vowel
has accent. Thus, we may say that voiceless accented vowels are acoustically more marked as well.

Since this is a case of free variation, separate constraint rankings are proposed for each of the two variants, i.e.,
the first containing a voiceless accented vowel and the second manifesting accent shi:ft/deaccentuation. The relevant

5 That No-FLop-PROM is ranked higher than those aligmnent constraints ensures that a word with n-numbered moras
has n number of accentual contrasts because the accent position in the input must be maintained. As mentioned
above, since MAx-PROM and DEP-PROM bring about additional contrast, i.e., the presence or absence of accent, these
constraints together Yield n+1 accent contrasts for n-mora words (Alderete [1999]).
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(18) HVD, MAx-PROM, DEP-PROM, No-FLOP-PROM» *y

(21) HVD, DEP-PRoM, No-FLap-PROM, *Y» MAx-PROM

(19) HVD, MAx-PROM, DEP-PRoM, *y » No-FLap-PRoM

79VOwel Devoicing in Tokyo Japanese

(20) IkikaI 'vaporization'

Input: IkikaI HVD MAx-PROM DEP-PROM : No-FLap-PRoM

a. Gi" kika

b. kik8. *!

c. kika *!

HVD MAx-PROM DEP-PROM *y

a'. k}ka *!

b'. Gi" kjk!
c'. kika *!

constraints here are (14) HVD, (16) Prosodic Faithfulness constraints, and (17) *y. First, let us examine how these
constraints are ranked for the words that have two variant prommciations, the second manifesting accent shift ([ISa]

and [ISb]). In order to allow a voiceless accented vowel to occur in the first variant, *y, which is violated by the

output fonn, must be ranked lowest. Prosodic Faithfulness constraints and HVD are equally ranked for the first

variant, since we do not have any direct evidence to suggest that they are ordered with respect to one another (see [18]).

In the second variant in these words, No-FLOP-PROM is violated; thus this constraint must be ranked lower than the

remaining relevant constraints here, i.e., HVD, *y, and the other two Prosodic Faithfulness constraints (MAx-PRoM
and DEP-PROM), as in (19). Rankings (18) and (19) predict a pair of variants that alternate between a pronunciation

with a voiceless accented vowel and one with vowel devoicing and accent shift (i.e., [ISa] and [ISb]); the constraints

that change positions in the two rankings are No-FLap-PRoM and *y.

Below, it is shown that rankings (18) and (19) can predict correct outputs for the word /kikaI ('vaporization'), which
has two variant pronunciations, the second manifesting accent shift.

In the upper and lower parts of (20), the optimal candidates are different, as predicted by the two different constraint
rankings illustrated therein. In the upper part, (20b) is ruled out since it violates the highly ranked constraint
No-FLap-PRoM by shifting the accent to the following mora, whereas in the lower part, where this same constraint is

ranked lowest, (20b') is selected. In both rankings, neither (20c) nor (2Oc') is selected, because they violate the

highly ranked constraint HVD.

In order to predict correct outputs for the words that have a second variant with deaccentuation ([ISc] and [ISd]),

we need to propose another constmint ranking. Since MAx-PROM is violated in the second variant of these words,

this constraint must be ranked lower than the rest of the relevant constraints (i.e., HVD, *Y, DEP-PROM, and

No-FLap-PRoM), as in (21).

Constraint rankings (18) and (21) account for the variant pair that alternates between a prommciation with a voiceless

accented vowel and one with vowel devoicing and deaccentuation (i.e., [ISc] and [ISd]); the constraints that switch

positions in these two rankings are MAx-PROM and *y. (22) shows that rankings (18) and (21) can predict correctr
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outputs for words that have a second variant with deaccentuation, such as ls1sjal ('branch office').

HVD

c. jiJa *!

*v

*!

*y

DEP-PROM : No-FLop-PROM

*!

OEP-PROM : No-FLop-PROM :

MAx-PROM

*!c'.

at.
b'. Gi"

b. J.iJa

a. Gi" IJa

(22) ls1sjal 'branch office'

Input: Islsjal HVD

Here again, (22b) is roled out in the upper part of the tableau, because the deletion of the accent violates MAx-PROM,
whereas (22b') is selected in the lower part, because it satisfies one of the most highly ranked constraints, *y.

Fwther support for the present aerodynamic approach comes from examining specific consonantal contexts.
Depending on the consonants preceding and following the initial accented devoiceable vowel, vowel devoicing and
accent may depart from the patterns discussed thus far in this paper: different devoicing patterns are observed in other
consonantal environments. A survey was conducted for this paper using Hirayama's (1960) dictionary (consisting of

approximately 100,000 words) in order to examine the relationship between consonant environments and vowel
devoicing patterns. Previous studies such as Tsuchida (1997) suggest that high vowels between two voiceless

fricatives and those followed by an allophone of /hi are less likely to devoice than those between two plosives. Thus,
the objects of the survey were limited to words beginning with the following four types of sequences containing <; 1

[+bigb] <; 2. as in Table 1 (23):

(23)

Cl C2
a. plosives lsi or Isjl

b. plosives /hi

c. continuants lsi or Isjl

d. continuants /hi

---

Table 1: Objects of the survey: words beginning with the four types of sequences containing <; 1V[+high] c; 2

Only words that have a second vowel that is not devoiceable, i.e., a non-high vowel, a long vowel, or a vowel followed
by a voiced consonant were examined; consecutive devoiceable environments were excluded from this survey. Table
2 in (24) shows the percentages ofwords containing a voiceless accented vowel compared to words with a devoiceable
accented vowel in the initial mora. In other words, Table 2 shows the percentages of words that have the same vowel
devoicing patterns as we have seen in the previous discussion from (15); there are two variants: one devoices the
accented devoiceable vowel without any accent shift, while the other devoices the devoiceable vowel with accent shift
or deaccentuation.6

-

.-
6 One of the samples that has a sequence of"continuant - high vowel-lsi" has different vowel devoicing patterns:

(i) ls1sa I 'suggestion' [jisa] or [(tsa]
This is included in the category that allows devoicing of the accented vowel.

---
--



Unlike in (15), the first variant of each word in (25) does not devoice the initial accented vowel. In the other

pronunciation, however, the pattern observed is the same as in (15); the initial vowel is devoiced 'With accent shift
(25a) or is devoiced and deaccentuated (25b).8 In order to predict the correct outputs, we need to add a constraint to

prohibit the occurrence of a voiceless accented vowel before /hi or its allophones.

Despite the observations made in previous studies such as Tsuchida's (1997),1 which mention that vowel devoicing

between fricatives and before /hi are equally prohibited, the results seem to suggest that these two environments are
different While devoicing high vowels between a continuant and lsi or IsjI is still common, devoicing high vowels

between a continuant and /hi is far less common. Thus in the following discussion, only vowels before /hi are
assumed to be undevoiceable, and the four examples that allow devoicing ofthe accented vowel are excluded from the

analysis.

The pronunciations for those words that do not allow the devoicing of accented high vowels before /hi are as
follows:

(26) *yc [+cant,-strid]

No voiceless accented vowels may precede [h, ~, ,].9

81

b./siheNI 'poetry' [flheN] or [iheN]

~ lsi or Isj/ /hi
C;1

Plosives 100.0 (7/7) 100.0 (3/3)

Continuants 71.4 (10/14) 14.3 (1/7)

Sum 81.0 (17/21) 40.0 (4/10)

Vowel Devoicing in Tokyo Japanese

Table 2. Percentages and numbers of words that have a voiceless accented vowel compared to those that

have a devoiceable accented vowel in the initial mora. The figures in parentheses show the actual numbers
of words in each category.

(24)

(25) a. lsihail 'domination' [jihai] or [ih8.i]

This constmint is phonetically grounded. [h] takes much more airflow to produce compared to other voiceless
fricatives. According to Shadle (1997: 44), the volume flow rate for [h] may be 1,000 to 1,200 cm3/s compared to a

rate of200 to 400 cm3/s for typical voiceless fricatives. We may assume that the greater airflow necessary to produce

[h] would increase the airllow during the production ofthe precedingvowel anticipatorily; the increased airllow would

7 Tsuchida (1997) used a revised version of NHK (1966) (NHK, 1985) as a data source. While I am not able to
consult that particular version of the dictionary, from Tsuchida's (1997) analYSis, it is clem that NHK's dictionary
almost exclusively bans the devoicing of high vowels between two fricatives and before an allophone of /hi, whether
they are accented or not.
S The same patterns are observed for a minority ofwords consisting ofthe sequence "continuant - high vowel-lsi or
Isjf':

(i) a. lsisjool 'teacher' [jiJoo] or [iJ6o] b./sjl1saJ 'chiefexaminer' rJl1sa] or rJysa]
9 As mentioned in Footnote 3, /hi becomes [~, ,] when it precedes I~ uJ respectively. However, only two out often
samples in the data in Table 2 have an lui following /hi, and none has an Iii following /hi. Thus, we may say that the
constraint in (26) mostly deals with [h] rather than [~, 'l
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lead to voice the preceding vowel. While !hi appears as [~, 4l] before rJ., u/ respectively, possibly resulting in a lower

volume flow mte, [~, 4l] may also appear as [h] (Tsuchida, 1997; Vcmce, 1987); and as mentioned in Footnote 9, there
are fewer environments in which [~, 4ll appear, compared to environments in which [h] appears. In addition, as
mentioned earlier, it is the following vowel that realizes the accent with a steep falling tone when the initial accented

vowel is devoiced. Thus the sequence of "Yfbl" followed by a non-devoiceable vowel with a falling tone, i.e., [yh,
y~, Y4l], would require more articulatory effort than, say a sequence of "Ylhl" followed by a level tone, i.e.,
unaccented [Yh, y~, yn Note that the present aerodynamic approach can distinguish coronal fricatives and
allophones of /hi in terms of their effects on vowel devoicing, whereas the spread-glottis approach treats them in the
same way as having the feature [s.g.] (Tsuchida, 1997). Incidentally, in the present data, there are only three

examples containing the sequence "plosive - V [-+high] -fbi" which happen to allow devoicing of the accented vowel,

and thus violate the constraint *yc [+cont,-slrid]. The other examples that have the same consonantal environment are
almost exclusively unaccented, and allow devoicing ofthe unaccented high vowel, which satisfies this constraint.

Since there are two variants for each word, we are once again dealing with a case of free variation A:free
ranking between HVD and No-FLoP-PROM, as shown in (27) and (28), results in correct outputs as in (29).

(27) *yc [+cont, -strid], MAx-PROM, DEP-PRoM, No-FLap-PROM, *y » HVD

(28) *yc [+con!, -Ilrid], HVD, MAx-PROM, DEP-PROM, .y» No-FLap-PROM

(29) Is"thai/ 'domination'

Input: lsihail *\1C [+con!, .strid] : MAx-PROM : DEP-PROM : No-fLop-PROM: *\1

a. I<r fthai
b. ilW *!
c. lhai *!

*yc [+con!, -strid] : HVD : MAx-PROM: DEp-PROM

a'. fthai *!
h'. I:ir i.hai

c'. !thai .,
As was the case in (20) and (22), different winners are produced in the upper and lower parts of the tableau by the

different constraint rankings illustrated therein. Both (29c) and (29c'), which contain a voiceless accented vowel

before [h], are ruled out because they violate the constraint ·yc [+ca!l, -slrid]. In the upper part, (29a) is selected since it
satisfies all the highest-ranked constraints, whereas (29a') is ruled out in the lower part due to the violation of HVD.

In the same way, in order to prediet comet outputs for words whose first variant has a voiced accented vowel and

second variant has a voiceless unaccented vowel with deaccentuation (e.g., [25b] 1s"1heN1), we need to propose another
constraint ranking that pairs up with (27), producing a free ranking between HVD and MAx-PROM:

(30) *yc [+cont, -Ilrid], HVD, DEP-PROM, No-fLap-PRoM, *y » MAx-PROM

Note that the constraint rankings in (28) and (30) are identical to those in (19) and (21) respectively with the

addition of the constraint ·yc [+ca!l,-slrid]. Adding the constraint *yc [+ca!l,-slrid] to (20) does not change the outcome
for a word that does not contain an /hi following the voiceless accented vowel, since the context specified by the

constraint does not occur. (31) shows that the analysis holds with the addition of *yc [+con!, -Ilrid] to (20):

-
--
----



Table 3: Constraint nmkings that have been proposed to account for free variation and the outcomes predicted by each
ranking. In (32a) and (32d), PRos-FAITH stands for the three Prosodic Faithfulness constraints, which stay together in
these rankings. tThe following consonant can be any voiceless consonant except for !hi.

So far, four constraint nmkings have been proposed to account for the free variation observed in the internetion
between accent and vowel devoicing. Table 3 in (32) shows each of the four constraint rankings and examples that

can be accounted for by each ranking.

(32)

83

*!

*!

HVD : MAx-PROM : DEP-PROM : No-FLop-PROM

*!

*!

HVD : MAx-PROM : DEP-PROM *V.

Vowel Devoicing in Tokyo Japanese

kika

*yc [+cont, -.!rid]

c'.

a'.

a. C7 k}ka

c. kika

b. kjk8.

b'. C7

Constraint Ranking
Examples

<; V[+hiah] <;t <; V[+hiah] !hi

a. *yc [+conI,-strid], HVD, PRos-FAITH» *v kikaljjJa -
b. *yc [+cent, -strid], HVD, MAx-PRoM, DEP-PRoM, *y» No-FLop-PROM kikB. .fjhai.
c. *yc [+coni, ~d], HVD, DEP-PRoM, No-FLop-PRoM, *V» MAx-PROM liJa ftheN

d. *yc [+cent,-strid], PRos-FAITH, *y» HVD * k1ka/*jiJa f1hailftheN

(31)~'vaporization'

Input:~ *yc [+cont, ~d]

3.2.3 Vowel Length and Devoicing
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So far, we have analyzed cases involving short vowels. As described above, Japanese long vowels never

devoice regardless of quality, while short high vowels can devoice in certain contexts. This met suggests that

voiceless long vowels are more marked than their short counterparts. Greenberg (1%9) observed that long vowels
are universally less likely to devoice compared to short vowels. This tendency may be attributable to aerodynamic
conditions; with long vowels, there is sufficient time to build up the necessary subglottal pressme for voicing.

However, this tendency may also be related to the met that long vowels tend to contain a tone change within the
syllable (i.e., high to low or low to high according to where the long vowel is placed in the word) or a high tone

throughout the syllable. As already mentioned, high-pitched vowels are unlikely to devoice; vowels manifesting a

pitch change are even less likely to do so. Thus, ifwe adopt an aerodynamic approach to this issue, we can account

for the question oflong vowel devoicing in terms ofvowel length and/or pitch accent, although we do not have enough

evidence to decide which of the two is the more important faetor.

4. CONCLUSIONS
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r
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In this paper, vowel devoicing in Tokyo Japanese has been analyzed fonnally using OT. Instead of the feature
[s.g.] proposed by Tsuchida (1997), which is not phonologically contrastive in the Japanese grammar, and is not

phonetically motivated, in the present analysis the feature [voice], which is contrastive in obstruents in Japanese, was
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used in such COllS1I3ints as HVD, *y, and IDENf-IO (voice). The constraints introduced in this paper such as HVD
and *y were aerodynamically motivated. Moreover, the rankings containing those constraints successfully predicted
correct outputs in word-final position (3.2.1) and initial-accented words that show free variation concerning accent
shift (3.2.2), as well as in the canonical vowel devoicing context (3.1) in Tokyo Japanese. The possible reasons that

long vowels do not devoice in Japanese were also discussed in light ofaerodynamic conditions. In a future study, it
would be useful to test the present rankings for vowel devoicing in other Japanese dialects, includingOsaka Japanese.
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THE SUBJECT AGREEMENT CLITIC IN HEILTSUKr 
r 
r Ryan Waldie 

r 
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r 
r 

1. INTRODUCTIONr 
r Those objects which do not fit neatly into a given model of some natural phenomenon are the most 
r interesting. The mere existence of such objects belies some inadequacy of the model. In the study of language, a 

r likely candidate for such an object is the clitic. Clitics sit on the fence between affix and word, morphology and 
syntax (Zwicky 1977). A descriptively adequate theory of language must be able to account for their behavior. r 

r While the problem of clitics has been tackled by many (cf. Borer 1986; Halpern and Zwicky 1996; Halpern 
1998), relatively few have looked at languages outside the Indo..European family. This paper looks at clitics inr 
Heiltsuk, a Wakashan language spoken mainly around Bella Bella and Klemtu on the central coast of Britishr 
Columbia. 

r 
r It will be shown that the subject clitic in Heiltsuk can most easily be accounted for with Anderson's (1992) 

theory of clitics as phrasal affixes. r' 
r 2. A BRIEF SKETCH OF HEILTSUK GRAMMAR 
r 

All the data cited in this paper is from Rath's (1981) ~atical introduction to his Heiltsuk-English r 
dictionary. These are written in the Heiltsuk practical orthography.l An accent above a vowel represents high-tone; r the lack ofan accent represents low tone. 

r 
r In the basic order of constituents in Heiltsuk the subject appears after the verb and before any other 

constituents:r 
r (1) Daduqvla wism-a-xi w'ac'-ia-Xi. 
r watch man-dl-d2 dog-d1-d2 

'The man watches the dog.' r 
r Noun phrases are marked by (up to) two deictic markers. As they are irrelevant to the discussion at hand, they are 
r glossed simply as d] and d2• 

r 
Modifiers appear to the left of that which they modify. Thus in (2) the adverb precedes the verb, and in (3)r the adjective precedes the noun. These are obligatorily marked with what Rath called 'left-hand adjunct suffix', 

r glossed as ADJ here.2 

r 
(2) 'WaIa-nugva-s daduqvla w'ac'-ia-Xi.r 

really-SUBJ-ADJ watch dog-d1-d2 r 'I really watch the dog.' 
r' 

(3) aik-a-s uxvthias-xir 
good-d1-ADJ roof-d2r 
'a good roof 

r 
r The sentence in (2) also illustrates the fact that Heiltsuk is a pro-drop language. The agreement morpheme is 

sufficient to convey the person and number of the subject, and so no overt pronoun is required.r 
r 
r 

1 See Rath 1981, pp 4-63 for a discussion on its relation to phonetic representation. r 
2 There are several words which do not take this adjunct suffix. This is addressed in Section 52 below. 

r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
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Heiltsuk. also displays some strange behavior with respect to the agreement morpheme; it is deleted when the
 
subject is adjacent to it. This happens when the verb is sentence initial, as in (1) above. Anderson (1984) also
 
notes the same phenomenon in the neighboring related language Kwakwala. He further notes that if the subject is
 
stylistically moved into second position when the verb is non-initial, the agreement morpheme again deletes.
 
Presumably the same mechanism is working in both languages, but the nature of this mechanism is unknown.
 

3. SUBJECT AGREEMENT MORPHEME 

The subject agreement morpheme in Heiltsuk follows the first word in a sentence, regardless of its category.
 
In (4) it follows a verb, in (5) an adverbial, in (6) a negative, and in (7) a connective.
 

(4) Daciuqvla-a-qi	 wism-a-xi. 
watch-SUBJ-OBJ man-dt-d2 

'The man watches him/her/itlthey.' 

(5)	 'WaI-i-s daduqvla wism-a-xi w'ac'-ia-Xi. 
really-SUBJ-S watch man-d1-d2 dog-d1-d2 

'The man really watches the dog.' 

(6)	 'Kils-i w'aIa-s daduqvla wism-a-xi w'ac'-ia-Xi. 
not-SUBJ really-s watch man-d t -d2 dog-d1-d2 

'The man does not really watch the dog.' 

(7)	 G-i awa t'hiy'a-qi. 
and-SUBJ IMP buy-OBJ 
'And he buys it.' 

This morpheme's persistence in following the first word, no matter what part of speech it is, is suggestive of it 
being a second-position (2P) clitic. This is the hypothesis assumed in this paper. 

4. A THEORY OF CLITICS 

There has long been an interest in 2P clitics, going back at least to Wackernagel (1892), who examined such 
morphemes in the Indo-European family. More recently, two main approaches to 2P c1itics have been proposed. 
The first, begun by Klavans (1980) and continued by Kaisse (1985) and Anderson (1992, 1993), considers clitics to 
be phrasal affixes, and 2P clitics to be the phrasal equivalent to infixes. The second, developed by Halpern (1995), 
gives 2P clitics a SYntactic position preceding the first word, but, due to phonological considerations, they 
metathesize with the first word/constituent. The first approach will be taken in this paper. Henceforth all uses of .
the word 'clitic' refer to phrasal affixes, and 'affix' stands for lexical affix (in Anderson's (1992) sense). 

Most studies of 2P clitics have dealt with auxiliaries and pronouns (cf. Halpern 1998). This has had the 
effect of producing analyses which assume clitics are prosodically deficient words which are base-generated in the 
same positions as full words and then moved into their final surface positions. Co-occurrence of a 'pronominal' 
clitic and an overt NP has been called 'clitic doubling', since it means that there were two sYntactic arguments for 
one 8-role. By assuming that clitics are phrasal affixes, Anderson (1992) opened the door to the possibility of 
agreement clitics (such as the subject agreement clitic in Heiltsuk) because, as he argues, agreement is a sentential 
feature. 

Some mention should be made of the assumptions of Anderson's (1992) theory of morphology, since this is 
the framework in which the present analysis is set. Morphology is distinct from both sYntax and phonology, with 
its own processes and objects. Morphemes are not objects; morphology is a process of changing the phonological 
form of a word to mark specific morphoSYntactic features. Some morphosYntactic features are the properties of 
phrases (as opposed to individual words). For example, case and possession are properties of the NP, not of a 
single word contained in it. The core process in this theory of morphology is the Word Formation Rule (WFR). 
Each inflectional WFR makes a change to the phonological fonn of a word based on its morphosYntactic features. 
Thus, WFRs which create clitics are mapping certain phrasal features onto the phonological form of the phrase. 
Each of these rules contains information on where the clitic is inserted, much the same as affixal rules do. 
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All clitic roles specify the value of three placement parameters (Anderson 1992:203): r 
r' (8) a. The clitic is located within some syntactic constituent (S vs. VP vs. NP, etc.) which constitutes its 
r domain. 
r b. The clitic is located by reference to the {fIrst vs. last vs. head} element ofa specified sort within the 

constituent in which it appears. r c.	 The clitic {precedes vs. follows} this reference point. 
r 
r Klavans (1995) also requires clitics to be specified as either pro- or enclitics, but Anderson (1992) attributes 'this to 

the Stray Adjunction role of each particular language. This role specifies the direction in which prosodically r 
deficient material is incorporated. Since the Stray Adjunction role operates on all such material in a language, it is 

r predicted that all clitics will be either proclitics or enclitics in a given language. 
r 
r	 In terms of these parameters, the subject agreement clitic's domain is the sentence, and it follows the first 

word in this domain. Take a sentence like (6), repeated as (9), for example. The entire utterance is a sentence the r 
fIrSt word of which is k'us. The clitic follows this word and attaches to it. The Stray Adjunction role for Heiltsuk 

r must therefore always attach prosodically deficient material leftward. 
r 

(9)	 'Kiis-i w'ala-s daduqvla wism-a-Xi w'ac'-ia-Xi.
 
not-SUBJ really-s watch man-dl-d2 dog-d1-d2
 

'The man does not really watch the dog.'
 

5. POSSIBLE PROBLEM 

Zwicky and Pullum (1983) point out that clitics can attach to a host following both afflXes and clitics, while 
affixes can only attach to a stem following affixes, not clitics. This essentially means that all affixes must be 
attached before clitics. 

Two things can follow the subject agreement morpheme in Heiltsuk: the left-hand adjunct morpheme (10), 
and the pronominal object morpheme (11). Neither of these can be affixes if the hypothesis that the subject 
agreement morpheme is a 2P clitic is true. 

(10)	 'Wal-i-s aix-s daduqvla wlsm-a-xi w'ac'-ia-Xi.
 
really-SUBJ-ADJ well-ADJ watch man-d1-d2 dog-dl -d2
 

r 'The man watches the dog really well.' 
r 

(11)	 Daduqvla-i-qi.r 
watch-SUBJ-OBJ
 
'He/she/it/they watch(es) him/her/it/them.'
 

r 
r 5.1. The Object Clitic 

r Fortunately, the object morpheme does behave like a clitic. It can appear either following a subject NP as in 
(12), or following the verb itself as in (7), repeated as (13). 

I'" 
(12)	 Daduqvla wism-a-Xi-qi.r watch man-d1-d2-0BJ 

r 'The man watches him/her/it/they.' 
r 

(13)	 G-i awa t'hiy'a-qi.r 
and-SUBJ IMP buy-OBJ 

r 'And he buys it.' 
r 

The sentence in (13) also highlights a difference between the subject and object clitics: the object morpheme 
does not appear in second position in the sentence. This is likely due to a difference in the positioning parameters 

r of the two clitics. However, a complete analysis of the object clitic is left for further study. 
r 
r 
r 

r 
r 
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5.2. The Left-Hand Adjunct Clitic 

In order to be able to say the left-hand adjunct morpheme is a clitic, we must fIrst determine exactly what 
this morpheme is doing. According to Rath 1981, it marks certain modifiers which appear to the left of whatever 
they modify. Thus as we saw in (10), repeated in (14), w'al and aix are both marked with the left-hand adjunct 
morpheme. 

(14)	 'W8.l-i-s aix-s cIaduqvla wism-a-Xi w'ac'-ia-Xi.
 
really-SUBJ-ADJ well-ADJ watch man-d1-d2 dog-d1-d2
 

'The man watches the dog really welL'
 

This can be formulated as a structural assignment rule, much like how case is handled by Anderson (1992:118) 

(15)	 X -7 [+ADJ] / [y _ Y] 

However, k'w does not get marked with this morpheme, as shown in (16). But k'us is the negative, and if, 
as is widely assumed, negatives head their own phrase, NegP (pollock 1989), they are therefore not adjuncts. It 
seems plausible that all those words which appear to the left of the verb but are not marked with -s are not adjuncts, 
but heads of their own phrases, and hence are not subject to the rule in (15). 

(16)	 'Ktis-i w'8.la-s daduqvla wism-a-xi w'ac'-ia-Xi. 
not-SUBJ really-s watch man-d1-d2 dog-dl-d2 

'The man does not really watch the dog.' 

Now that we can say what the adjunct morpheme is doing, we need to account for its appearance following 
the subject agreement clitic. The answer must be that it is a clitic, not an affIX. More specifically, it must actually 
be 'a simple clitic or bound word, not a phrasal affix. 

The differences between these three objects are crucial, and some definition of the frrst two is in order. 
Simple clitics are reduced forms of words whose sYntactic distribution is a subset of the distribution of their 
corresponding full forms (Zwicky 1977). I am borrowing the term 'bound word' from Zwicky, but modifying its 
definition. Zwicky used it to refer to clitics which have no full-word counterparts, but have the distribution of 
special clitics (which do have full-word counterparts). He used the English possessive as an example of a bound 
word. Clearly these are phrasal affixes in our present framework. As this term is obsolete, I shall appropriate it and 
have it designate a type of word, not a clitic. Bound words have their own SYntactic position, but are prosodically 
deficient and so incorporated into neighboring prosodic units by the Stray Adjunction rule. Thus bound words, 
like simple clitics, are placed according to sYntax, rather than morPhology. 

Now, let us see why the adjunct morpheme cannot be a phrasal affix. In terms of Anderson's (1992) clitic 
placement parameters, its domain would be the phrase marked with [+ADJ], and it would follow the last word. 
Thus in (16) above, the phrase headed by w'ala is frrst assigned the feature [+ADJ], then the adjunct clitic is located 
following the last (and only) word of this phrase. Heiltsuk's Stray Adjunction rule then attaches it leftward onto 
this word. If we try to apply this process to a sentence in which the subject agreement clitic is followed by the 
adjunct clitic, as in (14), we discover a problem. Since its domain is contained within that of the subject agreement 
clitic, the adjunct clitic would be attached frrst. This is clearly contrary to the facts. 

Since there is no evidence that there is a corresponding free form, it is more likely that the adjunct clitic is a 
bound word, not a simple clitic. It would then have its own sYntactic position, but, being prosodically deficient, 
be attached leftward by the Stray Adjunction rule. The SYntactic position required would be to the right of the 
modifier, likely a specifier position. This is illustrated in the relevant section of the tree structure for the sentence 
in (14) (leaving aside the problem ofcategories): 

-. 

-
-


-.. 

-.. 
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(17)r 
[+ADJ]r 

r ~ 
r 
r 
r 6. CONCLUSION 
r 

In this paper it was shown that Anderson's (1992) theory of clitics as phrasal affixes can account for the r 
subject agreement clitic in Heiltsuk. While this clitic is occasionally followed by one of two morphemes, this is 

r not problematic if they are also considered ditics. Such a hypothesis was shown to be consistent with the data. 
r 
r 
r 
r 
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